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Formal, all of which
help define Uni High.
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"Happy Birthday to you, Happy Birthday to you,
Happy Birthday Dear University of fllinois
Laboratory High School,
Happy Birthday to you."

Sunday, September 12th, officially marked the 83rd birthday ofUni
High. The next day, Uni students gathered
outside the west entrance to sing to their
beautiful building and receive birthday
cupcakes. The students had a great day
and they got some free food. "It was
totally awesome and the cupcakes were
delicious, Happy Birthday Uni!!" said
junior Austin Berger. "It was my best
birthday ever," said school Uni High.

(l-r, t-b ): Ms. Kovacs prepares the napkins
as Mr. Russell tries to count the cupcakes;
Cameron smiles as he disobeys the rules
and takes two cupcakes; dressed in Uni
attire, Joe, Christopher, and Aaron enjoy
the festivities; Ms. Linder relaxes out front
of Uni; Tony really enjoys some icing.
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This year's Halloween was highlighted by the annual costume contest.
From witches and ghouls to jellyfish,
Ninja Turtles, Secret Service agents,
super heros and mail-clad warriors, this
year's contest featured some of the most
creative and original costumes in recent
Uni history. The contest was sponsored
by the Uni Teen Awareness Committee
who blanketed the crowd with candy.
The grand prize went to T.J. Bozada who
dressed as a woman.

(l-r, t-b ): Anna, Frankie, Chumar, and T.J.
display their exceptional costumes for the
contest; the Cross Country team kicks butt
with their awesome Ninja Turtle garb;
Master of Ceremonies, Lucas Ecker, displays his fine fashions he created in the first
floor hallway; Chelsea and Michelle look
glamorous in their throwback costumes;
Ito Sensei is buried somewhere under her
terrifying mask and black cloak.
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The annual "Surprise" Holiday Party started off the festive season
with a bang. The students followed
the Madrigals through the halls and
into Uni Gym, where the PFO had
food set up. After all of the students
were done eating, the program began.
During the next hour, students enjoyed performances by the Japanese
class, the Spanish class, and various
teachers. Robin Mittenthal, in his
last Holiday Party performance, told
a story which was acted out by several students, and Mr. Butler read The
Gingerbread Man, an event which has
been a staple for several years now.
As the students left Uni Gym, they
came away with memories of a fun
experience, a full stomach, and an
anticipation for the two week break
ahead.

( l-r, t-b) Mr. Butler reads his version of The
Gingerbread Man; the Spanish class raps a
song for all their amigos, with Henry doing
lead vocals and DJ beatboxing; Chumar
and the other freshmen get the leftovers;
Mr. Rayburn shares his enjoyment of the
Holiday Party with his wife.
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~·-··fl\1-a-1Students and Faculty alike
dressed up in their finest for this
year's Winter Formal. The dance
was a little different from past
years because of its new location.
The two levels and small dance
floor of the Levis Center were replaced by the vast ballroom of the
lllini Union. Despite the new location, the attendees' thoughts about
the dance were unchanged. "It was
the best dance of the year. I really
liked the huge room!" remarked
subbie Caroline Brown, summing
up the feelings of everyone in attendance.

(l-r, t-b) Daniel and Ruthie wish that
their Winter Formal experience will
never end; The Seniors look so ravishing
in their Winter Formal attire; Mr. Stone
and Ito Sensei take a break from their
chaperoning duties to pose for a photograph; Frankie and Mike (aka Uni's
Most Available Bachelors) eye the room
for potential dance partners.
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Spirit Week at Uni is different than
at most schools, and this year it was more
unique than ever. This year Spirit Week
preceded Winter Formal, and although it
was only four days long, students found a
way to make the most out of it.
On Tuesday, the first day of the short
week, students didn't bother
changing for school, and
showed up for Pajama
Day. The next day,
students took a trip
through the time
machine, and came
to school in their
favorite retro outfits.
There were outfits
from all the different
eras, and students tried
to outdo each other with
the wackiest clothes.
Thursday marked
Twin Day, a favorite of
Spirit Week. Students
dressed up in similar
outfits, sometimes even dressing up with
their favorite teacher.
School Colors Day wrapped up Spirit
Week as students showed their loyalty to the
school through orange and blue. Seniors,
sophomores, and subbies wore orange, while
juniors, freshmen, and faculty wore blue.
As the enthusiasm reached its prime,
students gathered in Kenney Gym for the
Spirit Week Assembly. The festivities
kicked off with announcements from StudCo
and teachers, including the announcement
of the Spring musical. The students grew
anxious, and the moment they had been
waiting for all week was finally there, the
Faculty Basketball game. During the quarter
breaks, students enjoyed watching a jump
rope race, a three-point shooting contest, and
an intense spelling bee competition between
Mrs. Laughlin and Henry Pollock.
With Spirit Week over, followed by
a Boys' basketball victory, students had a
newfound respect and pride for our school.
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The Seniors enjoy watching
the exciting Faculty Basketball
game.

(l-r, t-b) The girls of Condo 3 show off their
tee shirts from the Senior Trip; The subbies
look so excited to watch their first faculty
basketball game; Lucy and Lisa sport their
80's fashions for Retro Day; Mr. Rayburn and
Sarah, do you see any resemblance?; The
elaborate Spirit Week sign inspires everyone
to show off their true spirit; Richard looks like
he just got out of bed; T.J. and Paul donned
their Old Navy apparel for Twin Day.
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The faculty quickly rush to Mr.
Sutton's aid after he takes a

stumble.

fJJ
...

Nick and Emily show off their
large growth of facial hair on
1WinDay.

The Orange squad prepares for
the big game.
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There are a lot of things which make
Uni High unique, and one of the most notable
of these is Agora Days. Uni students get the
opportunity to escape the academic pressures
of a normal school day for nearly a week by
enrolling in classes taught by their peers, faculty, parents, and community
members. Agora Days is always highly anticipated, and
this year was no different.
For the most part,
Agora Days offered the same
excitement as years past.
Classes
included
dodgeball, Cell Game,
video
tournaments,
and medieval
combat, a frequent
favorite among the U ni
community.
Students tried their skills
in a vast array of sports
and enjoyed a large selection of academics as well
(none of which were too taxing).
Some students volunteered several
class periods to help out at Bottenfield Elementary School, and another group took the
annual trip to Mississippi for Habitat, enjoying their week just as much as the students in
C-U.
There was one large change in the way
Agora Days was organized this year. Thanks
to junior Tom Wiltzius, Uni students were
able to submit classes, register, and check
their schedules online through a new sign-up
system. Wiltzius was very satisfied with the
results and stated, "Registration went really
smooth, and we're hoping that it goes even
better next year".
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Jessica forces Sarah to fold during a poker class.

lAura is sure she needs to cut
the red wire, but Lauren looks a
little apprehensive.

(l-r, t-b ): Tomek points to the skies and tri-

umphantly exclaims that he is number one
at Halo; Emily is focused as she covers her
hand with an intricate Henna pattern; Robert
babysits "Ginger" as he helps at Bottenfield;
Jasmine asks herselfjust where is that rhombus supposed to go; Who knew Jackie and
Sarah were so good at knitting?; Mr. Garvey,
the Czar of Agora Days, shows the fatigue
that comes with running the show; With that
look, Michael must be losing ... Oh wait, he's
just saying hi.

Zhe reveals his softer side to the
youngsters at Bottenfield.

Oh come on Josie, it doesn't
sting that bad.

The Freshman guys ante up for
a round ofpoker.
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Deborah and Sarah are caught trying to make Jasmine into a bobblehead doll.
Sarah entertains Hannah, Hillary and EWe with her imitation of Ben. Derald's makes
Sheri, Maddy and Lor warm and happy. · Lydia, Daisy and Rachel discover a hidden cache
of ice cream. Does that cute face really need explaining? , Queen Lauren gazes over her
subjects from her throne. 'ik Udara and Austin try in vain to impress the ladies.
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: The crafty yearbook staff catches Josie before her morning coffee. ' Claire takes a much
needed rest on Lor. 1 Robbie takes aim at the camera, run cameraman run!
Emlly
turns heads as she ftutters through the halls.
Micah taunts his classmates through the
window.
Bianca and Devika are auditioning for the new DoubleMint gum twin search.
Cheng and Nate waltz their way to class.
Henry, Robert, Daniel and Andy partake
in the new reality series "X-Treme Latin"!
13

even more ways
\.~ •.-...ents to partici--.-K)at~e:- Many clubs this
year raised money for
various causes, allowing Uni students to help
people across the world.

UNI HIGH
PUBLICATIONS
2005
Yearbook
(1-r, t-b): Daniel Jacobs, Andy Renner, Josie
Wiegel, Robert Ratcliffe, AI Renner,Yang Zhao,
Sarah Bial, Maria Meyers, Atul Kale, Lauren
Wingo, Dawn Spelke, Daniel Ito, Cameron
Cropek, Austin Berger, Annie Liang, Emily
Chu, Micah Berman. Not pictured: Mr. Beesley
(advisor).

Gargoyle
(1-r, t-b): Emily Rosengren, Ben Sands, Matt
Freeman, Ben Erickson, David Boyle, Nate
Gottlieb-Graham, Sergei Pourmal, Hillary Proctor, Jonathan Baron, Mark Yates-White, Max
Goldberg, Chris Breault, Annie Fehrenbacher,
Christine Cheng, Emma Ansel in, Nicole Gong,
Daisy Hassani, Daniel Zuo, Agatha Kim, Roveiza
lrfan, Justin Park, Sam Smyth, Victoria Wang,
Annie Liang,Angelina Liang. Not pictured: Mr.
Porreca (advisor).

Unique
(1-r, t-b): Sara Sligar, Batia Snir, Martin Geiger,
Bethany Hutchens, Jackie Hedeman, Brad
Goerne, Ms. Majerus (advisor), Caitlin Liss,Yuzuko Nakamura, Hannah Lake-Rayburn, Maddy
Hamlin, Maria Meyers.

World Wide Web
(1-r, t-b): Brian Berry, Eric Barr, Jeremiah Methven, Andrew lan Chen, Jennifer Kim, Betsy
Dorner, Josie Wiegel, Molly Smith, Sarah LeRoy.
Not pictured: Mr. Beesley (advisor).
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UNI HIGH
ORGANIZATIONS
2005
Music
(1-r, t-b): Krista Olson, Beckaa Wallig, Paige
Martin,Aiex Cahill, Mr. Murphy (advisor), Eric
Loui, Robert Boyce, Tony Costa,Yun Luke Chiang, Monah Habibullah, Eunice How, Richard
Weisbach,Jie Han, Linda Song, Elizabeth Ford,
Rachel Kaplan, Stephen Buzard.

Art
(1-r, t-b): Ms. Evans (advisor), Sara Sligar,Avanti
Chajed, Karen Han,Yuzuko Nakamura, Natsuki
Nakamura, Colette DeJong.

Dumb
(1-r, t-b): Rachel Skoza, Alan Kessler, Daniel
Borup, Rose Kory, Andrew Lovdahl, Noam
Roth, Maciek Swiech, Nathan Domier,Vaishnavi
Giridaran, Lizzy Warner, Deborah Ladd, Arif
Nelson, Mo Kudeki, Charlie Wan. Not pictured:
Mrs. Plisch (advisor).

Lounge Comittee
(1-r, t-b): Linda Song, Sergei Pourmai,Aiex Ivanova. Not pictured: Rohun Palekar, Mr. Butler
(advisor).
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Star Trek
(1-r, t-b): Ellen Rockett,Andrew lan Chen, Rachel
Kaplan, Emily Chu, Carl Pearson, Paul Miller. Not
pictured: Mr. Russell (advisor).

Kung-Fu
(1-r, t-b): Mr. Rayburn (advisor), Robbie Robinson,
Songtao Feng, Ben Sims,Atul Kale, Kris Coombs,
Hugh Monahan, Drew Hauffe, Josh Mitchell,
Nick Gooier, Michelle Johnson, Meredith Nelson, Greg Roginsky, Chris Breault, Sarah LeRoy,
Ellie Goldwasser, Julia Maher, Allison Darmody,
Therese Garvey, Kangway Chuang, Andrew
Zukoski.

Rif Raf
(1-r, t-b):Jackie Hedeman, Rebecca Alper, Martin
Geiger, Rose Kory, Sara Sligar, Emma Marshak,
Batia Snir, Noam Roth, Corinne Hatcher, Emily
Chu, Eunice How, Ms. Harris (advisor), Robert
Diehl.

Student World Action Team
(1-r, t-b): Robert Ratcliffe, Andy Renner, Henry
Pollock, Kris Coombs, Lauren Wingo, Dawn
Spelke,Ayesha Saied,Agatha Kim. Not pictured:
Ms. Morris (advisor).
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Thespjans
(1-r, t-b): Hugh Monahan, Martin Geiger, Kris
Coombs, Batia Snir, Cordelia Loots-Gollin, Brad
Goerne, Ms. Ridenour (advisor), Kinzie Cornell,
Sara Sligar, Shruti Purkayastha.

24
(1-r, t-b ): Jennifer Roloff,Aria Collopy, Christine
Cheng, Katy Easley, Mike Renner, Frankie McFarland, Jason He, Brian Wang. Not pictured:
Mr. Bild (advisor)

Peer College Counselors
(1-r, t-b): Hillary Proctor, Sarah LeRoy, Andy
Renner, Kris Coombs, Brad Goerne, Ms. Micele
(advisor), Ariel Cascio, Yoon-Jung Hyun, Greg
Roginsky.

Anjme
(1-r, t-b): Henry Be berman, Brian Berry,Tiffany
Cox, Josh Mitchell, Robert Boyce, Sensei Ito
(advisor), Beth Peregrine,Jie Han,Yuzuko Nakamura, Benjamin Fu,Aiex Cahiii,Aaron Kelter,
Elizabeth Ford.
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(1-r, t-b): Beth Peregrine, Alisa Rantanen, Linda
Song, Angela Jin, Emily Chu, Christopher Nixon,
Daniel McNamara, Joshua Chung, Benjamin
Schaap, Michelle Gao, joe Leigh, Geoffery Beck,
Jie Han, Ms. Plisch (advisor).

t-.1

Football
(1-r, t-b): Max Rich, Mr. Sutton (advisor), Austin
Rundus, Frankie McFarland, Ammar Rizwan,
Mike Renner, Isaac Radnitzer, Ranny Ma, Sam
Imlay.

International Career Academy
(1-r, t-b): Kris Coombs, Annie Fehrenbacher,
Emma Marshak, Hannah Snyder, Eric Loui, Ms.
Suslick (advisor). Not pictured:Anna File.

Diversity
(1-r, t-b): Ammar Rizwan, Kumars Salehi,Austin
Rundus, Frankie McFarland, Michael Belmont,
Justin Park, Hugh Monahan, Sergei Pourmal,
Farid Zaghloul, Ruth Welch, Max Goldberg,
Marika lyer, Roveiza lrfan, Sam Imlay, Andrea
Park, Shivani Khanna, Alex Zhai, Benjamin Fu,
Alex lvanova, Lauri Feldman. Not pictured: Mr.
Smith (advisor).
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2005
Historical Simulation Society
(1-r, t-b): Robert Boyce, Brian Berry, Benjamin
Schapp, Josh Mitchell, Mr. Butler (advisor), T.J.
Bozada, Geoffery Beck, Jack Liu,Tomasz Kalbarczyk, Joshua Chung, Julian Hartman.

Students For A Better World
(1-r, t-b): Farid Zaghloul, Martin Geiger, Emma
Anselin, Maddy Hamlin, Christine Cheng,Aria
Collopy, Daisy Hassani, Laura Hazlett, Victoria
Wang, Eunice How. Not pictured: Ms.Yi (advisor).

Life
(1-r, t-b): Jennifer Roloff, Bethany Hutchens,
Hillary Proctor, Martin Geiger, Benjamin Schaap,
Austin Berger, Brett Clark, Jennifer Kim, Kris
Coombs, Holden Bucher, Carter Hutchens,
Noel Knox, Daniel McNamara, Ethan Berl,
Christine Cheng, Linda Song, Ms.Yi (advisor).

Kendo
(1-r, t-b):Tomasz Nilges,Antoine DeJong,Abraham Robinson, Brian Berry, Benjamin Schapp,
Jie Han, Emily Chu, Linda Song. Not pictured:
Mr. Smith (advisor).
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French
(1-r, t-b): Noam Roth, Emma Anselin, Daisy
Hassani, Maddy Hamlin, Paige Martin, Jackie
Hedeman,Jennifer Kim, Aria Collopy, Christine
Cheng, Katy Easley,Victoria Wang. Not pictured:
Mr. Garvey (advisor), Ms. Lopez (advisor).

German
(1-r, t-b): Kyle Braghini, Kareem Sayegh,Jeremiah
Methven, Betsy Dorner, Sarah Bial, Max Rich,
Herr W. (advisor), Ayesha Saied, Casey Roth,
Molly Smith, Hannah Kinney, Lauren Wingo,
Carter Hutchens.

Japan
(1-r, t-b): Elizabeth Ford, Tomasz Nilges, Brian
Berry, Tiffany Cox, Lucas Ecker, Sensei Ito
(advisor).

Latin
(1-r, t-b): Kareem Sayegh, Mr. Drevlow (advisor),
Gordon Ruan, Christopher Nixon, Ranny Ma,
Ariel Cascio.
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(1-r, t-b): Mr. Stone (advisor), Nate GottliebGraham, Maciek Swiech, Leah Imlay, Ellen Rockett, Emma Ansel in.

Student Faculty
Advjsory Commjttee
(1-r, t-b): Ms. Kovacs, Michael Belmont, Ben
LeRoy, Mr. Vaughn, Mr. Rayburn, Mr. Beesley,
Cordelia Loots-Gollin, Roveiza lrfan, Eunice
How, Karolina Kalbarczyk.

Actjvjsm

I

(1-r, t-b ): Caitlin Liss, Eleanor Unsworth, Ben Erickson, Mr. Sutton (advisor), Lucy Schiller, Josie
Chambers, Alison Liss, Annie Fehrenbacher,
Cordelia Loots-Gollin.
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Locks of Love
(1-r, t-b): Luke Chiang, Amelia Breault, Kris
Coombs, Kinzie Cornell, Emily Rosengren,
Beckaa Wallig, Annie Fehrenbacher, Caitlin
Liss, Krista Olson, Nicole Gong, EmmaAnselin,
Daisy Hassani. Not pictured: Ms. Linder.

f
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Agora
(1-r, t-b): Sergei Pourmal, Max Rich, Daniel Jacobs,Tom Wiltzius, Noam Roth, Ellen Rockett,
Lucy Schiller, Linda Song. Not pictured: Mr.
Garvey (advisor).

Subbie Buddies
(1-r, t-b): Mr. Smith, Mr. Sutton, Mr. Bergandine,
Mr. Garvey, Sensi Ito, Emily Floess, Roveiza
lrfan, Austin Berger, Justin Park, Ethan Stone,
Jamie Weiser, Karen Woodley, Chumar Williams, Beth Peregrine, Mrs. Kovacs, Nuole
Chen, Miss Yi, Matthew Freeman, Krista Olson,
Amelia Breault, Andrea Park, Nicole Helregel,
Josie Chambers, Julie Chen, Anna Cangellaris,
Angelina Liang, Nicole Gong, Eunice How. Not
pictured: Mr. Beesley.

Teen Awareness Committee
(1-r, t-b): Nick Gooier, Mr. Smith (advisor),
Maria Meyers, Lucas Ecker, Angelina Liang,
Jimmy Huggett.

MacGyver
(1-r, t-b): Eric Barr, Kyle Braghini, Jeremiah
Methven, Tomasz Nilges, Drew Hauffe, Kirill
Lagoutchev, Greg Roginsky, Atul Kale, Lauren
Wingo,Agatha Kim, Ben Sands, Robbie Robinson, Chris Breault, Dan Zuo, Yang Zhao. Not
pictured: Mr. Carrubba (advisor).
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(1-r, t-b): Jennifer Kim, Justin Park, Yoon-Jung
Hyun, Benjamin Fu, Nuole Chen, Roveiza
lrfan, Julie Chen. Not pictured: Mr. Sam Smith
(advisor).

Beatles
(1-r, t-b): Sara Salmon, Mr. Garvey (advisor),Julia
Maher, Ellen Rockett, Rose Kory, Noam Roth,
Lillian Soong, Emily Floess, Natsuki Nakamura,
Karen Han, Yuzuko Nakamura, Leah Imlay.

Math
(1-r, t-b): Yang Zhao, Dan Cranston (advisor),
JohnMark Lau, Max Rich, Aria Collopy, Rachel
Kaplan, Katy Easley,Aiex Zhai, Greg Roginsky,
Emily Floess.

Chess Team
(1-r, t-b ): Benjamin Schaap, Brian Berry, Spencer
Pokorski, Mr. Garvey (advisor),Aiex Zhai, Marquis Wang, Nish Nookala, Christopher Nixon,
Jeremy Kemball, Linda Song, Michelle Gao.
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Audio/Video Club
(1-r, t-b): Alex lvanova, Lauri Feldman, Mr. Sutton (advisor), Sergei Pourmal, Max Goldberg,
Ch.ris Breault.

Gay-Straight Alliance
(1-r, t-b): Kris Coombs, Ben Tuttle, Sarah Bial,
Mr. Vaughn (advisor),Ariel Cascio, Mr. Rayburn
(advisor), Cordelia Loots-Gollin, Caitlin Liss,
Sara Sligar, Max Beshers, Brad Goerne, Kinzie
Cornell, Batia Snir, Hannah Lake-Rayburn.

Family Guy
(1-r, t-b): T.J. Bozada,Jake Seeley, Jeremy Pillow,
Frankie McFarland,Tomasz Nilges,Ammar Rizwan, Isaac Radnitzer, Ranny Ma, Mike Renner,
Mr. Sutton (advisor), Arif Nelson, Robbie
Robinson, Sam Klein,Tomasz Kalbarczyk, Farid
Zaghloul, Micah Berman,Austin Rundus,Julian
Hartman, Kimberle Pillow, Liz Reese, Ethan
Stone, Anna Cangellaris, Angela Jin, Marika
lyer, Nicole Helregel, Emily Kamm, Thilo Welz,
Daniel Borup, Nish Nookala, Charlie Wan, Sam
Imlay, Brian Wang, Katie LaPointe, Grant Loos,
Paul Dampier, Geoffrey Beck, Joshua Chung,
Max Goldberg, Michael Belmont, Ben LeRoy,
Julia Maher,Yuv Chandra Pathuri.
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(1-r, t-b): Kirill Lagoutchev, Yang Zhao, Mr.
Carubba (advisor), Tomasz Nilges, Atul Kale,
Daniel Zuo.
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Executive Officers

Senior Officers

Junior Officers

(1-r): Justin Park (Sec.-Tres.), Hugh Monahan
(Pres.), Betsy Dorner (VP).

(1-r): Molly Smith (VP),Agatha Kim (Sec.-Tres.).
Not Pictured: Casey Roth (Pres.), Ben LeRoy
(SFAC), Alex lvanova (Lounge).

(1-r): Daniel Jacobs (Sec.-Tres.), Hannah Snyder (Pres.), Nuole Chen (VP) . Not Pictured:
Cordelia Loots-Gollin (SFAC),Sergei Pourmal
(Lounge).

Sophomore Officers

Freshman Officers

Subbie Officers

(1-r): Daisy Hassani (VP), Songtao Feng (Sec.Tres.) , Krista Olson (Pres .). Not Pictured:
Michael Belmont (SFAC), Rohun Palekar
(Lounge).

(1-r): Andrea Park (VP) , Shivani Khanna (Sec.Tres.). Not Pictured: Aran Yoo (Pres.), Eunice
How (SFAC), Linda Song (Lounge).

(1-r): Nate Kim (VP), Lauren Piester (Pres.),
Deborah Ladd (Sec.-Tres.). Not Pictured:
Karolina Kalbarczyk (SFAC).
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Rebecca fumbles with her papers in the hall as she attempts to finish her homework. The
two Bens practice their martial arts moves after school. Brett can't keep his eyes off of the
Illini game. · Chuk takes a break from looking up new video games to make sure Mr. Smith
doesn't catch him. Eleanor gives us a skeptical look as she rushes to log on to a computer. •
You can always find Farid hard at work studying. 'ik Robert takes a dip during a video shoot
for the Fall Athletics Video.
28
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Caitlin looks mischievous as she takes some food from Kovacs' office. ' Ian doesn't like
computer work to be interrupted. 1 Mr. Sutton takes a break to say hi in the flood of
11t11de~nts watching the Illini.
Ellie won't appreciate this picture being in the Yearbook.
Alan shows his hops during the Subbie Retreat.
Frankie and Ammar were told it
dress up day. ~ Mr. Stone charms Scott, Erin, Samantha and Chelsea with his regal
Emily is missing her blanket and teddy bear.
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anistic schools around.
iT"i;is year, Uni's producon of The Crucible was
invited to perform atTheaterfest, and many Uni
singers made it to the
state level in the IMEA.

th.e-C.f-! ····...,.
1

This year's rendition of
The Crucible was a poignant
and moving play about the
Salem Witch Trials. A minister finds his house steeped in
witchcraft with his daughter
in a coma and his niece suspected of witchcraft. Things
soon progress from there to
a chaos of fear and lies. The
play explores the paranoia of ----- '"'
the human mind and the faith
in God of the human soul. Soon
after the play finished, the Illinois State High School Theatre
Festival awarded The Crucible
the chance to perform at their
event, an outstanding accomplishment for the cast and Mrs.
Ridenour.

(l-r, t-b): Kris whispers to Matt while
Ben and Sara look on with contempt;
Mrs. Ridenour gives a few tips to the
actors; Kinzie flashes a dazzling smile;
Sarah rises up to confess her sins; Batia gives out some advice; Emily stirs a
mysterious brew.
32

featured four plays this year,
written by Kris Coobms, Tom
Wiltzius, Sara Sligar, Jackie
Hedeman, and Maddy Hamlin. What made this year
unique was that instead of
being held in the North Attic, the plays were held in
the Armory Free Theatre,
thanks to Matthew Levy,
a college student who also
assisted in the production of
The Crucible. The four plays
were Elevator Music, Broken,
Eyota (a musical), and The
Silhouette of the Dying. All
featured magnificent acting
and plots that delighted the
audience. T.J. Bozada, the
star of Eyota stated, "It was
a fun experience, and I got to
learn a lot about acting."

(1-r, t-b): T.J. and Josie read, befuddled,
as Beckaa dictates from a Calculus textbook in Eyota; Alyssa anxiously calls a
friend in Broken; Eleanor tilts her head
in amusement in The Silhouette of the
Dying; Zoe looks up from some last minute practicing; Alyssa and Daniel gaze
at each other in the climax of Broken.
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jazz Bana I

(1-r, t-b) Sam Klein, Elizabeth Ford, Tony Costa,Thilo Welz,Yoon-Jung Hyun, Rohun Palekar, Scott Sapp, Drew Hauffe,JohnMark Lau, Robert Boyce.
Max Goldberg, Alex Cahill, Kris Coombs, Monah Habibullah, Krista Olson, Ben Tuttle, Julian Hartman, Henry Beberman. Not pictured: Henry
Pollock, Sam Smyth.

jazz Bana II

(1-r, t-b) Chuk Uzoaru,Tony Costa, Ethan Beri,Jacob Druker, Erin Hayes, Paul Dampier, Karen Han, Jake Seeley, Christopher Nixon, Arif Nelso
Loic Hostetter, Carter Hutchens, Charlie Wan, Richard Weisbach, Cheng Luo, Tiffany Cox, Ariel Cascio.
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Orchestra

(1-r, t-b): Martin Granick,Jake McGinty, Claire Johnson,Aiisa Rantanen, Linda Song, Daisy Hassani, EmmaAnselin, Samantha Nguyen, Lucy Zhang,
Kareem Sayegh,AIIan Luo, Nish Nookala,Aian Liang,Angelina Liang, Monah Habibullah,Vaishnavi Giridaran, Elaine Gu, Suran Yoo,Julie Chen, Nuole
Chen,Aiex Cahill, Batia Snir, Zoe Schein, Loic Hostetter, Daniel McNamara,Ayesha Saied, Hannah Kinney, Sarah LeRoy, Ben LeRoy, Benjamin Fu,
Mo Kudeki, Krista Olson, Joe Leigh, Daniel Zuo, Leslie Hodges, Carl Pearson,Avanti Chajed,Aran Yoo.

(1-r, t-b ): Rachel Cascio, Jimmy Huggett, Nathan Domier, Tony Costa, Kyle Braghini, Aria Collopy, Robert Boyce, Max Goldberg, John Mark Lau,
Rose Kory, Caitlin Liss, Sam Klein, Elizabeth Ford, Noel Knox, Ethan Berl, Carter Hutchens, Madeleine Garvey, Erin Hayes, Rachel Skoza, Nate
Kim, Victoria Wang, lsaure Hostetter, Natsuki Nakamura,Amirah Nelson, Beth Peregrine, Michelle Johnson, Tiffany Cox, Stephen Buzard, Ariel
Cascio, Rachel Kaplan,Yoon-Jung Hyun, Kris Coombs, Jacob Druker,Jessica Stewart, Lizzy Warner, Karen Han, Sarah Pfander,Jennifer Roloff, Lucas
Ecker, Eric Loui,AIIison Darmody, Therese Garvey,Ammar Rizwan,Angela Jin, Eunice How.
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(1-r, t-b): Sierra Marcum, Leslie Hodges, Karolina Kalbarczyk, Robert Croisant, Michael Belmont, Tony Costa, Emma Anselin, Elizabeth Ford,
Aria Collopy, Bianca Zaharescu, Beckaa Wallig, Krista Olson, Caroline Brown, Sheri Grill, Lor Sligar, Linda Song, Martin Geiger, Daniel Borup,
Michelle Gao, Avanti Chajed, Angela Jin, Karen Woodley, Lauren Pi ester, Kayla Ginsburg, Hannah Lake-Rayburn, Claire Johnson, Maddy Levin,
Sarah Lake-Rayburn, Monah Habibullah, Spencer Pokorski,T.J. Bozada.
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t-b) Kinzie and Hugh enjoy their final Holiday Party with a beautiful holiday tune; the Madrigals lead the school through the halls in anticipation of
outstanding Surprise Party; Sarah and Ben pose for the photographer.
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recent memory and a
reputation of no longer
being the underdog.

UNIVERSITYH ..S.ltSRA"v-

Cross Country
(1-r, t-b) lAura Hazlett, Noel Knox, Caroline Brown,
Elaine Gu, Coach Meg Zabielski.

The Subbie Cross Country team was small
year, with only three girls and one boy. They
entered in 10 meets, but competed individually oec~ausa
they lacked enough people to qualify as a team. "I
how everyone wasn't competitive on the team, but
all wanted the best for every member of the team,"
Caroline Brown. In Regionals, subfreshman Elaine
advanced to the State Meet where she achieved
place with a time of 13:44. "Everyone was so ~,~ ••• ,l,.
and always had fun," added Brown. "The Uni
Cross country team has a bright future and Noel
is a rising star," said senior cross country runner
Hauffe.

The Subbie Girls' Basketball team had an outstanding season including an overtime loss to Holy
Cross. The 8th grade team finished the season with
a record of 4-7 and as Coach Chris Wickens commented, "This was the best season we have had since
I have been coaching." The 7th grade team, which had
only recorded one victory prior to this season during
Wickens' tenure, had a record of 3-6. "A very impressive record for a team that had no players with any
prior organized basketball experience," added Coach
Wickens. The 7th grade team had a few close games
as well. The younger squad lost to St. Thomas after
Uni barely missed a last second shot to tie the game.
Overall the teams had a few high scoring games in the
50s and had a lot of fun.

Boys' Basketball
(1-r, t-b) Assistant Coach Andy Renner, Alan Kessler,
Malcolm Taylor, Nate Kim, James Smith, Carl Pearson,
Russell Prochaska, Allan Luo, Carter Hutchens, Andrew
Lovdahl, Charlie Wan, Alan Liang, Noel Knox, Holden
Bucher, Nish Nookala. Not pictured: Stephen Prochaska
and Head Coach Mr. Murphy.
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Girls' Basketball
(l-r, t-b) Assistant Coach David Grill, Sheri Grill,
Jessi Sullivan, Hannah Leskosky, Rachel Skoza, Kaylie
Dastrup, Head Coach Chris Wickens , Maddy Levin,
Jessica Stewart, Vaishnavi Giridaran, Lizzy Warner,
Joy Shapley, Annie Machesky.

The Subbie Boys' Basketball team had an
overall combined record of 5-16. Two of their top
players, Stephen Prochaska and Holden Bucher, injured their ankles late in the season, hampering their
post season chances. "It hurt our team's confidence,
but we played harder," said guard Malcolm Taylor.
Bucher fractured his ankle after getting fouled on
a fast break, and in this game the team went from
a seven point lead to a one point loss. Due to the
injuries, coaches Rick Murphy and Andy Renner
had to move players from the B Team to the A team,
which caused some sloppy play at times. "It was a
lot of fun, they worked hard and I was pleased with
their effort," said Coach Murphy. "They showed a
lot of improvement and I think a lot of them will go
out for the team next year."

(l-r) Elaine paces herself for the long run ahead;
Coach Meg Zabielski looks on as runners Noel and
Elaine start the race; Caroline has her eyes on the
finish line.

(l-r) Lizzy skies for the layup while Kay lie boxes out for a potential rebound; Maddy concentrates on her free throw; Lizzy goes
coast-to-coast.

(l-r) Stephen shifts over to play help-side defense; Carl refuses to let the other team post-up; Coach Murphy and Assistant
Coach Renner give the team some inspiration during a second half timeout.
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T h i s
year's Junior Varsity volleyball team performed exceedingly
well, despite an influx
of freshmen and a
general lack of previous experience. Going 3-5 in conference
play, they held their
own against some of
the best teams in the
area. Floaters Josie
Chambers, Allison
Darmody, Beckaa
Wallig, and Josie
Wiegel led the
team with amazing hits,
blocks,
and digs. The incoming freshmen
Chelsea Freeland, Erin Hayes, Claire
Johnson, Sarah Pfander, Jamie
Weiser, and Karen Woodley also
played a major role in the team's success, showing huge improvements
as the season progressed. "The girls
worked very hard this year. They
really came together to support each
other," stated Wiegel.
The team's season began
with a loss to Danville Baptist, but
they came back to defeat Judah
Christian, Uni's "arch-rival," 25-6,
9-25, and 25-6. The rest of the season consisted of highly contested
matches, but Uni was usually found
on the losing end. Near the end of
the season, the JV team traveled
to a tournament in Oakland where
the team was competitive against
some the region's best teams, a feat
the squad could never have accomplished in August.

(l-r, t-b): The JV volleyball team
huddles around Susan for a pep
talk; Claire stands at the net ready
to block all the hits that come her
way; Josie Wiegel reaches out
to tip the ball over unsuspecting
opponents.
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(l-r, t-b): JV Coach Susan Mynatt, Allison Darmody, Claire Johnson, Karen Woodley, Beckaa Wallig,
Josie Wzegel, Head Coach Coleen Madera, Sarah Pfander, Josie Chambers, Annie Liang, Chelsea
Freeland, Elizpbeth Ford, Erin Hayes, Jamie Weiser.

•

tt

The 2004 Boys'
Junior
Varsity . . . . . . ~
soccer
season was an exciting one. Entering
the season·without long time
coach Jenni
Falk, Uni turned
to Noel DeJarnette to take over
the JV program. The team had
several returning players, as well as
many freshman.
"Our defensive play was good,
and a lot of our opponents were
forced to take difficult shots in order
to score on us," said sophomore midfielder Chandra Pathuri.
Although their record may not
show it, the JV squad played strong
and forced many of the opposing
teams to use varsity players in JV
games. "Our game against Sullivan
was really upsetting. We tied them
3-3 because they played their starting varsity forward who scored all
three of their goals," said sophomore
Robert Croisant.
"We played good soccer, but in
the closing minutes of a few games
we just had some tough breaks,"
freshman defender Ammar Rizwan
commented.
The team had a lot of talent, and
the coaches look forward to an improved squad next season.
~-~:a

·Frankie McFarland,Ammar Rizwan, Jake McGinty, RobertCroisant, Alex Cahill, Marquis Wang,
Chung, ChandraPathuri, RohunPalekar, Sam Klein, FaridZaghkJul, Isaac Radnitzer, Thilo Welz,
Luke Chiang, AbderRahman Sobh, Bhaskar Vuzdya, Alex Zhai, Sam Imlay, Julian Hartman, Kumars
· TJ. Bozada (Not pictured: JV Coach Noel DeJarnette and Head Coach Bill DeJarnette.)

(1-r, t-b): Daniel dribbles past the
Urbana midfield; Tony clears the
ball, as Sam mimics him; Robert
takes the ball away for a defensive
stop; Victor busts a move on the
opponent.
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The 2004 Girls' Volleyball team had hopes to improve upon the record of the last few years
improve their play on the floor. With a returning squad of seven seniors and one junior,
girls took a step towards their goal with their opening victory over Danville Baptist. The
of their first match showed the girls' fervor and determination to win. The ladies won in
games and started off the season with a positive attitude. Unfortunately, the girls were
to pull out a win in the next nineteen matches, until finally regaining their strength at the end of
season in a victory against Normal Calvary Baptist. With a final record of 1-11 in conference and 2-21
the girls failed to meet their goal of a .500 season.
Returning varsity member Annie Fehrenbacher stated that "Overall the season was pretty tru:str2Ltm.g.!
We knew that we had talent and we knew that we could compete, yet things just didn't quite come together
it was too late. However, I do feel like we ended the season on a high note." Similarly, senior Hillary
tor felt, "I think we ended the season well and I really look forward to watching next year's team. There's
huge amount of potential for Uni's volleyball program." Despite hopes for a promising future, varsity
Colleen Madera resigned from her position due to personal and professional reasons at the end of the season
Assistant coach Susan Mynatt remains optimistic regarding the future of the Uni High volleyball pro
"Even though the SeaSOn didn't go as We had all hoped, the younger playerS are ShOWing a lot Of nrnmH~P l
for the future. There were several positives during the season that will be remembered and that the
can build on for the seasons to come."
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W,2-1
Danville BaPtist
l,2-0
lerov
Deland Weldon Eagle l,2-1
l,2-0
Classic
l,2-1
l,2-0
Decatur Christian
l,2-0
Decatur lutheran
l,2-0
Judah Chrlsdan
l,2-0
Fisher
Nonnal Calvarv BaPtiSt l,2-0
l,2-0
Deland-Weldon
l,2-1
Decatur Chrisdan
BucldeV Chnst lutheran l,2-0
l,2-0
Tournament
l,2-0
Decatur lutheran
l,2-0
Bucklev C.l.
l,2-0
Bucklev C.l.
l,2-0
GCMS
l,2-0
Judah Chrisdan
l,2-0
Fisher
Nonnal Calvarv BaPtiSt W,2-0
l,2-1
Deland Weldon
l,2-0
St. Thomas More

(l-r, t-b): Assistant Coach Susan Mynatt, Hillary Proctor, Allison Darmody, Anna File (captain),
Sarah LeRoy, Beckaa Wallig, Head Coach Colleen Madera, Ruth Welch, Annie Fehrenbacher, Josie
*egel, Dawn Spelke, Hannah Kinney, Josie Chambers, Amanda Grill (captain).

(l-r, t-b): Hannah prepares for a certainly amazing bump; Sarah deliver
yet another block; The team discusses
possible strategies; Josie attacks the
net full force showing us her incredible hops.
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The Boys' soccer team did not enter the season with high expectations after graduating eleven seniors
the previous season. However, despite the lack of experience returning, this years team was something
The squad broke school records on its way to a school best 15-4-2. The season started out strong as the lllineks
their own tournament by outscoring their opponents 10-1 over three games. Uni then followed with a victory
regional powerhouse and cross-town rival Judah Christian. The excitement of the win was subdued as teaiilJJaatc!~
returned to the bench to find four-year starter and co-captain Andy Renner had torn his ACL. The team '"TnHT 0 ' 1Pnl
following Renner's injury resulting in a loss to Mahomet-Seymour and a tie with Decatur Christian.
Determined not to let an injury hurt the team like it had in past years, Uni came to life with new resolve. The
bounced back with a five-game winning streak, resulting in their first ECIC conference title. Uni received a
seed in their Sectional and easily defeated Blue Ridge in the first game of Regionals. Then, Uni had a rematch
Judah Christian, but the lllineks suffered a heartbreaking defeat at the hands of their rivals. Despite the tragic
to a record setting season, the team was still happy with their performance throughout the year. The team
a very large core of its players and has very high hopes for next year. According to AI Renner, the teams
scorer, "If we work hard this summer we have a chance to get a twenty win season and a sectional title next year".
The team will return key starters Michael Belmont, Justin Park, Austin Berger, and Alex Renner. Uni has been plagued
with injuries the last several years but, if they can stay healthy, you can expect big things from Coach Bill Dejarnette
and his crew.
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!;I:IJIII:IJI)J\IIIJ
Rantoul
Blue Ridge
Fisher
Judah Chrlsdan
Mahomet sevmour
Fisher
Decablr Chrlsdan
Sullivan
DanVIlle Balist
lriQUOIS West
Nonnal Galvarv BaPIISI
Decablr Lutheran
Champaign Central
Warrensburg Latham
DanVIlle Schlarman
Urbana
On ltV
Hoopeston
Monucello
Blue Ridge
Judah Chrlsdan

t-b): Assistant Coach Noel Dejarnette, Mike Renner, Henry Pollock (captain), Andy Renner (capMaciek Swiech, Max Beshers, Brett Clark, Daniel Jacobs, Scott Sapp, Austin Berger (captain),
Monahan, Sergei Pourmal, Michael Belmont, Al Renner, Head Coach Bill Dejarnette, Udara
Cabraal, Tony Costa, Tornasz Kalbarczyk, Jeremy Pillow, Martin Granick, Sam Smyth, Jake Seeley,
Park, David Boyle.

W,5-0
W,4-1
W,1-0
W,5-3
l,4-1
W,3-0
1,3-3
W, 11-1
W,1-0
W,3-1
W,&-2
W,B-2
l, 1-0
W;3-2
T, 1-1
l,3-1
W,&-1
W,4-2
W,5-2
W,9-0
l,2-1

(1-r, t-b): Michael controls the ball
across the midfield; Udara is in hot
pursuit of the opposing team; Austin
touches past the opposing defender;
Sam works hard to re-attain possession of the ball.
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This year, the 2004-2005 Girls' Cross Country team again reloaded their roster with a pair of freshmen: Shi
Khanna and Samantha Nguyen. Coach Doug Mynatt has created a program which is continually one of the best
the state and this year was no different. The girls started the season well with a 2nd place finish in the .u ....., n.... 1,..,vv1
Kickoff Classic. The momentum was briefly subdued, when on September 4th, the girls traveled to the
Chrisman Cowchip Classic. The Classic format which requires them to run as individuals, instead of in
accustomed pack, hurt the lllineks who placed seventh as a team. Proving that it was the format of the
that caused their disappointing finish, Uni bounced back quickly by winning its first Twin City Championsllip,l
defeating Centennial, Central, Urbana and St. Thomas More.
Uni thrived on the pressure of being C-U champs by traveling to the Peoria Woodruff Invite, an extJrerrLel~
large meet, and posting either seasonal best times or personal bests by each runner. Using the success of the
meets, the girls won the Tuscola Classic, upsetting the state's top team in Breese Mater Dei. Emily Floess
7th overall at Tuscola, earning an award for fastest junior runner.
Injuries, religious holidays and college entrance exams took a toll on Uni's ability to field a consistent squ
resulting in team efforts which varied week to week. Freshman Shivani Khanna was hampered the last half of the
season with an injured ankle and hip.
To conclude the season, Uni's varsity girls' team placed second at the Paxton-Buckley-Loda Prep meet. A
the squad entered the IHSA Regional Meet as defending champs, there was extra pressure on the team this year. The
lllinkes finished third advancing to the Sectionals where they finished ninth.
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2nd
Chlisman COW ChiP Classic 1th
1st
Twin Citv Meet

lUella- KicluJI Classic

Peoria Woodrun Invite
Tuscola Classic

9th
1st
1st
Quad XC Meet
12th
St ...... SDarbll Classic
1st
vs. Paxton-Bucklev-loda
Mahomet-sevmour Invite 6th
Paxton Regional PreP Meet 2nd
IHSA Regional Meet
2nd
9th
IHSA Sectional Meet

(l-r, t-b): Leah Imlay, Hannah Snyder, Nicole Helregel, Alejandra Collopy, Samantha Nguyen, Alex
lvanova (captain), Ellie Goldwasser (captain), Caitlin liss, Eleanor Unsworth, Shivani Khanna,
Alison liss, Emily Floess. Not pictured: Head Coach Doug Mynatt.

(1-r, t-b): Hannah, Alejandra and
Ellie tear ahead ofthe competition;
Eleanor and Caitlin pace each
other at the meet against PaxtonBuckley-Loda; Nicole leaves the
competition behind; Alex gives it
her all in the final stretch; run,
Shivani, run.

UNIVERSITY H.S. LIBRARY
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~I:IJIII:1JIJJ\IIIl
llcllapoo Kicllon Classic
Chrisman Cow ChiP Classic
TWin Citv Meet@ Robeson
Peoria Woodnm Invite
Tuscola Classic
Quad XC Meet@ Unitv
St. Joseph Spartan Classic
vs. Paxton-Buclllev-loda
Mahomet-Sevmour Invite
Paxton Regional Prep Meet
IHSA Regional Meet
@ licllapoo State Park
IHSA Secdonal Meet@ PBl

3nl
5th

3nl
4th
2nd
1st
10th
1st
13th
1st
2nd
1th

(l-r, t-b ): Austin and Nick sprint the

last stretch; Jeremiah, Zuke, and
Cameron look determined andformidable as they burn their opponents;
Kirill flexes for the camera while
Robbie and Eric power up the hill;
Drew leads the way around the turn
as Nick and Chris pack with him.

(1-r, t-b): Jimmy Huggett, JeremiahMethven, Drew Hauffe (captain), Robbie Robinson, Nick Gooier,
Nathan Domier, Cameron Cropek, Chris Breault, Eric Barr, Austin Rundus, Andrew Zukoski (captain), KirillLagoutchev. (Not pictured: Head Coach Doug Mynatt, Assistant Coaches Yuri Errnakov,
Meg Zabielski, Kim Sokol)
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The 2004-2005 Uni High Cross Country team was all about one goal: Get to State. Due to the fact that
they returned five of the top seven runners and four of the five scorers, the boys seemed poised to do just that.

The team started out on the right foot, earning a fourth place finish at the Peoria Woodruff Invite out
of 22 teams, followed closely by a second place finish at the Tuscola Classic. Junior Kangway Chuang reflects
"After Peoria and Tuscola, we were feeling really optimistic. We were running incredibly strong, and got
recognition from Illinois Runner as one of the top teams in the state." Unfortunate!y, the team was not able ,.... .,.~ ,
to prove that the acclaim was accurate, missing varsity runners in almost every race and quickly falling
under the radar.
Going into the state series, the team was a force to be reckoned with. Having all varsity runners participating once again, the boys swept the Paxton Prep Meet and registered a perfect score. "Following the Paxton Meet,
I felt we had returned to full strength and believed we had what it would take to return to State," reminisced
coach Doug Mynatt.
The lllineks continued its' improvement finishing second at Regionals, behind only Danville Schlarman, a team ranked third in the state. The only obstacle remaining was a Sectional containing four of the top
ix teams from last year's state race, including the top three. The boy's team did not manage to advance, only
mustering a seventh place finish. Senior captain Drew Hauffe says, "We were a great team that beat the difficult
odd ; unfortunately we came up short in the end."
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Dedication, perserverence, and wet hair: this is Uni High Swimming. Monday thru Friday during the Fall, members of the girls'
swim team wake up and prepare for their 5:30-7:15 a.m. practice at Freer Pool. After completing their workout, their minds must immediately shift to breakfast and school work. The 2004 Uni High swim team showed superb dedication which resulted in an amazing season
this year. Changes in the coaching staff and swimming style led to great achievements throughout the year, culminating in a better finish at
Sectionals.
The return of Coach Howie Schein and the addition of two assistant coaches, Elizabeth Gansen and Liz
Grans, provided the swimmers with more individual attention during practices. A reconstructed stroke method
gave the team the extra speed they wanted as they saw their times drop, allowing them to set many personal
records.
The team was bolstered this year by six up and coming freshman, such as Katie Ryan and Andrea Park,
and first-year senior Meredith Nelson. The increase in swimmers encouraged friendly competition, causing all
the girls to do their best and give the Duckies a great boost. This boost, plus great team work, led to both the
200 freestyle relay and the 400 freestyle relay placing at Sectionals. "Our relay teams were great this year
because we worked as a team, and achieved outstanding results," said Park.
Fond memories of the 2004 season still linger in the hearts of the swimmers. Senior Kinzie Cornelllabels this as, "My favorite season, partially because of the other swimmers, partially because of the
coaches, and partially because we just had so much fun." The season wasn't all fun and games however, the
early mornings and long Saturdays only added to the beginning of school stress. But the swimmers stayed
strong even when facing the difficult task of balancing swimming meets and the Fall play.
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Stanford-Otvmpia
Chicago Unlversltv
HighSchool
Centennial Charger
lnvhaHonal
Charleston
Danville w/ Centennial
Danville High School
Central w/ Schlarman
Urbana High School
Danville Schlarman
Twin Cltv Meet
Danville Schlarman
Normal U-High lnvltadonal
IHSA Secdonals

(l-r, t-b ): Casey Roth (captain), Ayesha Saied (captain), Kinzie Cornell (captain), Lillian Soong, Cordelia Loots-Gollin, Alisa Rantanen, Katie Ryan, Liz Reese, Anne Dixon,
Alyssa Digges, Eunice How, Nicole Gong, Meredith Nelson, Shruti Purkayastha, Emily
Sha (captain), Andrea Park, Anna Cangellaris, Krista Olson, Katie LaPointe.

1st
2nd

14111
1st
3rd
3rd
5th
2nd
2nd
4th
2nd
4th
7th

(l-r, t-b): Lillian gives it her all, Liz
shoots through the water; Eunice
cruises along on her backstroke;
Andrea finishes strong swimming
freestyle; Alyssa and Cordelia take
time out to smile for the photographer.
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outstanding
season
led by
returning coach Jeremy Stevens and
new assistant
coach Jason Azul.
The young Illineks
finished the season
with a record of 11-6,
winning three of their last
four games, and capturing
the conference title for the
second year in a row.
Juniors Zhe Gao and Udara
Cabraal, along with freshman Austin Rundus, led the team in scoring
this season, but it was the depth and
improvement of the bench as the
season progressed which made this
team successful. Freshmen Ammar Rizwan, Chummar Williams
and Isaac Radnitzer showed great
improvement by the end of the season.
The JV won many games
by double-digit margins and were
aggressive defensively. "We played
well and worked hard to get over
our mid-season slump. I enjoyed
coaching this team, and I'm sorry I
can't return next year," stated Coach
Stevens.

(1-r, t-b): Coach Stevens motivates the team during a time-out;
Zhe drives against the whole
Judah team; Frankie, Scott, David, and Ranny look on from the
bench; Scott takes a deep breath
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(l-r, t-b): Coach Jeremy Stevens, DavidMartinsek, Isaac Radnitzer, Arnmor Rizwan, Robbie Robinson, Max
Rich, Frankie McFarland, Austin Rundus, Zhe Gao, Udara Cabraal, Ranny Ma, Kumars Salehi, Grant
Loos, Jeremy Pillow, Chumar Williams, Scott Sapp, Carl Zielinski, Joshua Chung, Brett Clark.

The young
girls team
showed lots of
promise this year,
breaking a 2-year
losing streak.
Their new

weather
had previously coached at
Illinois State
University, and armed
with new coaching techniques and a
positive attitude, she gave the team
the tools needed to really believe
in themselves. Freshman Karen
Woodley said that "It was so nice
to see other teams finally starting to
show us the respect we've always
deserved." Of course, the season still
had its ups and downs, highlighted
by a three game winning streak and
a win against the Fisher Bunnies.
This was the first year in
recent memory that the Uni High JV
squad really displayed an ability to
compete each night. Senior Molly
Smith said that "I've never seen the
JV team play at such a high level of
competition." The girls ended their
season with a final record of 6-16.

(l-r, t-b): IV Coach Sto.cey Starkweather, Mandy Grill, Josie Wiegel, Ruthie Welch, Sam Nguyen, Claire

Johnson, Amy Wiltzius, Karen Woodley, Assistant Coach Trish Devero, Bianca Zaharescu, Marika lyer,
Sarah Pfander, Aran Yoo, Angela lin, Katie Carmody, Krista Olsen.

(l-r, t-b): Sam flies by yet another
helpless defender; Josie posts up
as Sam prepares to pass the ball;
A ran boxes out with all her might;
Ruthie shows offher unimaginable
defensive skills.
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Returning all but one player from the 2004 season, expectations were high for the Varsity Boy's Basketball squad. Following one of the most challenging summers of training in school history, Coach Joel Beesley and the team set high goals for
the season which included winning the Turkey Tournament, going undefeated in the conference season, and winning a
Regional title. To open the season, the lllineks won the Turkey Tournament for the first time in school history, and defeated St. Thomas More. They were 8-1 entering the very tough Monticello Holiday Tournament, but Uni struggled
against some of the top teams in the state and escaped with only one win in four games. Despite the losses, the veteran
team learned some valuable lessons and used those defeats to inspire themselves to a school record 15-game win streak.
During this winning streak, Uni completed the conference season undefeated, defeated Judah twice, and avenged two
losses to Decatur Christian and a Regional loss to Fisher the previous year with three exciting wins.
The final game of the winning streak marked the second time since 1972 that the boys' team had won a Regional
game. Uni defeated Deland Weldon in the first round of Regionals, setting up what would turn out to be the game of the
Regional. The lllineks took on top seed and host Blue Ridge and their 6'8" center Brent Ruch. In a back and forth game,
Uni lost an 8-point lead in the third quarter, only to mount a tremendous comeback in the final seconds. Sadly, a three
pointer at the end of regulation to win the game by Michael Renner narrowly missed, ending the storybook season.
Henry Pollock, a graduating senior, set four school records and, along with Alex Renner, was named to the
ECIC All Conference and the ICBA Honorable Mention All-State teams. The 2005 team finished with the second best
record in school history (23-5) and despite the loss of five seniors, the boys intend to have another undefeated conference
season and to win Uni High's first Regional title next year.
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(l-r, t-b): Udara Cabraal, Robbie Robbinson, Robert Ratcliffe, Andy Renner (captain), Ben Sims, Yang
lJu:zo, Ben LeRoy, 7he Gao, Austin Berger (captain), Cameron Cropek, Al Renner (captain), Henry
Pollock (captnin), Michael Belmont, Mike Renner, Daniel Jacobs.

Rossville-Alvin

W,52-26

Bemem

W,48-36

St. Thomas More

W,44-43

Atwood Hammond

W,57-43

GCMS

L84-820T

Nonnal Calvary BapUst

W,52-15

St. Thomas More

W,48-43

Fisher

W,58-51

OakWood

.....

W,70-45

St. Joe

l,67-51

Ridgeview

l, 73-41

Okaw Vallev

W,67-36

Deland-Weldon

W,76-66

Decatur Christian

W,82-70

Decatur lUtheran

W,73-47

Buclllev Christ lUtheran

W,78-48

Judah Christian

W,&B-42

Kankakee Grace Baptist

W,71-59

Nonnal CalVary Bapdst

W,64-59

Deland-Weldon

W,90-71

Decatur Christian

W,83-65

Decatur lUtheran

W,69-53

Buclllev Christ lUtheran

W,&0-46

Judah Christian

W,89-41

Fisher

W,49-44

Deland-Weldon -IHSA

W,87-62

Blue Ridge -IHSA

l,62-60

l,69-39

(l-r, t-b): AI drives the baseline to
score; Mike dribbles offBen LeRoy's
screen; Henry adds to his point total
after a steal; Austin battles to score
over the defender.
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AtWood-Hammond
Chrisman
Hoopeston
OakWood
Georgetown-Ridge Farm
Bement
Bucldev Christ lutheran
VIlla Grove
Judah Christian
Normal Calvarv Bapdst
leRov
Fisher
Decatur Chrisdan
Decatur lutheran
Bueldev Christ I.Uiheran
Judah Chrlsdan
St. Thomas More
Normal Calvarv Baptist
GCMS
Decatur Christian
Decanur lutheran
OakWood -IHSA
St. Joseph-Ogden -IHSA

l49-30
W40-31
l51-42
l49-38
W43-42
W54-39
W45-25
W48-46
W54-28
W58-33
l51-38
l&l-56
W&&-15
W36-34
W49-30
W51-31
l53-32
W65-44
l45-51
Wl0-35
l51-45
W53-40
l51-38

(l-r, t-b): Nuole gets fouled on her
lay-up; Sarah is welcomed into the
game by herfellow teammates Molly,
AI, and Dawn; Molly gets ready on
defense; Maria puts up a jump shot
against the tenacious Buckley D.
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(l-r, t-b ): Head Coach Rebecca Murphy, Molly Smith (captain), Casey Roth, Sarah LeRoy
(captain), Maria Meyers, Alejandra Collopy, Assistant Coach Ellie Zabielski, Alex Johnson, Colette Delong, Nuole Chen, Julie Chen, Hannah Kinney, Dawn Spelke.

With last year's conference title and lots of support going into the season, UHGB showed how to be players. Veterans
like Molly Smith, Sarah LeRoy and AI Johnson teamed up with new teammates Casey Roth, Alejandra Collopy and Nuole
Chen, as the girls hoped their hard work in the summer would pay off.
Looking to improve the competitiveness of their schedule, the girls competed in their second ever Thanksgiving Tournament in Oakwood. The Illineks got just what they were looking for, finishing the tourney 2-2, thanks
to two overtime victories. Following the tourney experience, the girls team went on a five-game winning streak,
which included an exciting 48-46 comeback victory at Villa Grove. Uni overcame a 13-point third quarter deficit
by going on a 16-7 fourth quarter run to pull out the victory. Alex Johnson 's ten fourth quarter points, including the
game winning basket, sealed the deal for the Illineks.
The final game of the conference season pitted the undefeated lliineks against Decatur Lutheran. U ni won
the first meeting in Urbana, but unfortunately fell in the finale in overtime which meant the girls would share the 2005 ~~==~
ECIC title. Despite the loss, spirits quickly rebounded in the Uni locker room as the girls won their next game, defeating Oakwood 53-40 in the first round of Regionals. In that game, senior Molly Smith joined a select few by scoring her
thousandth point.
Smith and the Illineks' season ended in the following game at the hands of state ranked St. Joseph-Ogden. Uni
finished the season 14-9 overall and 9-1 in the conference. Senior and co-captain Molly Smith, who concluded her
career with 1,028 points, summed up the season as, 11 We had high hopes for the season and we lived up to them. 11
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Nathan is either delirious due to lack of water or loves to see the Yearbook camera at a
race. & Ayesha and Kinzie cool oft' after their race. Udara and AI get ready for the kickotJ.
c!bAI comes down with a strong board. Mandy gets ready to "attack" the opponent's serve.
~ Robert displays his best airplane pose while blocking an opponent's shot. 'ik Sarah, Josie,
and Dawn discuss the game plan and get super pumped for the next serve. Mike gets his
hand in the passing lane hoping to deftect a pass.
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runs with the grace ofT-Mac. 1 Emily finishes strong.
Julie flashes back to
summer days in Kenney Gym working on her free throw shooting and then makes
Thllo pushes the ball up the field.
Austin lays it in. · The Varsity volleyball girls
their team on to victory. Andy bodies up for the comer kick.
Alejandra, HanEUie flock together.

.... A.rnn
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to conmJ~~t:o the unique atriii'i5SiiiH!re. Due to Uni's
!Cft~;+hing

and shares pride in
r accomplishments.
Students and faculty
alike help to make Uni
such a close-knit community, consisting of a
unified sense of school
spirit and dedication.

acu

L

et's be honest, the faculty and staff ofUni High don't exactly take home small fortunes. Yet rain or shine, good
scores or bad, they continue to stay and support us. Despite a free steam mist outside the Math House, freezing
rooms, and lack of available technology space for most classes, the faculty of Uni still manage to be
~

some of the greatest teachers we'll ever have. Without them, we wouldn't be where

we are today and would not be able to aspire to reach our goals of the future. We appreciate our

teachers for much more than what they teach us, it's also the way they teach us. Even though we

~

love to complain about the impossible tests and endless homework, the challenges they have pro- '
vided continue to give us the skills necessary for participating in the real world. During the 2005

A
t

school year, we saw the additions of Matt Mitchell in English and Jenna Finch in Spanish. We were
and long time favorite Rosemary Laughlin to Subbie English. The additions were not only felt in the
classroom as we also acquired a new secretary Sherry Demoss, and our very own Herr W took over
the baseball program. As the Class of 2005 nears graduation, we see yet another success story for the
teachers and faculty of our beloved school.
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also pleased with the return of Matt Thomas to Computer Science, Kazuko Suzuki to Calculus 1, ~

Barb Aschenbrenner

Marilyn Upah Bant

Joel Beesley

David Bergandine

Gene Bild

Secretary/ Receptionist

Director of Development
Alumni Relations
Student Council Co-Sponsor

Computer Literacy 1 & 2
World-Wide-Web
Yearbook Advisor
Boys' Basketball Coach •
Subbie Buddy Advisor
SFAC Representative
OC Club

Chemistry- (lntro, A, B, C)
Subbie Buddy Advisor

Algebra I Statistics
Algebra II/ Trigonometry
Subbie Math Team
Mathcounts Team
24 Club
GSA
Subbie Buddy Advisor
Amnesty International

Jim Carrubba

Sherry DeMoss

Brett Doney

Mark Drevlow

Physics-(lntro, A, B, C)
MacGyver Club
Science and Engineering
Club

Staff Secretary

Kenney Gym Security Guard

Latin I, II, IV/V
Latin Club
Subfreshmen Class Sponsor

Modem History
HISS
Lounge Committee
Big Show Sponsor
Senior Class Sponsor
Habitat for Humanity
PFO Representative

Katya Dunatov

Cathy Eads

Usa Evans

JennaFinch

John B. Garvey

Intensive Russian I
Russian Club

Secretary

Studio Art I & II
Interrelated Arts
Art Club

Intensive Spanish 1&11
Sophomore Class Sponsor

French I & Ill
Computer Literacy 1 & 2
French Club
Chess Team Coach
Subbie Buddy Advisor
Agora Days Coordinator

Frances Harris

Corinne Hatcher

Hiroko Ito

Elizabeth Jockusch

Susan Kovacs

Librarian
Computer Literacy 1 & 2
Rif-Raf Club

Library Graduate Assistant

Japanese I, II, Ill, IV, V
Japan Club
Anime Club
Junior Class Sponsor
Subbie Buddy Advisor
PFO Representative

Accelerated Algebra II/
Trigonometry
Accelerated Calculus I & 11/111
Jr.-Sr. Math Team

Assistant Director
Admissions Director
Student Services
Coordinator

Rosemary Laughlin

Suzanne Linder

Ellen Lindsey

Lynda Lopez

Melissa Luffman

Subfreshmen English

Senior English
Social Advocacy I & II
Habitat for Humanity
Audio Visual Club
Locks of Love
Subbie Buddy Advisor

Secretary/ Registrar

French II & IV
French Club

Support Services Instructor
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Elizabeth Majerus

UsaRMicele

Matt Mitchell

Robin Mittenthal

Patricia Morris

Department Head , English
Sophomore English
Creative Writing
Gender Studies
Unique Sponsor

Director of College
Counseling
Peer College Counseling
Coordinator
Junior Class Sponsor

Sophomore English

Library Assistant
(First Semester)

De~artment Head, Science
Nature of Science
Earth Studies
SWAT Sponsor
NCA Steering Committee
Equity Initiative
Curriculum Committee
Subbie Buddy Advisor

Rebecca Murphy
P.E. (Fitness, Sports,

Rick Murphy

Doug Mynatt

Susan Mynatt

Kathleen Patton

Department Head, Fine Arts
Music Theory
Chorus, Orchestra
Jazz Band I & II
Madrigals, Music Club
Interrelated Arts
Student Council Co-sponsor
Subbie Boys' Bball Coach

P.E. (Fitness, Sports,
Weightlifting)
Cross Country Coach
Track and Field Coach
Habitat for Humanity
Senior Class Sponsor
PFO Faculty Representative

Account Technician
Assistant Volleyball Coach

Director and Principal

Weight! ifti ng)
Girls' Basketball Coach

Susan Plisch

David Porreca

Stephen Rayburn

Barbara Ridenour

Craig Russell

Geometry/ Trigonometry
Advanced Topics
Tolkien Club
Dumb Club

Journalism
U'n'l Editor
Development
AlumUni Editor
Gargoyle Advisor

Subfreshmen English
Junior English
Subbie Buddy Advisor
SFAC Representative

Theatre Arts I & II
Film Study, Thespians
Interrelated Arts
Introduction to Radio
Theatre Festival
Director of Spring and
Fall Plays/ Sponsor of
Student Productions

Department Head,
Mathematics
Algebra I
Statistics
Freshman Math Team
Star Trek Club
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Runelle Shriver

Greg Smith

Samuel Smith

David Stone

Adele Mazurek Suslick

Library Technical Specialist

Department Head, Ed.
Tech. and Computer
Science
Computer Literacy 1 &2
Computer Technology
Computer Programming

Guidance Counselor
TAC
Freshmen Class Sponsor
Subbie Buddy Coordinator
Curriculum Committee
Kendo Club
Asian American Club

Biology- (Intra, A, C, D)
ExploraVision Coach
Sophomore Class Sponsor

Subfreshmen English
Freshmen English
ICA Teacher; Site
Coordinator
PFO Representative
Freshmen Class Sponsor

Bill Sutton

Kazuko Suzuki

Matt Thomas

Billy Vaughn

Sally Walker

American History
Seminar
U.S. History
Football Club
Family Guy Club
Habitat for Humanity
Subbie Buddy Advisor

Calculus I

Computer Systems
Administrator

Intra Philosophy
Eurasia
Cultural Anthropology
GSA
Vinyl Club
Freshmen Class Sponsor
SFAC Representative
Subbie Buddy Advisor

Department Head,
Physical Education
Athletic Director
P.E.f Fitness

Paul Weilmuenster

Dee Dee Wright

JennyYi

Department Head,
Foreign Languages
German I, II, Ill, IV
German Club
Subbie Buddy Advisor
Head Baseball Coach

Health
Junior; Senior Health

Ancient Cultures and
History
S4BW
LIFE Group Sponsor
Subfreshmen Class
Sponsor
Subbie Buddy Advisor
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It was a furious battle
of body and mind,
strategy and sweat
as the faculty of
U ni High tried
not to embarrass
themselves in front of
a rather skeptical student
body. The 2005 version
of the Faculty Basketball
game took place during
the school's pep assembly for the first time and
was a hit with everyone
in attendance. With the
exception of some
elegant 3-pointers by
Joel Beesley, the game
proved to be quite laughable. In the final seconds,
the Orange team made a
furious comeback which was
completed as Mr. Drevlow, now named
the "Hammer," tackled Mr. Bergandine
on a lay up attempt as the buzzer
sounded. After regaining his vision
and breath, the chemistry whiz battled
the heckling student body and banked
in his first free throw to complete the
comeback and give the Orange squad
a 23-22 victory.

-

(l-r, t-b) Ray prepares to catch a wild pass from Mr.
Bergandine; Mr. Drevlow and Ray sky for the jump ball
to begin the festivities; Mr. Drevlow 's bones creak as he
tries to bend over and grab the loose ball; Matt Thomas
sets the ball into the basket.... volleyball style.
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he Class of 2009 started the
year with a trip to Crystal Lake
Park for the annual Subbie Retreat, a bonding experience for
the incoming class where the subbies
split into teams and compete in various athletic and intellectual challenges.
As school started, they had to adjust
to a workload many of them hadn't
(\ experienced
before. Between
.A
flowcharts,
..A ~ math, and Cut~~t
ting Edge, the
- ysubbies
have
Y Y t had their work
~
cut out for them,
Y
but so far the
year has been a
success.
The
subbies have also
been successful athletically, and look
to make a big impact on the future of
Uni Sports. Overall, this year's subbie
class has made a huge contribution to
Uni High and looks to continue doing
so in the future.

T

9t
• t

0

t
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6

7:10A.M. Isaac wakes up 25 minutes after his alann goes off.
8:13AM. Subbie Science causes Isaac to almost fall asleep. Almost, Ms. Morris.
9-.50 AM Math begins. Lines and slqJeS and intercepts and alegtxa and numbers go in one ear and out the other.
12:10 P.M Isaac bursts into tears at the sound ofthe bell denoting the end oflunch. At least he loves his next class.
12:45 P.M. Herr W turns bright pw.ple because of something Isaac says. Some1hing homble and disgusting.
Something so honible and disgusting, we dare not print it here.
1:10 P.M History begins, and Isaac doesn't pay any attention.
3:50PM Isaac and his subbie fiiends boh out the door, missing an impoitm.t announcement in Inteo:elaredArts.
4:W PM. After a long, hard day of trying to stay awake through all ofhis classes, Isaac chills out with his AIM
~<Xk, I rneanhomewOik
7:30PM. He 00es his mathhomeworlcand watches 1V at the same time! He would like you to knowthattbismakes
limaw~. Or at least he thinks so.
10".29 PM Isaac goes to bed and dreams ofthe wonderful things to be learned tomorrow.

eMF.t . . . ., .

tiJ

,.,_,

6Nfll1 pltottl prior

tiJ , . . , . lttlllle.
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Subfreshmen
Jasmine Alvarado
Greg Atherton
Daniel Borup
Caroline Brown
Holden Bucher

Avanti Chajed
Isaac Chambers
Kaylie Dastrup
Robert Diehl
Jacob Druker

Kayla Ginsburg
Vaishnavi Giridaran
Sheri Grill
Elaine Gu
Karen Han

Laura Hazlett
Jason He
Leslie Hodges
Isaure Hostetter
Loic Hostetter

Carter Hutchens
Karolina Kalbarczyk
Jeremy Kemball
Alan Kessler
Nate Kim

Noel Knox
Deren Kudeki
Deborah Ladd
Sarah Lake-Rayburn
Hannah Leskosky
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Maddy Levin
Alan Liang
Andrew Lovdahl
Allan Luo
Cheng Luo

Annie Machesky
Sierra Marcum
Paul Miller
Natsuki Nakamura
ArifNelson

Nish Nookala
Carl Pearson
Lauren Piester
Russell Prochaska
Stephen Prochaska

GordonRuan
Sara Salmon
Kareem Sayegh
Joy Shapley
Rachel Skoza

Lor Sligar
James Smith
Jessica Stewart
J essi Sullivan
Malcolm Taylor

Laura Voitik
Charlie Wan
Brian Wang
Lizzy Warner
Richard Weisbach
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practices her moves at the subbie retreat. I Jasmine is e ught o 1 ard d e
1•••2•••3•••PULL!!!
Brian has ab olutel no ea
tj t
hes a perfect smUe.
A horde of subbies relax on the staircase. ~ Maddy, Han
, Jes lea and
flock to the bathroom.
Leslie and Sierra: the new faces of Coca Col ?
ish,
and Robert eat a delicious lunch in the kitchen.
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men

he Freshman year is very important for all students being that it is the first year that they get to really experience the high
school atmosphere. While subbies are not allowed to participate in high school athletics or enter the lounge, the Freshmen
are allowed these privileges. The Class of 2008 made a statement this year that their class is made of a diverse group
of students. The Freshmen placed three people on the seven member tournament Chess Team, Ruthie Welch impacted
the varsity volleyball team, Mike Renner contributed to the varsity soccer and basketball teams, Shivani
Khanna and Samantha Nguyen led the Cross Country team and Katie Ryan and Andrea Park
(\
starred for the swim t,eam.
In addition to having more options how to spend their leisure time, the Freshmen also
had more options of classes to choose from. Students chose to take either Chemistry with Mr.
Bergandine or Biology with Mr. Stone. Riveted students watched the Cane Toads: An Unnatural
History video, while others were mesmerized by sublimating dry ice. Aggravating math and
history tests constantly provided the Freshmen with something to study. The structure of the
classes switched from an introductory atmosphere to a more rigorous one. While they no longer
•
had to trudge up so many flights of stairs, the Freshmen had to get used to sharing the hallway with
the Sophomore class, as well as Mrs. Kovacs. This new location provided several positive aspects
1
to the students such as the close proximity to the library and the secret stash of pretzels in Mrs. '
Kovacs ' office. The Freshmen reaped all of the benefits of their new location, commonly being found
playing cards in the hallway or library. The freshmen started their high school experience off on the
right foot this year and will continue to have a great time for the next three years.

T
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11o Ethan shows off

7:00A.M. Time to wake up! Right now, Michelle is waking up from her peaceful slumber.
8:10AM. It's time for Michelle's first class, Biology, with Mr. Stone.
9:10AM. Second hour means English, where Michelle sits in the back row with her friends (no,
she doesn't talk!).
10:10 AM. Third hour finds Michelle in the Latin room, taking notes, taking quizzes, etc.
11:10 AM. It's either Chorus or free period, depending on what day it is.
12:10 P.M. Lunch time arrives, taking Michelle to the kitchen to heat up her food.
1:10PM Tnne to go toPE! Despite rnin, snow, or biting wind, Michelle is on her way to Kenney Gym.
3:10PM The last subject ofthe day, histoty, starts up with Michelle and her fellow squirrels flowcharting
while listening to Mr. Butlers Deep Thoughts and informative lectures.
4:10PM School's out, which means a trip to Grainger Library to chat or study with her friends.
5:30PM On Wednesdays, Michelle stays till6:00 PM but othetwise she's home by now.

his new hair-do while
Anna tries to pour soda
on his head. S, Andrea peers up into the
camera lens.
Linda
looks up beseechingly.
ltb Ethan is stunned by
the camera's flash.
Claire, Jessica, and
Sarah take a second
from their computer
work to grin for the
camera.
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Freshmen

Geoffrey Beck
Ethan Berl
Micah Berman
Adriana Black
T.J. Bozada

Anna Cangellaris
Emily Chu
Joshua Chung
Paul Dampier
Shara Esbenshade

Chelsea Freeland
Michelle Gao
Madeleine Garvey
Jie Han
Julian Hartman

Erin Hayes
Eunice How
Sam Imlay
Marika Iyer
Angela Jin

Claire Johnson
Aaron Kelter
Shivani Khanna
Hannah Lake-Rayburn
Katie LaPointe

Joe Leigh
Grant Loos
RannyMa
Frankie McFarland
Daniel McNamara
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Samantha Nguyen
Christopher Nixon
Andrea Park
Beth Peregrine
Sarah Pfander

Kimberle Pillow
Isaac Radnitzer
Alisa Rantanen
Mike Renner
Ammar Rizwan

Jennifer Roloff
Austin Rundus
Katie Ryan
Kumars Salehi
Zoe Schein

Jake Seeley
Linda Song
Jessica Stark
Ethan Stone
ChukUzoaru

Bhaskar Viadya
Jamie Weiser
Ruth Welch
Thilo Welz
Chumar Williams

Amy Wiltzius
Karen Woodley
Aran Yoo
Suran Yoo
Alex Zhai

Lucy Zhang
Carl A. Zielinski
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Jie can't beHeve the yearbook camera found her.
Marika and Ruthie attempt to
their fingers of icing. Eunice holds her head in frustration while Isaac just stares........ .c-lii.I·£.can't stop laughing long enough for us to take a picture. TJ has a bad case of Qhluri'Vit1Q
devastating disease. , Anna declares that she and Katie are number one. 'ik Paul shows
his mad skills with sandwiches. : Sam, the fine food critic that he is, delicately samples
yogurt.
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takes a moment to stretch his arms. 1 Marika laughs while running to class.
bile Jake ju t tares at the camera.
Claire embraces Jamie in a gesture
Stick out your tongue for the camera Chelsea. · Chris, Aaron, and Joe
to watch and e citing calculator game.
Erin looks up from her homework.
flanked by friends Erin and Zoe, is really enjoying her Ramen.
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ophomores started out the school year in much the same way as their Freshmen year. They were
still underclassmen, they still had the lockers on the second floor, and they still largely ate in the
same spaces, so nothing had really changed.
However, there were new classes to get used to. Mr. Stone's jokes
were replaced by Mr. Bergandine's sarcastic humor. Mr. Vaughn's philosophy
_A .£
was replaced by Mr. Butler's emphasis on shades of gray. Grapes of Wrath
was replaced with Emma, and A Brave New World with Frankenstein. Students
'2'.£ '2'
were also allowed into new electives, including WWW, Yearbook, Computer '
'2'
Programming, and Joumalism.
.A _A
A highlight of the year for all of the Sophomores was a class bonding
'2' '2'
activity organized by the class officers. Everyone had a fun fall night navigating •
~
f
their way through Hardy's Reindeer Ranch.
y - }
As Junior year looms ahead, the sophomores realize their easy days are I
£,
over. Tougher classes, more homework, SATs, APs, and college apps are all waiting
for them.

S
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llo Henry decides to

6:15A.M. Beckaa wakes up, gets dressed, puts in her contacts, eats
breakfast, packs up and makes her lunch.
7:05A.M. She catches the bus (...or doesn"t) and finishes English or Creative Writing homework
8:24AM. Beckaa attempts to keep focused in Japanese, despite the noisy sophomore boys.
8:55AM Time for Junior/Senior P.E., so it's either running or lifting weights.
10:55 A.M. Beckaa sings her heart out in chorus, or (pretends to) do homewmk during a free period
11:45 AM Lunch, which means eating while arguing over which guy looks better.
12:30 PM. Beckaa tries to pay attention to Mr. Bild in Math, but usually ends up sending flirtacious looks to
unsuspecting classmates.
4:35 PM. She gets home from her bus ride, and then begins to snack on whatever she can find while ga;siping
with her fiiends on AIM
9:30PM. Beckaa finishes up her homewOik, and gets OOck on the computer to read the news, or her e-mail
10:00 PM. TJme for a 001h to help relieve stress from the day.
1()-10 PM. Beckaa brushes her teeth to keep her great smile, takes out her contacts, and then hits the sack _ _

celebrate Halloween
early, so Josh pretends
he doesn't know him.
What does Sam
have in his mouth?
Monah curls up on
the second floor with
a good book. (b EmUy
laughs at the cameraman.
Lydia, Anne,
Eleanor, and Mandi
hang out at lunch.
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Sophomores
Emma Anselin
Lydia Ansermet
Devika Bagchi
Jonathan Baron
Henry Beberman

Michael Belmont
Robert Boyce
Amelia Breault
Alex Cahill
Rachel Cascio

Andrew Ian Chen
Christine Cheng
Yun Luke Chiang
Aria Collopy
Tony Costa

Robert Croisant
Anne Dixon
Katy Easley
Songtao F eng
Elizabeth Ford

Benjamin Fu
Martin Geiger
Nicole Gong
Martin Granick
Amanda Grill

Monah Habibullah
Maddy Hamlin
Daisy Hassani
Jackie Hedeman
Nicole Helregel
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Jimmy Huggett
Bethany Hutchens
Daniel Ito
Devin Johnson
Tomasz Kalbarczyk

EmilyKamm
Sam Klein
Tanya Kostochka
Jonathan Kuck
Annie Liang

Jack Liu
Julia Maher
Paige Martin
Jake McGinty
Josh Mitchell

Krista 0 lson
Rohun Palekar
Yuv Chandra Pathuri
Jeremy Pillow
Spencer Pokorski

Liz Reese
Emily Rosengren
Scott Sapp
Benjamin Schaap
AbderRahman Sobh

Eleanor Unsworth
Beckaa Wallig
Marquis Wang
Victoria Wang
Bianca Zaharescu
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Jackie strikes a pose as Paige watches on with amusement. Scott show us his best
face as Beckaa deals the next hand. Devin is quite confused by his homework.
gets rejected by Devika: that's got to hurt! Chandra pulls an e tra ace out of his
, Emily, Maddy, and Daisy take a break from a hectic day by relaxing in the lounge.
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Benjamin can't help but get caught up In Agora Fever as be checks his schedule in the
Lab. · Bethany gives us her best "deer in the headlights" iinpresston. • Victoria is
i&Ull!ht eating someone else's lunch. 1 Liz enjoys her food a little too much.
those milkshakes.
Emily will look at the camera•••why won't Nicole?
Robun pretend to listen to Devin tell a story.
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unior year is characterized by high pressure and busy situations. Amid difficult physics classes, college preparation,

J

and standardized tests, students have to find some time to have a life outside of the classroom. However, junior year
is not all work. The juniors found a way to escape through the milk chug challenge, poker, and all

kinds of activities. As upperclassmen the juniors welcomed a lot of changes. They

moved down to the first floor getting away from Kovacs and avoiding an extra flight of stairs
every morning. The Class of 2006 found themselves in the lounge a lot more, enjoying all of

(\

A

0 6~

the upperclassmen perks of couches and no teacher involvement. The beginning of junior year

'

t

t

was tied up in the broken lounge stereo being replaced and then promptly broken again two

,A

A

weeks later. But, the juniors didn't fear as eventually they got a replacement on warranty. Juniors

~

~

also found excitement in planning and going to prom. The evening was exciting for many young
lovebirds in the coming of age tradition. Many juniors found themselves swamped with Calculus
and Physics homework but it wasn't all bad as they found themselves with flowcharts once every
two weeks instead of nightly. With only one year of school left, the Juniors are excited to be the
big dogs on campus next year.

t
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7:05A.M. Farid wakes up and eats breakfast with his brother Hashim.
7:55A.M. Farid hears the bell and makes a mad dash to get to his U.S. History class.
8:19A.M. He falls asleep during Mr. Sutton's lecture on the wheel of respectability.
8:55A.M. Farid hablas espanol with Senora Finch
9:52A.M. He is sidelined due to a severe ankle injury suffered during fitness.
10:50 A.M. He corrects Ray saying " It is pronounced Farid, not microFarad."
11 :40 A.M. Lunchtime finds Farid eating a pita filled with turkey while listening to 50
Cent in the lounge.
12:30 P.M. Farid Sprechens some Deutch.
1:22 P.M. Farid, despite getting the third highest score in the school on theAMC-12, finds
himself dreadfully confused by his trig identities.
2:07 P.M. Farid discusses Huck Finn with his fellow students.
3:15 P.M. Farid plays Revolution in the lounge during his free period.
4:00P.M. "Mr. Strategy," Farid goes to basketball practice to help coach the varsity.
8:23 P.M. Farid begins his evening dose of Halo 2.

Nath1111 seems to
e11)oy tlte liaeligltt, b11t
Mo 4lsfl6'ees. Dtwid
tria to reltlx bllt he ls
an clcell by 11 cr•:etl
lo11nge pUltJW. Leah
is COIIfllsell tl6 to why
o eo11e ttlking INr
pict11re. ~ L11ca stlltlles hard. S•r• feels
left o11t as the third
wheeL
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Juniors
Rebecca Alper
Austin Berger
David Boyle
Stephen Buzard
U dara Cabraal

Katie Carmody
Josie Chambers
Julie Chen
Nuole Chen
Kangway Chuang

Brett Clark
Alejandra Collopy
Cameron Cropek
Colette DeJong
Alyssa Digges

Nathan Domier
Lucas Ecker
Ben Erickson
Annie Fehrenbacher
Emily Floess

Matthew Freeman
Zhe Gao
Therese Garvey
Max Goldberg
George Gu

Leah Imlay
Roveiza Irfan
Daniel Jacobs
Alex Johnson
Rachel Kaplan
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Rose M. Kory
Mo Kudeki
JohnMarkLau
Angelina Liang
Cordelia Loots-Gollin

Emma Marshak
David Martinsek
Yuzuko Nakamura
Amirah Nelson
Justin Park

Michael Pitt
Sergei Pourmal
Shruti Purkayastha
Al Renner
Max Rich

Robbie Robinson
Ellen Rockett
NoamRoth
Victor Salov
Lucy Schiller

Ben Sims
Sara Sligar
Sam Smyth
Batia Snir
Hannah Snyder

Lillian Soong
Maciek Swiech
Ben Tuttle
Tom Wiltzius
Farid Zaghloul

'
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Lillian and Leah are disappointed that their day of fun, signing up for classes is nnJtiiY
over. Udara gets totally pu peel re ding he arl t Letter.
b neb of girl laugh
something funny. ~ Emlly is dazed and confused I the eo pie orld of U i.
struggles with her baek.paek. • Au tin LOVES U i Girl VoUeybaU, and bleeps.
is captivated by the eamera. : Apparently Josie ftnds the eamera really trange.
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Andrea and Kimmy square off in an intense staring competition. Malcolm does his
Superman impression. Belmont defends his food from would-be scavengers. · Hugh
a break from his afternoon nap to pose for a photograph. Drew is so excited to have
picture taken, but Kangway feels otherwise. , Daniel looks at the camera and wonders
he is in Yearbook class right now. 'ik Abe reminds Eric about the money he owes.
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slobbers all over Anna, but she doesn't seem to mind. • Kirill, look out for Kyle
you! 1 Rohun enjoys his Uni birthday cupcake
Adriana sho s us her brilliant
Michael wishes that the cameraman
teeth.
Devin gets rid of all of his hot air.
go away so that he can finish his homework.
Robert loves to eat his pizza in randoorways.
Everybody loves a math man, right Mr. Russell?
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Across
4. Orange-haired cherub
5. Von-Dutch wearing Disney character
7. Class ruling Buick
10. Athletic part owner of the Packers
11. Mermaid born Melissa
14. Russian tennis player
15. Cross country CCHCC volunteer
16. Amazing Anirne artist
18. Polish white ninja
19. Punk rocking pizza maker
20. UHGB's Princess
24. Dew drinking Kung-Fu enthusiast
26. Proust-loving literature connoisseur
28. Sign stealing Zorbas eater
29. Shaggy-haired runner
31. Well-dressed actor
33. Grew from an acorn to an Oakwood
36. Uni's resident messiah
38. DJing cartoon drawer
41. Dancing EC advocate
42. Politically minded ice skater
43. Laughing Yankees fan
46. 1000 point scoring Habitat goer
48. Cat-loving "Candygram Queen"
52. Carries everything on a handy belt
53. Clowning DTKTV
54. Blond that only dates first three letters
55. Quiet fashionista
56. Halo playing cellist
57. Paris-loving future Mrs. Ephram Brown

L.....-
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Down
1. Clue, C-L-U-E, Clue
2. Snaggletoofed lllini fan
3. Tall Gifford native
6. "The Guy"
8. Runner headed for Duke
9. Presidential diesel driver
12. History-loving Frenchman
13. Farmer City's future geologist
16. Curly-haired ballerina
17. Cross country bullfrog
21. Bend it like Dingo
22. Muffin eating math winner
23. Pitching Cubs fan
25. Tae-kwon-do fighting dancer
27. Tri-sport daybreak
28. Changing-haired protester
30. Communist desk breaker
32. Equestrial poker player
34. Japanese-speaking newest addition
35. Happy palindrome
37. Oboe playing ICA member
39. Tenor singing composer
40. Singer, actress extrodonaire
44. Pet-loving future teacher
45. Air Force bound swimmer
47. Last name rhymes with Mitsubishi rocks
49. Fund-raising Madrigal
50. Indian hammer
51. "The Lord High Executioner"
53. German obsessed UU

*Answers to clues may be a nickname, or the .first name and the .first letter of the last name
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if two people have the same .first name.

Eric Barr
Barr, It/barr 188, Barrbie
Class starts when I get my pants on.- Merf
Would you like to see my penis?- Robbie to Domier
The Posse's too cheap to be terrorists.- Ray
She looked at me!- Sergei
His middle name is Martinez, Hey Sam! Do you have a knife?- Sergei
What? I can't grab your crotch in front of other people?- Betsy
Man, I'd love to have that guy's wrists.- Dan
Man, that dog must be LOOSE!- Dan
Just because I got two "running riots" they ban me?!- Atul
You're a whore, and I mean that in the worst way possible.- Grinols
I'm going to say stuff to you in the hall until I get quoted.- Matt F.
Wake up!- Sutton
KSJ- everyone
YIAD- everyone

I. Eric Barr, leave the followiag sGdf to the fellowJa& pecpe: Jimmy gets my Jitd,e sisii'Jr and shares tbe hoDor of beiDa my favorite Ullderclassmaa
Robbie gets my good luct for poker pmes. Fmemaa &eta $SO.
pta
to
..,....
·
to be a bookie and mate
Domier gets a haircut.

Brian Berry
Baron, Brian-sama, Tentacles
I came. I saw. I destroyed! Power. Skill. Strength. Period.- Guile
... - Akuma I Gouki
Anime? Who's that?- Ben Schapp
Jo, I am not your sugar daddy.- Beesley
I'm going to glare at you forever and ever...Until I smile.- Peepers
I have no balls.- Abe
Obake wa, shiinaanaii.- host brother
Suddenly, Brian's ship has come in. Now he knows what to put
on his college apps for what he wants to be when he grows up: a
polygamist!- Sutton
Might be some shootin'.- Sheriff of Matewan
Patience, the essential quality of a man.- Kwai-koo-tsu
The mind should be nowhere in particular.- TAKUAN
Power when used properly, is invisible.- Dude from Gungrave
Aku, Soku, Zan.- Shinsengumi motto

I hereby leave the foUowing:
I leave auime club to Yuzi (most wortby of the duty); I leave HISS clUb to Josh (Be~
the other good membas will be leavina). and I Jtave Milk with tho tti1itJ to
on her
LiDda-Chu pta Jp. club (molt loyal-~ l'llembe:r) -the
..
,__._,-----leave destiay (echo) to Alex (a.k.a. smaiJpawtt).Ileave you aD a br:iPt fuUile.(I&Ddllltlar.aJDtldl),·
wanted it, so I'D take it with me. •evn Jaucb*
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Maxwell Newson Beshers
Max, Captain 0.
Max, you PERVERT!- Rayburn
Lauren, do you want to be Gay?- Linder
She said she found someone who's gonna hold her hand/
she said she found someone who's gonna understand/she don't need
nobody to be her man/she don't need nobody to be her man.
- Reel Big Fish, "She Has a Girlfriend Now"
Whale Rider? Is that the site with the big chicks?- Bill DeJarnette
Herr W, we're so worried about Casey ...
We think she's pregnant! April Fool's!- Ayesha
It's the end of the world as we know it, and I feel fine.- REM
I need someone who can touch me/who'll put no one above me/someone
who needs me like the air he breathes.- Nanci Griffith
I won't worry my life away.- Jason Mraz
The greatest gift of life is to know love.- Emily Saliers
Express Yourself.- Madonna

Max Beshers, being of queer mind and sexy body, leave stuff to a very few lucky people: Hannah Snyder gets my family and a hot boyfriend that your mom
't approve of; Michael Pitt gets to rule the Unitarian youth group with an iron fist, and a teddy bear; Daniel Ito gets "long balls• in soccer, AI Johnson gets
lap on the butt; Herr W gets another student tcrbug him as much as I did (and some tie-dye underwear). Very special thanks to Mrs. Jockusch. Ms. Majerus,
. Micele, Mr. Rayburn. Sally. Mr. Sutton. Mr. Vaughn, and Herr W - you guys are awesome. Later y'all it's been good times.

Sarah Catherine Bial
Narcissus, Skankerella, Chesty McDuffinhuff
Ich bin eine Katze. Rawr!- Herr W
Herr Win einer Bikini wahre ... nicht schon.- Herr W
You guys like booty, right?- Ridenour
Ich bin wirklich eine Frau.- Herr W
Herr W's all about sex.- Beesley
Mein ehemaliger Freund ... - Herr W
If it's big, it's called a penis.- Ethan Chew
Is this toxic? Because I accidentally licked it.- Tom
Plop goes the Leiche!- Herr W
Ich brauche etwas groBeres.- Herr W
They had to practice celeracy, which is not having sex
with vegetables.- Breault
Gaggamaggot!- Herr W
Josie's my girlfriend.- Beesley
Sechs bedeutet SEX!- Herr W
If you dance on my grave, you better wear boots.- The Brides
You can't wrap your arms around a memory.- The Mission UK
Sarah, of squishy body and easily-distracted mind, do hereby leave you dorks this crap: Kareem gets sedatives; Lucas gets a kick in the arse and serious
y; Amirah gets a decent theatre department; Sara S. gets a sewing machine and a third of GSA; Batia gets someone new to tease about knitting and
third of GSA; Cordelia gets mittens and the final third of GSA; GSA gets new friends from other high schools; German Club gets to actually do
thing; Herr W gets immorality and Drogen; Maciek gets a friend to speak German with; Julian gets to remain my neighbor; Ms. Evans gets talented and
ll-behaved students; Julia gets Mana. my eternal love Kirill, and some kick-ass boots; Luke gets the parents, house, and dogs all to himself; M . Patton
Fabrizio; Mr. Stone gets to be put in a vial of alcohol; Mr. Vaughn gets much more philosophical tudents; Mr. Sutton gets fecal humor and lots of bizarre
ents; all my teachers get some students willing to learn; everyone else gets something marginally awesome and proper grammar/spelling.
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Kyle Braghini
Cherub, Bergini, Red
... there's nothing wrong with a man that a Playstation 2 and a copy of
Vice City can't cure.- Tycho, Penny Arcade
I may have to share this planet with animals, but I'm doing my damn best
to eat every last one of them.- Maddox
Time is an illusion. Lunchtime doubly so.- Douglas Adams
I love jocks. They always make sure I get my fries piping hot and my
pizza delivered in 30 minutes or less.- Maddox
Life is like a grapefruit... it's sort of orangey-yellow and dimpled on the
outside, wet and squidgy in the middle. It's got pips inside, too. Oh, and
some people have half a one for breakfast.- Douglas Adams
My fellow Americans. I've signed legislation that will outlaw Russia
forever. We begin bombing in five minutes.- Ronald Reagan
There are too many babies. I'm not saying we should kill them, but if you
happen to be giving your baby a bath and the phone rings ... well, nobody
will judge you. Besides, you might get free brownies out of it at the funeral, and brownies rule.- Maddox

[WiU DOt submitted.]

Chris Breault

Bro, Brait

BEN SANDS- Gigantic inscription on boys bathroom door
Next what will you do! Tum the iron into the gold? Play the checkers
with your nose?- Jeremiah Methven, "Greg's Mom," Turbogreg.
Let us therefore brace ourselves to our duties, and so bear ourselves
that, if the British Empire and its commonwealth last for a thousand
years, men will still say, "This was their finest hour." -Winston Churchill
Wise man say: forgiveness is divine, but never pay full price for late
pizza.- Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles
Cart, rickshaw too. Extremely the rickshaw. I'm glad my teacher to sit
on the rickshaw, when he got back from Japan. I'm the happiest rickshaw man.- Man Kong Lung. "Triangular Duel."
Save it for the French.- "Death Race 2000."
Well, children, now I'll try to stop the Brain.- "Evil Brain From Outer Space."
Blagoyevich met with the high ranking d** *'s, big men, and secret men.
His werds were clear and to the point. "We need to get this dude and
get the rubies back." His werds riveted the high ranking officials around
him, what an amazing man. [sic]- Julian Machala, Muger
Render unto Ghidorah what is Ghidorah's.- MF Doom
His only crime was being born delicious.- MST3K

I Chris Breault, being of temperate body and profligate mind, bequeath the followiDg items iD dJe foDowiDg
Cropek, an eyepatch fasbioDable in any weather; to Se!gei Pourmal, an inYeter:ale p:efaeac:e for
· ·
and a fear of bats· to Daniel Jacobs, bats· to Farid, the nnmistabNe
cl6jl vu; to Amelia~
and persistent limp• to Alex Zbai, dJe cynicism of dJe Ages; to Matt~ eyeless aeedles for damiJa&;
t . . . .llbl~it~Mie;
bamacles; to Coldetia Loots-Oollin, a tunnel; to Tom Wiltzius. a ~ family; to Beil ·
aod gloves; to
and great Muscle; to Annie Febrenbachet mulch; to Shruti. tecan:iag visious of Noalemen; to Cbriatopba.' Nhon,
Sealtie Subcomminee; to Kangw
Chuang, a lewd, ineradicable pirate; to Farid, the •mmjstakahJe seDBaCion of d6jl vu; to Ausdn Ruadus, a IDOdler' love; to Ooki:Mq, gold; to Rich, ~idles;
Boyle, boils; to Uni High, another century of dJe worst great times anybody s ever had. Praise be to teachers and the Institution and the wanton written word.

......_of
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Melissa Ariel Cascio
Bok Choy, Arielska, Yariel, The R
Ain't no thang but a wiccan, urn, thang.- Meredith
Dude, we have a Jesus club. At our school. They refused to give me a
cookie. Enough said.- Mo
I promise not to accidentally have sex with you at the party like my mom
seems to think I might.- Nate
Not all potatoes can swim. See? Here's a picture of a potato not
swimming.- Michelle
I knew you broke in, I just assumed you stole a turkey.- Robert
America would be really funny if it weren't real.- Antoine
"That's bogus." "That's bogus? Why is that bogus?" "I don't know, something about the matrix."- MarkS. and Mr. Vaughn, anthro.
Kidneys, man, Kidneys.- Magistra Newman
They wanted to better understand God--- stop touching each other!- Mr. Stone
I can tell this is medieval combat because I'm hearing a lot of
Anglo-Saxon words.- Mr. Rayburn
Flectere si nequeo superos, acheronta movebo.
[If I cannot persuade heaven, I shall move hell]- Aeneid, book VII, 1.312
To stay awake all night adds a day to your life.- Children of Dune
We're tragic romantic figures; we're so much cooler than you.
- song lyrics, Bordertown
I, Melissa Ariel Cascio, being of mind and body, have some stuff to say. To all myAilaughters,lleave a big hug and a pat on the head. To Mo, purple shoes
.and yarn. to Angelina. I leave sweaty P.B. hugs. To Ari8lja, I leave a wish that you eouJd be here and regret that you ~'t. along with my thanks, respect.
and love. to Jie I leave linguestics and LOTR fanfiction. to Julia, .aood ~ and the J.Qn.luey locker room. To Kareem, I leave a mention in my will, and
% of... something; to the class of 2009, I leav«ateem. to my little sister I leave Whatever she can borrow/steal from my room, a locker on the first ftoor,
and a nice Italian boy. To Maciek •oNI!•
Lucas, I leave a new couch hope, an entire line of my will to himself: and ,. huge f***ing bag of candy.
o my teachers I leave the traditional but still heartfelt thanks, ~ally to Ms. LauaJWn, Magistra Newman, Mr. Sutton, and Mr. Rayburn. To everyone
else I leave whatever they want that I am at liberty to give, and theu remaining years at Uni. And finally, to Uni, I leave my undying loyalty and the promise
of massive donations if thi education pay off.

Kris Coombs

Scoobs(z), ScaBoobs, Scooby, Skubz,
Skoobers, Krissy, Krispy, Boobv, Wolf-man
Wow Kris, you look like a gangbanger today!- Tiffany
Is this how gay people walk?- Matt F.
*sigh*. dude. Greg, you need some ass.- remixta05 (Mickey)
George Bush has big toys and he needs to play with them!- Sara
Kinz, if I were quoting you, I would either put NAKKID or breast,
because thats what you are, a naked breast.- Shruti
Kris, you should start looking at older men. Like your father.- Mrs. Ridenour
He may just have a very repressed sex drive just waiting to be uncovered.- Kathleen
Hey, Mrs. conservative mom is here, better put on your protective clothing- Beesley
My hands are cold. Is your croisant warm? No? Ok, I'll just put my
hands in my crotch.- Kinzie
My mom said you are a very handsome boy... - Sarah Bial
If Kinzie starts babbling to you, its either because she loves you or she
thinks you are gay.- Shruti
We could all learn a lot from crayons. some are big, some are small,
some are short some are tall, some are nice, soft and bold, others sharp,
hard to hold. but whetherr dull or thin or uglier than an ox, they all have
learned to live together in the same box.- anonymous
A dog is the only thing on earth that loves you more than he loves himself.- Josh Billings
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Kinzie Cornell
Kinz, Kinzo, Kinzie-Koo, KC, Madonna
I'm through accepting limits/ 'cause someone says they're so./ Some things I
cannot change/ but 'til I try I'll never know.- Wicked, the musical
You said you couldn't make dreams come true by yourself, so I shot for the
stars.- Avenue Q
I think God has a problem with your physics.- Atul to Ray
Take me, I'm the easiest to undress!- Mrs. Ridenour
Bob. B-0-0-B. Bob.- Ray
The vaginas are corning for you!- Max
I hate to be negative, but she is just about the ugliest person I've ever
seen.- Grandpa, about a nurse
Caitlin to Sara Sligar: Why do you like Jane Austen?
Cordelia: Because she's a masochist.
I know you all look at me and go, 'I want that.'- Mrs. Kovacs
Dude, waltzing is scandalous. I mean, you're touching each other! -Rose
You can't look at that hippo-head of a woman without knowing that ornething went horribly wrong.- Mom
Kinzie, you are the only woman I know who has a penis-hole in her underwear.- Matt Freeman
You guys all like booty, don't you?- Mrs. Ridenour

Allison Darmody
Kiwi, All-Is-On, Coach Allison

We're all on death's doorstep, repeatedly ringing the bell; like maniacal
Girl Scouts intent on making quota.- Some Movie
But we all have to remember that we are the ADD poster class.- Mr. Rayburn
Kirill, "New England" is not an adjective!- Ben LeRoy
I smell toasted father here ... - Ray
Look! Mr. Frog is self medicating!- Batia
But in my class questions are usually too broad ... such as 'what are we
talking about?'- Michelle
Herr W: ... Because Germany has this rnindset...
Michelle: BEER .
... and when I was seven I had a pet dachshund that died from choking
on a wiener, which I find ironic.- Anya
Bart: B-6
Homer: You sunk my scrabbleship!
Lisa: This game makes no sense.
Homer: Tell that to the good men who just lost their lives ... SEMPER-FI!
Hello. I'm Leonard Nimoy. The following tale of alien encounters is true. And by
true, I mean false. It's all lies. But they're entertaining lies. And in the end, isn't
that the real truth? The answer is: No.- Leonard Nirnroy (via the Sirnpsons)
fan-freaking-tastic!- blue laser

lkA:J.!ism ~. !Jereby leave the following stuff to the ~people. Jula: Foyer Oub (at least the tiny J)(l1ion that' mine) and Watari. Sarah Sligar: A role in a new
"niae and Pre~· movie. Lucas: Here's $Sgo~~ a saOOWidL Tess~ AI!JaB!c flute to tum tbe rest of the section into~ ZOOibies, aneooe's baclccBX
to steal, and~ fiool HdJo Kittv. My German cJB: A parrot that wiD 1alre my~ 8od sluiek in falsified Deut;cb so yoo won't even JOice I'm p_~e. Ru1bie: An
shoDD.in£spree. Jessica: STAR.KrA-mmar: &weooe eo sif next eo~ in m:bestia: eo tell you when eo olav. Mt Raypum: A. supply of mint tea and a11 Ofthe jlnb-class' teachtr
rec8. TbeP.E. Deoartmeot = t o eat in frortof)'O!I!fitnessCiasses. Susan M: AdVil and1\vizzfers: Herr W: 3 weeks in-~ wi1b us. Ito-sensei: Someone lo Janm
"tsukaae... • widi vou. Vldrc.
bread and a
VICU!' JobnMark:Abunc.b of .
.
to
wi1b
when
beoomediclalo:' <X'mt • \W.i: A
.
tbatwiBfm:e
stuff
Abunc.b of~
DOIIebooks and~· mt so lame.~ 1D ~at you 1D ~~~rn mgumg about ~(haha). Batia: Sailr£ Moon. Oub. Armie: Yomown karaoke parb: Matt: "somecbing exc!ting?!?!?!" Sergei: 83 headsbots in HalO 2 Nalban: Aii3haif and a~~ Mo: The bcs ~ biwa eva: ~
Some Jaugbirig gas 1D get yout revenge on the rest of Japanese IV. 1b the rest of yoo: rve hidden 20 enticing dollam sorriewhere in the school. The race to find it begiM...now.

eoan

~draw
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Tiffany Fawne Cox
Tiff, NayNay, Hime
We shake our canes militantly- Mr. Sutton
Please don't think of me when you're in the throws of ectasy- Ray
Everybody should be able to create their own religion and go around
wearing big black coats- Antoine
Would you please remove your genitalia and pass through customs?Meredith
I think what I'm going to do is leave the air off until people start passing
out from the heat and then there will be a lawsuit and the university will
have to give us central air. So if you feel faint, feel free to die.- Mr.B
[I fear] a cage. To stay behind bars until use and old age accept them and
all chance of doing great deeds is gone beyond recall or desire.- Eowyn,
LotR

•

being of somewhat intelligent mind and decrepit body; wish to give away the fOitowina items, whedaer they beloag to me or not. First, I would like to
e Rachel all1hat she deler¥ : the JridnwM F~ :it)j ovea fllouah slle~s from ~
Blue Ridge ~, aad an apology for all the &tuft'
sister and I did to her. I lea illime
didatori than Brian and me,
a way better coiJeCtioD of Stuff to watch. To Linda, I give japan
. You're our best JlODoOtJicer JD.Oillber. To
the luXury of aU the bags of ice I would have takeR up and1he spot as the 1eam cripple. To the rest
UHGS, a big hug, a winniua season, aad many rides bact ~ pttiDa water. To . Morris, memoriei of the fteetiDg SP.
and all the SPAM
opalk.es your dog can eat. To Mr. S1ittOD, a IJlGre studious seminar class, aad maa.y Fiesta Fridays. To Mr. Vaughn, a big bag of Doritos, so you can stop
pda. And to the rest of you, many more happy memories at UDi, an apology if you expected sometbin& and a rose that you can remember me by.

Antoine Dejong

ill not submitted]
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Betsy Dorner
Besty, Schmoopie, Mutti D
FLUFFY KITIY!!! -the Posse
Teachers have this fantasy, you know... - Mrs. Jockusch
Was hast du unter den Sofa gemacht? - Herr W
I said to my wife halfway through the movie, 'He is SO hot! ' - Mr. Rayburn
It's like if God came to Beyonce, and said, 'Beyonce, I have a song for
you,' and Bey once would be like, ' God, I have a song that's better: SAY
MY NAME.'- Jeremiah
Me: So you guys, what do you want to do?
Allison: How about we kill your bird?
Me: NO!
Allison: Man, we never get to do what I want to do!
'Something weird is going on. ' Isn 't that our school motto?- Xander
from Buffy

I, Betsy Domer being of sound mind and body bequeath the following: to Roveiza and Nuole, lots of patience and soothing music; to Lucy, a great
on Varsity and much happiness, and to Justin, many memories of Stud Co (and our good friend Hugh) to put in the minutes; to Daniel Ito. lots of
conversations about elephants, and "Special to My Subbie Buddy" status; to Rachel, lots of hugs and a nice, hot boy; to Monah, socks and gloves for
ing prictices, and enough attitude to deal with Bill; to Kareem, lots of head-caresses and senior wisdom; and to Herr W, memories of Seitensprung
Deutsch IV, and the German trip--plus a subbie who can protect you from any future Max-subbies. Special thanks to Mr. Vaughn Mr. Rayburn, Lisa,
Jockusch, Mr. Russell and Sensei. To everyone else-love and learning at Uni.

Lauri Feldman
FeldZOR, lolo, The Producer
I love you like a fat kid loves cake- 50 Cent
I got Steak- Sergei
So GOOD-Ray
Keep your nose out the sky, keep you heart to god, and keep your face
to the rising sun- Kanye
I guess he's all right, but he's no Bill Clinton, downright
homey-like- Eddie West, a Salvation Army maintenance worker, on
Senator Kerry.
You're not going to jack my cookie- Sergei to Justin (Jack) about me (Cookie)
Can you tell there's a rifle in my pants?- Daniel
Seth: So when you lost your virginity, I was playing Magic the Gathering
Ryan: You still play Magic?
Seth: Yeah, but not as much.- The OC
You know... that perfume Nicole Kidman wears ... "Channel"?- Ellie
This is the end of the beginning and there's no encore- Ralph Elison

I, Lauri J Feldman. being of clumsy, yet durable body and quixotic mind, bequeath the following chattels for commandeerification by these persons.
nameleSS group of boys get admittance to lava, a multitude of ridiculous ideas lavish attire, and immunity from administrative wrath. David gets a
berry pie, Beckham style hair, and a 'godspeed'. Jack gets fashion dominance of Uni. ClamZOR and Daniel get Sergei's free time next year to play
and do other very wholesome activities. Daniel also gets the respon ibility of taking care of the family and keeping you all out of trouble. Cammy gets a
big thank you for putting up with my lack of technological abilities in this yearbook process. AI Johnson gets the 'I heart NY' shirt that I ve promised her
for several years. In addition to getting to miss me like crazy next year. Sergei gets co-ownership of my fondest memories of the past and my best wishes
for the future. Ms. Jockusch, Ms. Linder, and the entire History department get a huge thank you for truly shaping my high school experience and life to
come.
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Anna File
Annanas, Banocolate, De{ller, AEFile, AFile
I want my boyfriend (provided, God willing, I am not a lesbian) to be
emotional...but only about me. I want him to be like Darcy in Pride and
Prejudice (although, having said that, I've seen him in other things like
Fever Pitch and he's not so sexy out of frilly shirts and tights).- Angus
Thongs and Full Frontal Snogging
Evan why do you not pass me basketball?
Do you know what we call this? This .. .is racism.- Ryo
That kid sounds like nerdular nerdance to the j-max!- Patrick
I don't eat anything that has a face, I carry all my tofu just in case. I'm a
green and you are too! Don't eat meat cause it's bad for you ... - da green
beanz
ok so guys how about for the rest of the day, every time we say
something we have to say it twice and the second time we say it we have
to say it in a different voice and .. .like it's a question. So like "hey guys
let's go to the locker room! HEY guys! Let's go to THE LOCKER
ROOM?!?"- Hillary
I have two words for that guy. HELD BACK. REPEATING THE
THIRD GRADE. LOW STANDARDIZED TEST SCORES.- strong bad
We are each of us angels with only one wing, and we can only fly by
embracing one another.- Luciando de Crescenzo
Anna File of bohemian mind and Indian wannabe body do hereby leave the following ish to these people: The WMD's get to keep being raw and also get
new and improved swank to party out in. You can also:distribute my earrings and kirts among t yourselves as you see fit. Daniel Borup gets all the hot
omen in thi school and ownership of the Um branch of the Breakfast Crew. Oh yeah, and Danon Tek. The SS gets a swift and mighty downfall and a
w style for when polos for some reason aren't in anymore. Shruti, Mandi and Ruth get to continue to be fty. Tom gets someone elses face to squeeze and
love of an intellectual woman. Max Goldberg gets to pwnzOr madrigals. Julia gets waking up pills and funny stories. Annie gets a short senior year
prepaid visits to see me at college. Keep doing your thing girl! Everyone else getsa Decemberween present. It's over!

Zoe Ginsburg
3 wheels are better than 4
I love my trike & I hate yer oil
your car is fast but your life is stagnant
I guess you're going nowhere
but you're getting there fast
-placenta garden
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Bradley Raymond Goeme
Pag(ley), Borya, Geome
Nothing is true but what is never said. You' ll find that out for yourself.. .
when it's too late.- Jean Anouilh, Antigone
Dude, waltzing is scandalous. I mean, you 're touching each other.- Rose
I have always loved you. You can see it in my eyes.- RENT
Was I sleeping while the others suffered? Am I sleeping now? Tomorrow, when I wake, or think I do, what shall I say of to-day? That
with Estragon my friend, at this place, until the fall of night, I waited
for Godot? That Pozzo passed, with his carrier, and that he spoke to
us? Probably. But in all that what truth will there be?- Samuel Beckett,
Waiting for Godot
There is no life I know to compare with pure imagination. Living there
you'll be free if you truly wish to be.- Willie Wonka
Narrative is my legal wife and drama a flamboyant, rowdy, impudent,
exhausting mistress.- Anton Chekhov

I, Brad, being of Russian and aesthetic mind and exuberant body, leave the following novelties. Masha: hours of pretending we understood
said. Cordelia: awesome political t-shirts. Ellen: a dumaftocci. Lillian: "what?". Sara: boob-magnetic elbows and vice versa, Amelie, and
sions (and boys!). Batia: public radio-especially This American Life. Tom: unlimited set design possibilities and pure aesthetics. Amelia B:
with lights. Martin: lots of theatre roles. Eleanor: a back.rub award. Kareem: hallway breaks before 6th period. Paige: musicals and ISYM fun.
philosophy students who say "I actually understood it!". Mr. Stone: more adventures with arthropods and tudents freaking out on collecting
Ridenour: theatre boys. Mr. Murphy: students that behave. Lisa: a school y that isn't hectic and doesn't fty by. Ellen: tudents who are organili!Cd
know how to use the photo copier. Ms. Kovacs: more rules to impose on defenseless students. Ms. Harris: the media and propaganda-do
them
you will. Runelle: 5 years of smiles. Katya: boasting about how it sucks to be a high school student. students who answer in complete sentences and
do their dnevniks.

Ellie Rose Goldwasser
Elvanor, Murla, Elton, ERG ooh, ooh

I want to see tears because that's how I know the spirit's broken- Alex
Life moves pretty fast. If you don 't stop and look around once
and a while, you could miss it.- Ferris Bueller's Day Off
Remember the RULES! "- Girly XC
And will you succeed? Yes! You will, indeed! (98 and 3/4 percent
guaranteed.) KID, YOU' LL MOVE MOUNTAINS! So ....your name
Buxbaum or Bixby or Bray or Mordecai Ali Van Allen O ' Shea, you 're
off to Great Places! Today is your day! Your mountain is waiting.
So ... get on your way!- Dr. Seuss
It's the eye of the tiger, it's the thrill of the fight, Risin '
up to the challenge of our rival, And the last known survivor stalks
his prey in the night, And he's watchin' us all in the eye of the tigerSurvivor, Eye of the Tiger

I, Ellie Goldwasser, do hereby bequeath the following unto the following people: To Hannah Snyder (SNYDY/Shandika Chandellpig) I leave the 4x8,
Memphis, tights without shorts, perky bras, and lots of bugs! To Eleanor I leave not only my name, but also locker room antics. To Kangway I leave doul~ll
bacon cheeseburgers from Derald's and an A&W chili cheese fest! To Cameron (Cammy) I leave a trip to state for Team Cameron! To the SS, I leave
with popped collars and matching sweaters. To the girly XC and Traq teams I leave Cinderblock, a trip to State, and the RULES (including the spallJalllg ~I I
machine)! Good luck during your final years at Uni I BYE :)
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Nick Gooier
Niku

A polynomial is one of these beasties.- Jockusch
Or you just shoot the thing.- Ray
I don't take pleasure in other people's agony. I just don't care.- Ray
Newton's balls stopped festering a long time ago.- Ray
There's more than just lasting stool flavor.- Ray
Unless you're toasting an eel...- Mark _
Gooier, I have nothing to say except I'd like to feel your breasts.- Jerry
I always thought the best weight-loss program was to cut off one of your
arms. You lose 15 pounds just like that!- Sutton
Whiggers, Whiggery, Whigros.- Su!ton
Sutton: Can my wife watch it with me? Mark: Does she have eyeballs?
Ha! I made that up!- Sutton
I'd shoot your mama in the ass for $1000, too.- Sutton
Meanwhile, in Poland ... Safety.- Sutton
And I could take a robot vacation. But not on the beach, 'cause then I'd
get sand in my joints.- Dan
Shove it!- Kovacs
You sunk my battlefetus!- Skunk
Palatial or fellatial?- Tomek
Nick Gooier, being of _ _ mind and _ _ body do hereby give stuff to peopte. To all of the crew/tecbltheatre doers I leave not flipping out about little
· and as many broken legs as you can fit in a phone bOoth. To present and future runners and trackers, I give hope for fast times, great jumps, and long
throws. And to everyone, I leave a free and resp4nsible search for truth and meaning and the inherent worth and dignity of every person. I won't forget any of
p. A Ze. Blessed be.

Nate Gottlieb-Graham
Mercenary, N-Unit, Nathaniel
You de-privatize my utilities like an unworthy penguin- Michael, Kyle,
Eric and Nick in unison
I don't know what you thought I said, but I'm sure you have a dirty
mind- Abe
Time for more smiting- Ellen
Oh, this class makes me want to drink- Mr. Rayburn
This definition is extremely pathetic and unhelpful. I thought the
curriculum should fit in with the rest of your education- Ray
This is your last chance to tum in the flowcharts before they bite you in
miserable places- Mr. Sutton
A lot of times, you'll just be walking along, having fun, and then you
look down and--oop, you're having sex. That's why I look down a lotDan Hedin
My favorite ancient picture is that one of the guys with Speedos on the
beach- Kyle
As soon as you get to college, there are going to be all kinds of women
from all around the country trying to jump into your bed, so all I can say
is get your homework done- Dad
athaniel Gottlieb-Grabam being of greenskinned body and intermittently toiling mind, do hereby dump the following load of what really is by any defintion
either useless beyond belie( insipid sentimental claptrap or made up on the following individuals. Ray's computer gets a virus that can penetrate Linux, the
blasted thing. Ellen gets a smite-stick, the better to do battle with Ray's diabolical computer. Oh, and she also gets a new computer nerd friend, because they
seem to like going off to college. Jeremy gets an aluminum hat and earplugs to replace the ones that Herr W. took away, the scoundrel. Speaking of Herr W.,
1le gets the Plasmaschneidmaschine, because rd prefer one with Engli h insttuctions. Uni itself gets a new walking machine shop because I'm taking my stuff
with me. The rest of you can lay your grubby mitts on a big steaming pile of diddley squat, because the memories are mine, all mine; Bwahaha!
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Drew James Hauffe
Drew, Drucifer, Hauffmeister, Jerance
I am bereft of light.- Cameron
... so that his place shall never be with those cold and timid souls who know
neither victory or defeat.- "Man in the Arena" by Theodore Roosevelt
BAM, I got you!!- Kangway
Dude, I'll just leave him a note, he' ll never know.- Skye
I've got seven women on my mind: four that wanna own me, two that
wanna stone me, one says she's a friend of mine.- The Eagles
Have you ever wondered about Blaine, from Blaine's Farm and Fleet?- Max
Every difference of opinion is not a difference of principle.- Thomas Jeffer on
My wife got attacked by geese, it was a total bluff because they don't have
teeth or claws though, so you just tick the hell out of ' em- Mr. Butler
I stand up next to a mountain and I chop it down with the edge of my
hand. Well, I pick up all the pieces and make an island.- Jimi Hendrix

Drew Hauffe, being of rock n' roll mind and enduring body hereby leave the following to my paisans: first to the xc team, I leave State, ob~'iously. •
many inappropriate adventures on long runs, to Doug and the other coaches I leave the bliss of the ignorance of these adventures and a thank you
good times; Cameron gets drafted to the NBA straight from Uni, the sole guardian and founder of BAHKAW and a woman in New York; Kangway
flavor of Endurox and the fastest gun in the West; Domier gets the knowledge that he is a good runner; lohnMark gets supreme control of the
section (not that it was ever mine to give) and a fire extinguisher for trashcan "accidents"; Rundus: under 2 in the 800, fart extinguisher. Robbie:
women, injury free seasons for the rest of his time at Uni. Sims gets the chance to fulfill all of his wild dreams, including the elves in cages
of music; Zhe: the king of the court; George become the president of a sausage link circus. Finally, I leave to Robert Boyce and all future male
at Uni, the most elite and proudest tradition: the honor of being the underdog that destroys everyone else, work hard but love the sport first. Everyone
else: take what I haven't given.

Yoon-Jung Hyun
mickey, remixta05, mickmick, mickey d's
they're really cute in that sexually ambiguous teddy bear kind of
way- mr. stone
hello. i hate you.- mr. stone
no problem, daddy-a - andy to mr. sutton
schwekki!- me and jenny
pimp the system- dead prez
and this one says, "hi! i just got back from killing
my mother!"- mr. russell
punctuality is the thief of time.- oscar wilde

I. mickey hyun of yellow body and multicolored mind, hereby leave the following: Sara- a hot latin male to whisper the cucaracha pick up line
orejas; Annie F.- a bigass hug and sex talks in front of your driveway; BenT. -readily available sushi and some tears; Robbie- asian chicks from
who make eggrolls; Ben E.- happy colored paint pens! Yay!; Dj- brand spanking new turntables; lpark- penguin polos; Boyle- a fellow o.c. whore;
-MACKaliciousness; Josie C.- all the solos in chours, mads, etc.; Roveiza- domination(?) of the gargoyle staff; Austin- a gym full of asian girls with
hair up; Cordelia- a year's supply of ice cream to make up for that one time ... ; Ito!- a glare and a "euuuuuuuuhh"; Farid- a booty popping girlfriend;
a punch in the stomach and brownies ;); Smyth- magica: Ia reunion. sorry to all the people I forgot ... know that I still love you all and probably like
Thanks to all the teachers ... for your patience and good times.
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Alexandralvanova
Schmalby, Junior, alex alex Bo Jangles
I don't know why you say goodbye, I say hello.- The Beatles
And he said unto me, My grace is sufficient for thee: for my strength is
made perfect in weakness.- II Corinthians 12:9
Wow, I'm sorry. I should really learn to knock. .in case there's a threesome going on in the bathroom.- The O.C., Seth upon discovering a
threesome in the bathroom
And he's thinking, 'Did i get her a piece of string last year or the year
before that? Would a twig be unromantic?' And she's thinking, 'Another twig? That guy has no imagination. My mother was right.'
- Everwood, Edna and Irv discussing two owls on Valentine's Day
Yes, BJ?- Ray Ray Plain Salt
That's hot.- Paris Hilton
This is the championship season. RULES LADIES, RULES.- girly xc
Stinkbomb!! !-Katherine
This is soooooo good ... - Ray Ray Plain Salt
Dear Valentine, come away with me. If i had a day with you and you only,
I would enjoy the simple things, the things that in the end, when time
steals the rest away, are the only things we'll remember.- Everwood
Freschetta ... No, that's ok, I don't really like cheese ... - AI

Alex Ivanova, being of brooding mind and parting body, do hereby bequeath the following treasures to the following people: the 'OS girly and boy-y
teams along with DougzOr get a MUCH deserved trip-to State. Kangway gets the best sr. seasons ever, my love, and someone else to take him to a&w.
ie (ibor) gets all the fine maidens of danviUe. Davy gets a girl of his own to look at Hannah S. gets to miss my clingine s and a guy in her class who
t into guys. Cammy gets fond memories of me and Priya, an arranged marriage with Wanda, and "Cammypooo" ringing in his ears. my darling David
Not get a new soulmate, but he doe get my undying adoration and a trip to SoccerState along with the reSSt of you: Udara finally gets liesel and a
for putting up with me. dj, Sergei, NubzOr and Justywusty get an absolutely endless supply of magic cards and women. AI gets the courage to admit
he likes everwood, a nosebleed, my cadywhompus hand, and warm memories of the mythical meanface. all the teachers get an extravagant vacation,
everyone else gets a huge hug cuz i 'II miss all of you. g2g, ttyI.

Michelle Marie KateriTekakwitha Johnson
Neechan, Meesh/Meeshelle, Mitch,
Cathy McCatholicson
Man, if somebody quotes me in senior yearbook, it'll so make my five
·
years.- Meredith
I wonder who this 'A. Capella' person is. They're sure accompanying a lot
of musicians tonight.- Mom
Allison: But a lot of senior quotes are just people yelling random stuff.
Me: Yeah. It's like, when you're 80 and peeing in a bag, you're not going
to remember what that means.
I think I just find things more amusing when I have a liquid in my mouth.Allison
Me: You guys want to team up and take over Champaign-Urbana?
Allison and Betsy: Okay.
Unless its pornography, 'cause, you know, that's the kind of thing I like to
spend my money on. Gets more bang for your buck. *beat* Oh.- Allison
Excuse me; I have to go squish my freeze.- Allison
Of all the Ben Sands's in the world, I'm the Ben Sandsiest.- Ben Sands
I feel like a squirrel.- Wysocki
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Atul Kale
Atulybird, Tubby, atulthefool, Toolman
I'm sorry, IS OUR TEST DISTURBING YOUR BALL GAME?- Mr. B
Happy new school day!- Mr. Stone
Don't be such a wanker!- Yang
Y.I.M.B.! !!- Casey
1,2,3,4 I declare a thumb war- Brian Berry
We're going to have lots of kinky fun next year- Betsy
Bork Bork Bork Bork!- Zuke
We do party asian nerd style!- Yang
Make sure you have a change of pants November 9th- Braghini
Dubba Dai! You kick my dog!- DZuo
Dude, wanna leave?- Dito
Dude, there's still like 40 minutes left of class- Me
You are so my bitch- Betsy
You tried, and you failed, so the lesson is, never try.- Homer J. Simpson
How about no, you crazy Dutch bastard!- Dr. Evil

I, Atul Kale, hereby bequeath the following items to the following people: Rohun gets a swing set, a Space Jam soundtrack, the RMIB, and uncom1forulbl
Indian shoe . Shruti gets long talks in Indian accents, fun times as a youth counselor, and the ability to make her own mix CDs. Bhaskar gets my
desi pride a kite, some cheesy skits, obscene hours of video games and the word "yaar". Dlto gets a yearbook staff member of the week award, and
new to ditch class with. Michael Pitt gets a calc book and fun times taking derivatives. Sergei gets my leet halo skillz, and Blood Gulch. Kangway
acting skills and the ability to keep a straight face. To all the teachers thanks for putting up with me and everybody else, thanks for making the last
years totally bodacious!

Hannah Kinney
Haynay, Hank, Murla, Puddle, Dawn, Twitcliy
Everyone deserves a chance to fly- Wicked
Don't banish my sunbeam!- Maura
roots hold me close/wings set me free- uu hymn
Ice cream in a cone... that's bloody brilliant!- Mike Braus
Why not go out on a limb? Isn't that where the fruit is?- Frank Sculley
I'm a fermata; hold me.- Alison's shirt
we might find love under the stars/in this magic world of ours- Kala
Moooo gling gling- Herr W
Luckily, right at that moment an unconscious Argentinian fell through my
roof. He was quicly followed by a dwarf dressed as a nun.- Moulin Rouge
Did your brother really get hit by a bus?- everyone
We should seek bananas more often- Maya Bauer
I have confidence in rain- The Sound of Music
OOB- Reduced Shakespeare Co.
Wait that's smaller than icky.
It's icky. No it's icky2 • No it's the
Not if icky's a fraction.- Dawn
we're singin' and dancin'/we're stayin' until we see the sun- Gaelic Storm
"And we must all bring Provisions." "Bring what?" "Things to eat." "Oh!"
said Pooh happily. "I thought you said Provisions."- Winnie-the-Pooh

-/iCkY.
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Agatha Kim

Aggie, Boogie

Whoa , whoa, Easy, partner!- Lauren Wingo
Wait, Casey, do you have a knife? I can cut Aggie's cheeks right now.Ayesha Saied
Let's go to the sperm bank for the senior trip- Lauri Feldman
WEAR YOUR GLASSES!- Casey, Lauren, Ayesha, Dawn

I leave the following items to the following people:
uole, you get the honor of being the very first person to be on my list. and nothing else. Nah,l'm just kidding! :) I leave you all the fun morning bus rides,
fun bus gossips, 22-lllini that comes every minute, black flip flops. bleeding toe nails, 100% participation grade in French class, and everything else.
Lucy, you're the cutest person I've ever met! I leave you all the skirts in my closet, all the shoes I have, bunch of head wrappers, soccer balls, and so much
love. Roveiza, I ROV you, HA-HA. I leave you the power to rule the gargoyle, soccer balls, pink sweaters, and a year-worth gift certificate for chocolate
muffins at Derald's. To everyone else I didn't mention but should have mentioned, I leave all my love and fond memories. And THANKS VERY MUCH
for being in my life at Uni ...

Jennifer Kim
jenny
No one can make you feel inferior without your consent- Eleanor Roosevelt
"For I know the plans I have for you," declares the Lord, "plans to prosper
you and not to harm you, plans to give you hope and a future."- Jeremiah

29:11
Sshibal ga ja-- me and Mickey
Jennifairh-!- Henry, Ben, Andy
Ohhhhh SUPERSNAP!- Ayesha and Lauren

I, Jennifer Kim, being of excursive mind and Korean body, do hereby bequeath the following to these people: Lucy gets all the );)eautiful top in the world
including a brown jacket, Nuole gets a pair of brown pants and gorgeous hairdos, Udara gets courage to take advantage of any future dancing or solo opportunities and Brett- I leave you artistic abilities to draw beauteous illustrations. Sara Sligar, a hottt Italian guy -I'll have one delivered to your house,
and to the rest of Spanish class, good times and memories. Daniel Ito, I leave you with the joys of being half Korean and working at Kumon with all those
rowdy kids. To Boyle and Justin- wonderful lives replete with fashion sense like no other. To all the teachers that have taught me during my 5 years at Uni
and anyone else that I left out- thank you for the memories and I'll miss all of you. BYE-!
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Gabriela Kogut
Gabby, Gobs, Gabissius, Go go, Gabeth
Le Poete est semblable au prince des nuees
Qui hante la tempete et se rit de l'archer;
Exile sur le sol au milieu des huees,
Ses ailes de geant l'empechent de marcher.- Baudelaire
II y a des moments de la vie ou une sorte de beaute nait de la multiplicite
des ennuis qui nous assaillent.- Proust
La vie est une chose tellement hideuse que le seul moyen de la supporter,
c'est de l'eviter.- Flaubert
I thought she was going to cry, it was the thing to do, but on the contrary
she laughed. It was perhaps her way of crying. Or perhaps I was mistake
and she was really crying, with the noise of laughter. Tears and laughter,
they are so much Gaelic to me.- Beckett

Kirill Lagoutchev
That's Mr. Kiri/1 Lagoutchev to you!
Ewww! Ewwww!! !- Betsy
Kirill, why do you hate me?- Betsy
Kirill, give me a bug!- Betsy
Let me feel you- Betsy
Fine, I'll feel Jerry- Betsy
I'd offer to kiss it, but Kirill's quoting me right now- Betsy
Erase that!- Betsy
You want to see me mud wrestle Kirill?- Betsy
Look at my boobs!- Betsy
I'm trying not to say anything incriminating- Betsy

[Will not submitted.]
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Ben LeRoy
BL, Rah
Robbie, you look smart but sound stupid. Simsy, you sound smart but
look stupid. But Ben, you look smart and sound smart.- Ryo
OMG we must be twins!- Me and Sarah
It's sig-No-mi! Not SIG-no-MI! You understand? OK, you try now.
- Old lady in Greece
Shut up, gringo.- Belmont
Baseball statistics, unlike the statistics in any other area, have acquired
the power of language.- Bill James
For the love of the god, and all that is holy, my anus is bleeding!- Rejected
Wait... you mean pickles don't grow on trees?- Robbie
Ike, are you leaving voluntarily? No, I'm leaving forever.- Julie and Ike
Ari, the most disgusting thing about you is ... you.- Ebonee
Oh. How... silly, and .. .foolish- Sam when receiving a Spiderman toy

, Ben LeRoy, being of sound _(noun)_ and _(adjective)_ body, do hereby _(wtb)_ the following things to the following _(plural noun)_: Simsy
pts an injury-free seasoD (or wee ), a new carpool, and a.ubest hair. Austin gets a less gay sweater, nipples and an Asian trophy wife. Belmont gets SFAC
privacy in the libnry with his women. Robbie gets a girlfriend who is not a tunle 8lld a complete set of Homies. Brett gets an extra base hit and his
4,329th freckle. 11 and GoldbeJ:a get rides iamy hoopty and another fun year of MODrigals. The Kid gets a membership at Weight Watchers and a halfcourt gamewinaer. Udara gets uniform shorts that cover his knees. Cameron gets R&B music while sleeping in a bed with Justin and Uday. DJ gets Latin 5
Davey gets a pillow. AI gets
and Davey. Katie gets a throwing partner who will keep the ball in the field. Loic:: gets to rule orchestra from the front
. Sally Merf, Thuglass, and Dee2 get a new ice machine and a huge hug. Uncle Bill gets jokes about Cleveland Steamers and my thanks for teaching
me to shoot not rockets. Bees and hi kids get a new assistant coach and some more hermit crabs. Everything else I leave to Grandma Sue.

Sarah LeRoy
Sa ray, S'raa, Ya-Ya, Princess, The Checkered Italian
No buena!!- Zach from camp
What's a Satchel Paige?- Dawn
OMG we must be twins!- Me and Ben
The capes are underground?- Hannah
You've found the theme! Slave food!- Hillary
3 ...noses? and We're in college! We're in 8th grade!- Teen Girl Squad
He my rat!- Anna describing Pepe
Umrn, sorry Kyle, it looks like I don't have any Jewish candy.- Cartman
Have I ever told you how punctual you are?- Andy
We can put it in your hope chest!- Mom
Where was God when ... - the South Park movie
Look! I match the poster- Ellie
You ... distincivus dumpsbucket!- Sam
What about...puck furdue?- Dad
We ask ourselves, who am I to be brilliant, gorgeous, talented. Actually,
who are you not to be? ... Your playing small does not serve the world.
-Nelson Mandela
Shema Yisrael Adonai Eloheinu, Adonai Echad- The Shema

I, Sarah LeRoy being of twin mind and constandy bruised body do hereby bequeath the following: The entire basketball team gets Catchphrase. incoherent
cheering, and ECIC dominance. uole, Alejandra, Colette, and Julie get awesome movies. AI J. does too, but also gets a winter wonderland in which to frolic.
Mandy and Ruthie tie for best dressed at volleyball, you guys can settle that one. Tom gets something really raw rm not sure what though. Sara Sligar gets
an "h" for her name and a hug. Tbe soccer team deserves a goalie who actually knows how to play soccer. Merf gets an endless supply of Mountain Dew and
0 PINK even though it's • excellent color in my opiniaa. 1baak you so much for everything, like toughening me up•..well, it mosdy worked. Madrigals
get more food partie and the Alfred Burt carols. Mr. Murphy gets music that stay in folders and more students who talk and laugh... all the time. A huge
thank you to all of my teachers and coaches. So now rm leaving, and rm taking Ben with me so you all can have some peace and quiet.
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Alison Liss
And when the night is cloudy/ there is still a light that shines on me/ Shine
on till tomorrow/ Let it be.- The Beatles
IS LOVE PERMANENT, LIKE STAINS, AND SOME KINDS OF
MAGIC MARKER? Yes, but it changes, in intensity and hue, like toys
left in the sun.- McSweeney's
When I put on a raincoat, I put on sunglasses too. Who knows when it
will rain, or when is will turn out to be sunny?- Chungking Express
Jogging is very beneficial. It's good for your legs and your feet. It's also
very good for the ground. It makes it feel needed.- Peanuts
Dreyfus once wrote from Devil's Island that he would see the most glorious birds. Many years later in Brittany he realized they had only been sea
gulls ... For me they will always be glorious birds.- Harold and Maude
Worldly sounds of endless warring/ were for just a moment silent stars/ Worldly
boundries of dying/ were for just a moment never ours.- Rufus Wainwright
I like my smock. You can tell the quality of the artist by the quality of his
smock. .. Actually I just like to say smock. Smock smock smock!- Hobbes
I ate a popsicle and now my tongue is purple, and my face is sticky,
blotchy red. My fingers are gummy, and my arms are tacky where I wipe
my mouth, my shirt is dripping wet, and the stick is stuck to my pocket.
I'm a syrupy mess. Who can I hug?- Calvin

Caitlin Liss
Bird that does not fly or bird that does not need altitude to know
flight?- Speed Levitch
Emancipate you selves from mental slavery/None but ourselves can
free our minds- Bob Marley
Attention Kmart shoppers. There are jews in aisle 12- Hebrew Hammer
Harold, everyone has the right to make an ass out of themselves. You
just can't let the world judge you too much.- Harold and Maude
Men? We wouldn't be caught dead with men! Rough, hairy beasts,
with eight hands! And they all just want one thing from girls ...
- Some like it Hot
My friends, think Small, use the 8-item line, who/needs more than
8 items? All you really need is/ civility, honesty, courage, and five
loaves of wheatberry bread.- Peter Meinke
He sad Rocky you met your match/ and Rocky said, Doc it's only a scratch/ and
Til be better Til be better doc as soon as I am able.- The Beatles
A few clues for latecomers: Several weeks ago ... A Pile of money... An
English class ... A house by the river... A romantic young girl...
- A Band of Outsiders
It's all just makebelieve isn't it?- Marilyn Monroe
He wasn't even an angel, just a liar with wings.- Etgar Keret

I. CaidiaLiss, am Jemng this stdto dlae people: Batia pta p:e-sho frolics and David Sedaris. Bleaaor pta the B-.-...--... .......
Qarms with all the marslunallows iil tbem. ComeJia pta to obsctw:
of growa--.p ..... at
.
pta to.-4
Aimtah set to bave lots 'Of fwl ~
. Shtuti get JllCR' people to woade.r over her beaJatiM'plrties. Bve.ry
get peat .......... years at 'Uni. TIJanb to aU my teacbers. especially R£ BJ, SL EM,
BV. BS
CB, .Hw.
ru miss you a11.
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Eric Jennings Loui

Loui

In Germany, they first came for the communists, and I didn't speak up because I
wasn't a communist Then they came for the Jews, and I didn't speak up because
I wasn't a Jew. Then they came for the trade unionists, and I didn't speak up
because I wasn't a trade unionist. Then they came for the Catholics and I didn't
speak up because I wasn't a Catholic. Then they came for me- and by that time
there was nobody left to speak up.- Martin Niernoller, Holocaust sUIVivor
Play the sunset- Mr.Hollands Opus
... he who enlists a man's mind wields a power even greater than the
sword or scepter... - Robert L. Heilbroner, "The Worldly Philosophers"
... the unexamined life is not worth living ... - Plato, "Apology"
Me, my thoughts are flower-strewn/Ocean storm, bayberry moon/ I have
got to leave to find my way.- R.E.M.

Eric Loui disposes of the following: Buzard, Kaplan. and usic Cub-Schoenberg, recitals, and CSO trips. Mo cahill, Boyceet al-more fun times with KeviD
Kelley. ICAJUDion-more problem statements. Orchestra-someone better to tune to. Micheal Pitt-a huge thank you for keeping me sane, Nightswimming
and doJninaJM:e over die Youth Group. Bllen-Diiver' Ed aacl co-dominance with Micheal. YRUU people- "lock-ins", Cons and food. Maciek- A salute,
$.SO, and some nuts. Linda-some high fives. Elizabeth-caDdy and "leadership." icole-A "promotion" and a glare. Monah-Black clothing. Jennier and
Lucas-1st oboe goodness and lots of tuning. Boyce Aria, Linda et al-Firefox! All my teachers, past and present- a hearfelt thank you and my best wishes.
Everyone-Univenity High School (whatever it · ) and good luck!

Jeremiah Methven
jerry,jer, Crystal Meth, therunningmeth
Betsy, du bist rneine Frau.- Herr W
Ich bin groBer woes zaehlt- Herr W
I hope you like fishsticks!- Kirill
In my spare time, I play the bugle-Turbo greg
K S J- Breault
When we be rnakin' lovell only hear the sounds/Heavenly angels
cryin' up above/Tears of joy pourin down on us/They know we need
eachother/They know you are my fix.- Prince
Oh no I've said too rnuch/I haven't said enough- REM
Ma rna se rna rna sa rna rna coo sa- Michael Jackson
You're a wornan!I'rn a calf/You're a window/I'rn a knife/we come together making chance in the starlight.- Jeff Buckley
Avril Lavigne enlarged her fetid lobster claw into his paisley mountain
of madness.- Some website
Sunset doesn't last all evening/A mind can blow those clouds away.George Harrison

I, Jeremiah Methven, being of loquacious mind and voluptuous body, leave the following things to the few choice pieces of ass that will know how to
use them. To Jimmy Shimmy, I leave full control of the mob, u well as the secure knowledge that any woman will die just to clip your nails. IT is that
powerful. To Kangway I leave the UDi High 800-meter school record. To Rundus, I leave the joy of breaking Kangway's school record in the 800 right
after he graduates. To ~ I leave another 32.1-6.5-S.S season forT-Mac, a man far greater than Kobe Bryant. To Domier, I leave an open invitation for one last grind. To anyone who' ever run a sub-21:00 Sk, think about trying a spon where the team i actually good enough to beat the big schools
like Urbana. To Ray I leave the eternal joy that will surely encapsulate you when you no longer have to come to MacGyver Club. And to Doug and XC.
thank you and good luck.
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Maria Ann Meyers
M ia
Git R Done- Larry the Cable Guy
During those times of trial and suffering, when you see only one set of
footprints, it was then that I carried you.- Unknown
Oh you hate your job? Why didn't you say so? There's a support group for
that, it's called EVERYBODY, and they meet at the bar.- Drew Carey
I hear and I forget. I see and I remember. I do and I understand.- Confucius
A positive attitude may not solve all your problems, but it will annoy
enough people to make it worth the effort.- Herm Albright

I, Maria ~ being of smaU town miad aa4 tall body dO becf*dh my ~
to the followina:
Speac:e- a way to find a ride to school, Alejandra- aaother year of
without me beati1J& you
year to bother Herr W. without having to tab · dass.
and
TAC.
~ o( 'lllc~ Staff il~ ibe
and. for all of your help, Mary-responsibillty for Charlie and my !OW.

Yuki

J. Mitsuhashi-Acs
Yuuuukki!

"I hate words."- Beavis
"Huhhuhuh, words suck."- Butthead

I, Yuki J. Mitsuhasbi-Acs. leave you nothing.
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and Qleesy- tbe christmas

Hugh Thomas Monahan
How seldom friend! a good great man inherits/
Honour or wealth with all his worth and pains!/
It sounds like stories from the land of spirits/
If any man obtain that which he merits/
Or any merit that which he obtains.
-The Good Great Man By Samuel Taylor Coleridge
My heroes are the ones who survived doing it wrong, who made
mistakes, but recovered from them.- Bono
Humanity should question itself, once more, about the absurd and
always unfair phenomenon of war, on whose stage of death and pain
only remain standing the negotiating table that could and should have
prevented it.- Pope John Paul II
How well I have learned that there is no fence to sit on between heaven
and hell. There is a deep, wide gulf, a chasm, and in that chasm is a
place for any man.- Johnny Cash
Has this world been so kind to you that you should leave with regret?
There are better things ahead than any we leave behind- C.S. Lewis
I'm in your base, killing your dudes.- Anonymous
Ha ha, you can't draw.- Ms. Evans
If knowledge can create problems , it is not through ignorance that
we can solve them.- Isaac Asimov

1. Hugh Thomas Monahan, being of solely Irish CadloJic mind and body; bequeadl
foJiowiq: Justin, you get the great beast called srooco. To David
Boyle I leave a swift · It ia
crotch, to remind you tbat'you're a aooclPJ illspto of
10 ~I leave the knowledge that your scupid stupid quote
will forever play in y heacL Tom, I leave you
sewnl ·
1Dealbin die opening nipt To TauTau I leave a girlfriend who
won't let you talk. To Bllasbr I leaVe rule over
• at yom.1'o Seoley I leave the midfield and sideline, fo1l of beautiful women
cheering for you. Jas0a. I
don't bate you despite
1.\) .DOui I leAve'a'Qll-1 Tenaesaee season.losiDg only to Notre Dame. and to Merf and
Sally I leave aU my fat lost at Uui. To Barb, Elled. ad · Ilea the
atld pititUde of five boys deeply indebted to you and a lifetime supply of Dixie
Cream Donuts. To Mrs. Kovacs I leave a large and SC8IY wbip. To all my teacheri my deepest tbaDks for the gifts of knowledge and discipline. And Uni High,
you haven't seen the last of us•.•

Meredith GeneYieve Ullllet91r Nel5on

I'll write on your college recommendation: "This guy did 15 extra
sources on his annotated bibliography: that's the kind of guy he is. He got
absolutely no credit for it."- Mr. Rayburn
I am a working man, and they don't pay me by the hour because my time
is worthless here, folks!- toothpastefordinner.com
Our lives used to be weird, now they're just disgusting.- Ari
My greatest regret is that I never filled entire notebooks with
obsessive, paranoid writing and left them for my family to discover.
- toothpastefordinner.com
I can't believe I'm so influential that I've led Kyle to a life of crime.- Michelle
One sweet dream, pick up your bag and get in the limousine-The Beatles
I can't believe how pathetic we can be- Jack Johnson
Girls who draw pictures are the best kind in the whole world
- toothpastefordinner.com
If all else fails, immortality can always be assured by spectacular failure
- John Kenneth Galbraith

amd;Jc;Qo -.e;· f9Dmlll people tbe follo'wid:g thi.Dis: RuDelle. a more competent h"brary assistant The rubber duckies
soaMUEIIOIUl~ ADDie gets
TV itlld the badwoom. to herself. Cordelia gets radical pom-pom • Lucas gets to be a real
-~- ·~~~~~~; 1~ . ~0f . . . bgp. Atii1a and Katie get a pat on tbe back: and a great next three years. Liz gets
gets a •
Amirih
IDY last name. Rachel Cascio gets change for a dolJar. Max Goldberg
. Bvans gets less talk aild mote art. Mr. PoJ:Mca gets a better illustrator. All my teachers get lots of
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Tomasz Nilges
Bonsai
KSJ
Do the naked dance!- Zuke
You can Tell your Calc teacher that in Physics ... we cancel the d's in dy/dx.- Ray
LARK!
These are EXCELENT problems!- Ray
Is our test disturbing your noise?- Mr. B
I got some guy to fall in love with me!- Kirill
Atul: I think that means Ray agrees
Barr: No. He's just hung over.
How am I supposed to know if I'm circumcised!?!- Kirill
YIAD
Excuse me! Burning!- Greece Trip
You are from the worst country in this school.- Jerry M.

I, Tomasz Nilges, being of sound state of mind do bequeath the following to my heirs, colleagues, and elders: to Luke and Hemy, my programming buddiet,
I leave you a rave, nifty videos, and odd music. To Alex Zhai, my stats subbie, I say that beiug smart is fine, but don t • your chi1dbood escape you, nor tt.
joy of learning. To Geoffrey, an old friend, keep on trying and never give up. To Lucas Ecker I leave the status ofhononry senior. To my art class I leave
wisdom of seniors, and extra for Jeremy. To Ito Sensei, you have been like a mother to your students, and I will never forget you. To the History ~
thank you for some of the most enjoyable classes 1 have ever bad. To Ray, I thank you for trying to come to S&:E 8Dd
Clubs. And fioally, to Uai
and all those not listed here I leave this will in this yearbook, goodbye but hopefully not forever.

Henry Pollock
Spanky, Chich, Henrico
Bite my crank, matey!- Mom
5 minute coffee break. Smoke 'em if you got 'em- Dark Helmet, Spaceballs
I don't make garbage ... I burn it.- Dad
I haven't beaten you up since I was 15.- Elisabeth
Your***** is so handicapped, you need a wheelchair to get around- Tonio (age 8)
That was a tad bit psychohosebeastish of her.- Andy
Get off my property.- Sebastian
Henry, there's something I have to tell you ...
I have a video game fetish.- Ben Sutton
Kathie, I have to call you back, I'm in the middle of a therapy session.- Bees
Robert, when you were 3, she was still in the larval stage.- A1
How am Isopoda know?- Mr. Stone
So, this bear remembered me the next year and he was pissed. I mean,
he was taking off people's fingers.- Bill
See them? Naw, I already deleted them- Robert, about his
high-tech computer viruses
Just think of the situation as if you were a lion. Would a lion do that?
I didn't think so.- Belmont
Oh, great! Here come the freaks. - Austin
You know, I have an extensive Pog collection- AI
I, Henry Pollock, the last of my brood to grace this school's balls, do hereby leave the following things to the following people: Th Mike Renner, I leave the
name "Storsy-Pie" and the realization that we are actually friends. To Michael Belmont, I leave the soccer team, tbe memories of many fun nights together and
the heart of a lion. To Austin Berger, I leave part of the basketball team, "Here come the freaks," and "Don't mind me." Th Daniel Jacobs, I leave the good times
from Spanish class and the tide "point guard" on the basketball team. To Udara Cabraal, I leave the name "Du Du"and Cameroa. To Davy I leave a lowered
salt intake. To Andrea, I leave my lust. To Max Rich, I leave a point-guard spot on the Toronto Raptors. To Simsy, I leave the tide of "Muscles." To Maciej. I
leave the fact that his Dad's name is "Wacek" and a new baUdo. To Amy Wiltzius, I leave late-night conversations. And last but not least, to Ale ander Joseph
Renner, I leave the rest of the basketball team, memories of sleepovers, the knowledge that rm better at HALO, "Hum. 15" on baseball, a bunch of other things
I can't remember, and my eternal love. Oh yea. .. rd also like to thank Andy, Robert, and Casey. I love all you guys, too.
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Hillary Proctor
Hi/are, Hill/.s), RayRay, Snaggletooth 25¢ Shrimp
Let's see... lion's mouth plus Decemberween present divided by peer
pressure times height equals ... TRIPLE SALCHOW! !-Teen Girl Squad
Wave o' babies' and 'I'm... hesitant' and 'It's MINE! It's a HUNDRED!
SHUT IT OFF- all of us, courtesy ofTGS
Hey, uh, guys ... what's incest?- Farid at lunch in Sue's office
Goodwill! Goodwill! yEAh! yEAh!- Ryo
I used the most obvious alliteration ever...paint factozy.- Anna
He's just, like, a walking venereal disease.- Sarah
On Oprah's birthday party: Was that the one with all the naked women?- Henry
No, that was my birthday party.- Mr. Rayburn
And this one says, Hey, I just got back from killing my mother!- Mr. Russell
Yo, Hill'ry, can I borrow yo' toothbrush?- Henry, in the middle of chem
Being grown isn't half as fun as growing up/
These are the best days of our lives- The Ataris
Find glory/Beyond the cheap colored lights/One song/
Before the sun sets ... time flies/Time dies ... - RENT
Take a bite out of life.- Dad
The most wasted of all days is one without laughter.- e.e. cummings
But those who hope in the Lord will renew their strength. They will soar on
wings like eagles; they will run and not grow weary, they will walk and not be
faint.- Isaiah 40:31

Maggie Quirk
No panhandling they say it isn't a job oh but I disagree ya ignorant slob.Leftover Crack
Its the CIA. Its the FBI, from HMO's to MTV.- Against Me
It's 19 hundred 99 and were still toastin to the end of time- Dayglo Abortions
To my killas be careful when you burning up the glock. Last thing you
wannabe is running from the cops.- 305 Anthem
What time is it? 2: 17.

UNIVERSITY H.S.llBRARY
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Robert Lewis Ratcliffe Ill

Ratty, Ratchi!nn, CB, Horse, Bolxdew, Baiie-Pie, RidrJirl

Be not overcome with evil, but overcome evil with good.- Romans 12:21
Remember when I was like 'Whatsup Clifford?' and you were like 'The
Big Red Dog'?- Andy and Al
Robert, come to flnscn Place) with me! !- Henry
HAMMER TIME!.- Andy, AI, Henry, and I
Hmmm... That's strange. My pants look dry but they're extremely
uncomfortable.- Ray
ANOTHER DOOR!!!- Killer Klowns From Outer Space
She may or may not have been under the influence ... of Robinson!- Robbie
With your attitude, you'll probably be dead by morning.-My dad
I heard that there was this ninja who was eating at a diner. And when some dude
dropped a spoon the ninja killed the whole town.- www.realultimatepower.net
I have two small pair: eights and eights.- The Commodore, Maverick
There are no points for second place.- Viper, Top Gun
I like my sugar with coffee and cream.- Beastie Boys, Intergalactic
In this country, you gotta make the money first. Then when you get the
money, you get the power. Then when you get the power, then you get the
women.- Tony Montana, Scarface
Let your plans be dark and impenetrable as night, and when you move,
fall like a thunderbolt.- Sun Tzu, The Art of War

Robert Ratcliffe, being of illogical mind and mammoth body, do hereby leave the following U> the following people: 1b Ausdn I leave a pJethora of Asian
new car, and the knowledge be's aoe of the funniest people I know. To DJ I leave the Beastie Boys and a video of me IUDJiiD& iDto a pole. 1b RomcoBetmorllagliJe
Liz and the beart of a lion. 1b Justin I leave as many Al:.es as be wants. To Ito I leave everytbiDg rve ever~ from Deralda" 1b Omaick I leave the taondae•
actually pretty cool. To Jeremy I leave a baimlt and a new goalie. To Micah I leave any girl be wants. To Kuctie I leave 1be p:ize I DeWl' pve bim. To Holden I
~be's the eoolest guy in his class. and my job after I leave. 1b Mike I leave an old goalie glove. a half court shot, a pjdlD of me 1lll1piliag bim, ad
of all Um Sports Teams. To Cabill I leave my ocher old goalie glove. 1b Bmt I leave the~ left side of the iafielct 1b
I leave
beclloom. To Udara
Cameron. To Cameron I leave Udara. To Robbie I leave an injuty free life. To Zhe I leave the knowledge &bat I Dalways have his hick. 1b Simsy I leave my
body and the Briscoedome. To AI I leave the knowledge be is above the ss. my friendship. and anything eJae be wanas. Lasdy, toLizlleaveimd lllfli!MW'jes, an
friendship, and my heart. I also leave thanks U> all my coaches and teachers, including JB, BD, RM, FJ, CR. SR. J"R"C, DS DB BS BL, LM, DM, RM,.., .,...,, auu• ~

Andrew Remkus Renner

Renitalia, Ren-Tin-Tin, Rentacu/ar, A-Rod

Andy, I'm dying, I need this!- Henry
Hi, my name's Mike. My friends call me Mike,
but you can call me Mike.- AI
Marissa: I love you. Ryan: Urn ... Thank You.- The O.C.
ANOTHER DOOR!!!- Killer Klowns From Outer Space
Fact: Ninjas are mammals.- realultimatepower.net
Do you see what happens, Larry?- Walter, The Big Lebowski
I love Goooooooooooold- Robert, Henry, Socie, Al, Goldmember, and I
Of all the gin joints in all the towns in all the
world, she walked into mine- Rick, Casablanca
Yippy-Ki-Yay Mother F*****- John McClane, Die Hard
When you have to shoot, shoot, don't
talk.- Tuco, The Good, The Bad, and The Ugly
I don't care too much for money cus' money can't buy me love.- The
Beatles, Can't Buy Me Love
How am Isopoda know?- Mr. Stone
And that's when the Barbary Pirates invaded Chicago.- Mr. Sutton
There are three things important to every man in this locker room: His
God, his family, and the Green Bay Packers.- Vince Lombardi
No ... Yes!! Man!!- The Butabi Brothers, A Night at the Roxbury
Never tell me the odds.- Han Solo, The Empire Strikes Back
I, Andrew Remkus Renner, being of Packer obsessed mind and WJ.SCODSin born body, leave these things to people: To Daniel Jacobs. I leave FionDgbuala ad
Academy Award for best sports video; To Austin, I leave Notre Dame victories over Dlinois basbtball and mul~ Asian women; To Udata, I leave
To Cameron, I leave Udara and a starting spot with T-Mac; To the Subbie Boys. I leave good luck with all of their basbtball advel.ltures· To Mandy I leave
knowledge that her art is actually good; To Boyle, I leave Chino and Newport; To Brett. I leave rides home from basketball; To Zbe I leave cbain basketball
from the OD; To Justin, I leave all the Polo shirts and backpacks be wants; 'ro Simsy, I leave dunks and polar bears; To Farid, I leave multiple ooaching victmiea •
the future; To Andrea, I leave Mike (and AI if you want bim); 1b Mikey Babes I leave the title of Most Athletic Renner at Uni aDd a starting~ on all Varsity
sports; To Allie Babes, many dunks, goals, homers, and good luck with college apps next year, rd like to thank all of my teachers for all their help over these
five years especially JB, DS, CB, FJ, CR, BS, BV, SL, SR, J(R)C, both RM's, DM, SW, SK, and all of the others I have fmgotten; Last but not lease, rd like to
thank Henry, Robert, and Sarah for a wonderful five years.
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Abraham Maurice Robinson

Abe, Lord High Executioner

I'm still in love with her. I'd give my life for her. But she bores me.
- Grigory Alexandrovich Pechorin, A Hero of Our Time
... I was posted to the Caucasus. That was the happiest time in my life. I
hoped there'd be an end to boredom with Chechen bullets flying around, but
I was wrong. After a month I was so used to the hum of bullets and to being
close to death that I honestly took more notice of the mosquitoes.- Pechorin
I used to think that we were a serious science-fiction anime. I wonder
where we're going now.- Ruri, Martian Successor Nadescio
I have you now Taishi Ci!- Zhang Liao
(gasp) Pai Mei taught you the Five Point Palm Exploding Heart
Technique?- Bill, Kill Bill
This is truth: when you sacrifice your life, you must make fullest use of
your weaponry.- Musashi

My Will is easY. to decide,
For there · notbin2 to divide,
~y classmates neeaa~ fuss and moan
'Moss does not cling to a rolling stone.'
-In honor of Joe Hill, American Hero Mmdered on November 19 1915. by

Capitalist ru1iJ11

Grigory Roginsky
Greg, Rog, two/(7792
Can I have some handouts?- KiriW Why don't you go to a soup kitchen?- Ray
How is education supposed to make me feel smarter? Besides, every
time I learn something new, it pushes some old stuff out of my brain.
Remember when I took that home winemaking course, and I forgot how
to drive?- Homer Simpson
That's a rhetorical question, moron.- Mr. Sutton
YIAD----------------KSJ- Uni Wall (outside)
It's like beef jerky!- Robert
You're tasting for that pot... of gold.- Ray
I'm newspaper retarded.- Lauri
Come on, my braindead friends .- Mr. Sutton
Stupid kids.- Mr. B

I, Greg Roginsk:y, being of a beautiful mind aad teDDis body do hereby bequeath the following: Drew-that Montana Ranch and plenty of useful Saturday afternoons· AR(x2), RR. HP--copyrigbts to I need GRENADES!"; AJlaD Luo aod aay Other teD8is players-illy self-acclaimed #1 Uai teDDis spot and a wicked 100
mph serve; Betsy-calc knowledge; Farid et. al-fond Latin memories, aod to Farid especially-some comntOil sense· 04-'0S PCC s- good times, good times,
PCC hoBa; Michael Pitt-the pai1lful realizati tbat you had a year bleat between calcs. To all my teachers, tbaDks for the 4 good years, and special thanks to
DB, J"R."C EJ, EL. LM, SR. CR DS, and BKV. Later.
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Casey Lynn Roth
PBJ, Casifer, Buick, CB, TJ Rogers
Doing it twice a day really hurts- Liz G.
Casey kicks puppies- Alyssa
When life tinkles in your pool of dreams, add chlorine and just keep
swimming- Anonymous
Let's go shopping- Aggie
Do you have a knife?- Ayesha
I'm lying!!!- Ayesha
Whoa, whoa, slow down, take it easy partner- Lauren
Your ass looks like a mountain- Mom
La Notiba Ntibantiba- Dawny
I'm so attractive people sometimes think I'm gay- Henry
Why won't you let me pick your nose?- Henry
Quick, how do I make babies fast- Zuke
I don't wanna grow up, I just wanna be the boss- Emily R.
Wait, I thought the Olsens were siamese twins- Derek
I am the monkey Queen that burps- Emily
Wenis- Henry
God Casey, you're so horny.- Yang
Never argue with a moron. They'll bring you down to their level, and
their much more experienced at it.- Dad

I leave things to these people: To Alyssa my lover- my 2 good limbs. a bad boy, left handed notes. 24S8 fun, and glasses cause I heart you. Anna- an animal
manchild, you're so crazy, be good. Mandy- a shorter plaid kirt. you ho. Julie- 10", a puppyweasel and a fork. AI J.- a thug boy to drop it for, a JKPBJ, and
more rap for warm ups. Nuole- pimp shoes, bruises, embarrassing UHBB games, a yellow tellytubby, a "perfect" season, and a penis laugh. Alejandra gets
pointier elbows and Colette gets to be mean. UHGB gets to be the S*** next year but don't tell Merf. DJ gets square dancing and Justin gets the macerina. Farid,
I want you. Mike, I love you. 50 gets 50 pounds and a wheelchair LAO. 8th period gets a stripper and beef. AI R. gets a coke and learns to talk louder. AI, rm
sorry. Carter gets even softer hair, and Chambers gets a punch in the gut and a hug. My brother gets beano, calls from all of his girlfriends, and someone else
to annoy. Thanks to all my teachers and coaches. esp Merf, SL, CR. DS, BS, CB, HS, EZ, KS.

Ayesha Mariam Saied

yeah ayesha, The Candygram Queen

The day you get taller than me, I will cry all day and then cut
your feet off.- Laila
It would be a multicultural dessert. And by culture, I mean flavors of ice cream.- Char
Hush, child.- Anna Canga
Ayesha, is your mother home???- Cordelia
Your eyes are talking to me.- Casey
What should I do with this useless boob?- Alison
Report to the office ... for death.- Locker note from Tess
BUBBLES!- Liz Grans
Even my "whife" makes fun of the way I talk.- Mr. Rayb
The sweet corn festival, .. .isn't that the last time we saw each
other?- Char
I feel like I'm taking CRAZY PILLS!- Mugatu
Is he ... bigger than a breadbox?- Meredith
Who do flowers make want to vomit?!- Laila
Carter? Sometimes he's cool. But sometimes he hits me with a
pole.- Bethany
Blowchunks!! !-Eva and I

I, Ayesha Saied, of laughing mind and winking body, give this important stuff to some of my faves: Bethany gets sole guardianship of my cat Phil and anot.ba'
two years as the cutest girl at Uni. Tess gets pink Wednesdays, a rolly Hello Kitty backpack, and a SOLID GOLD FLUTE. AI J gets lots and lots of hugs and
kisses. Anna gets water in her brain (because that's where it goes) and the sound of a eat's meow. Cordelia gets Walgreen s to deliver her SOJDt!; water-resistaut
lotion, and the joy that comes with being a senior swimmer. Carter gets another four years as the cutest boy at Uni and new mob of seilior gir to love him.
Lillian gets to rule as Candygram Queen. Alyssa gets to know that I had a nightmare about Dead by Dawn, because she got stabbed on the big screen. Shruti
gets my desi-ness. Whatever's left goes to all the rest of my swim team buds and also to UHGS. Thanks everyone ... I've had an absolutely fabulous .
rn
miss you all. Uni High 4 Life!
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Ben Sands

Ben-Sands, The Ben Jesus
Love all, trust a few. Do wrong to none.- William Shakespeare
Women should be obscene and not heard.- Groucho Marx
We are all in the gutter, but some of us are looking at the stars.- Oscar Wilde
I mean, what if we're watching, like, the Harry Potter movie and this
bitch is like, "Make out with me!"?- Jerry
KSJ- ?????
Be awesome to each other... and party on, dudes!- Bill and Ted's
Excellent Adventure
What we are, we choose to be- Neil Gaiman's The Sandman
If she's actually dead, I was just kidding.- Jerry
It was Kirill- Everyone

[Will not submitted.]

Emily Sha
M, Emi, Emisha, Cha Cha,Asian Masseuse, CRzAZN
This foil is not your average wrap-your-fish-up-and-throw-it-away-10days-later foil. No. It's much better.- Ray
They're kind of cute in their own sexually ambiguous teddy bear way.- Stone
False hope is the fuel of life.- Nicole Gong
I have an oral fixation ... and that's ok.- Mandi
If I had known I'd be flashing all of New Zealand, I would have worn
better underwear.- Linder
Life is pain your Highness. Anyone who says differently is selling
something.- Westley
The spoon may have been stainless steel, but my conscience was not- Ben Sands
Have sex and die. Have sex and die.- Merf
Esse est percepi (To be is to be perceived)- Berkley
NAAAKED- Swim Team
Confucious say: Baseball all wrong man with four balls cannot walk.

I Emily Sha do hereby leave the following; Th Mandy, Anne, Lydia. and Eleanor late nights. boys, and too much fun. Alyssa: stardom and someone who
deserves you. Sbruti and Anna: the sexiest moves of the school. Chumar: many fond beatings. Annie: PP, EC, GLBT, QaF, and all that good stuff. French
class of 2008 I leave bad accents and angry teachers. To Ben Tuttle: Fluffy hair. To Lucas: sanity and sleep. Maciek: 7dt period of 03-04. To Rose I leave
5111 grade. TJ I leave you tons of hugs. Al Johnson: you get "special movie" nights at my place. To Hannah, Lillian, and Alejandra I leave my narcolepsy
and many, many bugs. I leave my neck of the woods to little Ito and Sammy. To Liz I leave gorgeous makeup skills. To Swimming: my deepest thanks,
shower-bonding, and corruption. Keep the traditions alive. To Girl's Soccer: ice, ibuprofen, and sex ed. To everyone in the Crucible I leave Blood, chicken
blood. Mr. Vaugtm I leave the meaning of life. truth and annoying students. To all of my teachers, I leave more wakeful students. To Uni High I leave my
backrubs, fried rice, and best wishes. To everyone I leave my love. Thanks for 5 years.
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Molly Rebecca Smith
Molby-pie, Molbal~ Moosker, U/ DOncks, RockGun
Number 14 was just beautiful.- Venus Lacy
I can do all things through Christ who strengthens me.- Philippians 4:13
But grandma, you don't look a day over 83!- Nick
Basketball is an evil influence upon the emotional and nervous feminine
nature.- Lucille Eaton Hill
Every minute with the Sex God feels about sixty seconds long.- Knocked
Out By My Nunga-Nungas
Don't sit up on the shoreline/ And say you're satisfied/ Choose to chance
the rapids/ And dare to dance the tide.- Garth Brooks
I'd sooner die.- Emily
Heaven is a great big hug that lasts forever.- Family Circus
A sports victory is one of life's few uncomplicated moments, a straightforward, high-voltage strike of joy.- Venus to the Hoop
When I grow up, I want to marry Devin.- Hannah
If you please, draw me a sheep.- The Little Prince
Not the L-bomb! EWWW!- Colleen C.
It's all about 13.- Glori <1>
The only thing that I've got that you don ' t is pigment.- Al J.
How would you like to date a guy with a penis implant?- Mom
Nick, you're going to make a really good husband some day. Too bad
your wife won't be able to walk.- Mom
I, Molly, hand over1be following: UHOB-810bea"<Jod..calfmn:e champiooship. Julie- to beat me by 20 steps. catclJ. phrase skills, aJk1 pqJS f<r being a supt2"secret OOddy. Mandyto fiDaDy be ao uppelda&naD and taD socks. Lucy- many dances with boys and a new wml f<r smy, and a gossip wet&te to share with Tess. Biaoca- knowledge 1bat Sbe
raw secret bDly aod 1be unJe.biog of mad bball skills. Becba- rule over1be middle biUas aJk1 a hi f<r your I1DIL Jessi SuDivao- 1.(ro ).Xlims mi dJe reigns ofUHGB.I:faooall
S.- to be black aodbave aJle black babies. Mooab- soccer. a big hello, aJk1 noe girl clocbes. Alejandra is a genius. You get 30 pounds of pue 11BISde aod beame a<bninaot ~
LuJa. a seusical name spelling and a sweet 3-pOOtlier. Coleae is the mas person ever and gets new carpool buddies. Elealu- aD the clxx:olale you~ em. Clunaf.
bball skills you wish you bad aod a butt-wlmpiog in 1-oo-1. 1\Iyss. you-kmw-wbo f<r a p.om date :) AI J- a fishing trip, naked IBigs, SIIOOg aoldes,
as a baUer, a
face,20po.D games and 1heirrewatds, and a~ boyfrieod. Heir W-the Women Want me, Deer Fear Me sUckfr aod huge 1banks. Ms. Linder- dibs on being tiowa- gid
aoy family Mddings. Mr. B.-dudlhugs. Unc BiD- kick~ habitattnps, oo-mne semmarpapers. alkiasunogate &1udemreJalive. Merf- nonoeme.afuncbooal body, PalS...
mit as an a.c;sistam, un-potaiD-Iike playtn, and pink everything. All my teachers aJk1 coaches get a gigantic thanks. Evezyooe else gets bear 1mgs aJk1 17 aJk1 a half .5 Damas. rm cd.

Dawn Pall Spelke
Spekle, Dawnybutt, Dvtin, Spekkio, Dawne/a, Hannah
I know you can be overwhelmed and you can be underwhelmed, but
can you ever just be whelmed?- 10 Things I Hate About You
REDRUM!! RED RUM!!- Lauren
Let me lick your face. AHHHHHH!!- Mickey
Look at those hot boys ... S***, I fell in the pool and now my underwear is all wet.- Casey
I'm a virgin female and I am breedable.- Robert
I bet I know more about the female anatomy than you guys. Now
pretend my lips are ... - Henry
It's a tale as old as time. Boy meets girl, boy likes girl, boy finds out
girl is surrogate mom's illegitimate step-sister.- Seth, on the OC
Casey has malaria ... wait ... I'm lying!- Ayesha
July looks like she's into S&M.- Mom
Hannah! Hannah! I mean Dawn!- Everyone
Eye Needle Axe Ate If- Hannah
Pooh Bear! Pooh Bear!- Aggie
Why can't I make out with you? Come on, let me.- AI J.
We went to see The Passion and then we reenacted it.- Molly
Change is the law of life. And those who look only to the past or present are certain to miss the future.- John F. Kennedy
Goodnight stars. Goodnight air. Goodnight noises evetyWhere.- Goodnight Moon
~Qawn Pall Spelke, being of curious mind and tired body, so hereby leave the following items to the following people: UHOB- kickass seasons co~lete •
rA..:tC Conference ChaJJ.lPIOnshios, lock-ins, and more class prank warsi AI- all the rap you could ever want, someone else to attack, h~ and kisses, and
ride whenever you need one; Julie- some height and Catchphrase abilities· Nuole- a 6etter way to spell your name and anklebraces; the Chens- each
and being the only twins; Colette- a rebellious streak and mad driving skih!i Aiejandra- brilliance and 20 pounds of muscle; Merf- no one else to call
wrong name, a team that never rolls their eyes, and lots of ribbon and pmk.; UnOV- some wins and a nice, drama-free season; Ma¢y-ribbons, crazy s~
tall socks and amazing serves; Annie- outside hitting power and bizarre senior Jrlfts; Ruthie- unbelievable setting ability and three more Y.ears on Vars~
UHOS- fun but useless practices, endless conversations with Bill, and good weather; Lucy- the ability to stop saymg "so~" and a hundre<l _goal!;.Roveiza
and Lucy- Din_go power; the SS- polo shirts, Starcraft, and the OC obsession; AI- more bugs than aJ1yone else and 15eing a Yearbook Member olthe week (j
kidding); Boyfe- practice driving and frozen drinks from the bushes; DJ- being the sole returning Yearbook editor and control of the little room; Micah- any
girl he wants. Thanks to everyone else, especially my teachers and coaches (sorry if I forgot anyone). It's been great and the memories will last forever.
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josephine Kimberly Wiegel
jojo, Wiggle,josie,jubee, Dragonfly, KU}o
Only after the last tree has been cut down, only after the last river has been
poisoned, only after the last fish has been caught, only then will you realize
that money cannot be eaten- anonymous
cats have penises?? WAIT! Do cats have BALLS??- Mandy
Go on refuse to dream/Cold world of endless need/My little dragonfly/On
dark wings you come to me- Dust for Life
Take away the right to say "f*** " and you take away the right to say "f***
the government!- Lenny Bruce
Common sense is the collection of prejudices acquired by age eighteen.Albert Einstein
Excuse me? You ' re sitting on my body which is also my face ... Spongebob
Blackbird singing in the dead of night/take these sunken eyes and learn to
see/All your life/You were only waiting for this moment to be free.- The
Beatles
Know your limits, not so that you can honor them, but so that you can
smash them to pieces and reach for magnificence.- Cherie Carter-Scott

I, Josephine Kimberly Wiegel, being of vivacious mind and small-bottomed body do tiereby leave the following things to the following people: To Ms. Kovacs
I leave thousands of tardies and a school full of troublemakers; To Mr Beesley I leave someone new to harass; To Ruthie Welch I leave the ability to dress
modestly in cases of extreme need, the inabili~ o remember b-ball plays and v-ball rotation (setter vs. setter), and most obviously, the remaining member of
the Ito family. To the SS, a swift kick in the ass. To Annie Ferbenbacher I leave one last year of Hell; To Lucas Ecker I leave hopes of something better; To
Maciek I leave a warm hug; To Josie Chambers I leave mad hops and responsibility for the reputation of our good name; To Amy Wiltzius I leave DCL, Siebel
Center, and the Mechanical Engineering Building; To Binky I leave a smile and a dream; To Sheri Grill I leave early morning car rides and the task ofwonying
about Mandy's credit card bills and driving skills; Lastly, and perhaps most importantly, to Mandy Grill I leave the entire school, including all of it's contents
(both living and non-living), good taste in men, great memories, and an everlasting friendship.

Lauren Auguste Wingo
Wingo,Wingnut, laurenzoa, Unreal
Awww, awww, Vinny Testaverde- Cian and Stefan
Gators don't sweat- Zeze
Dirty Dee, you're a baddy daddy lamatai tebby chai!- Pootie Tang
EPAR!- Dawn
You blocked me? I thought you were offline!- Luke, from the O.C.
Big, black scissors!- Aggie
Biggy Shawwty- Casey
I just thought of this funny joke. It was about jugs.- Lucy
I need some calculus foreplay... like Algebra- Alex
I guess I have the magic touch- Nay Nay
Lauren, you suck.- Ayesha, referring to TRP
Follow your dreams, except for the one where you're naked.- Horoscope
Shaniqua don't live here no more/ Shaniqua don't leave here no more/
Shaniqua don't live here no more/ Is Shaniqua there?/ Hell no!- Little T &
One Track Mike
There is nothing like returning to a place that remains unchanged to find
the ways in which you yourself have altered.- Nelson Mandela
This is my letter to the world/ That never wrote to me- Emily Dickinson

I, Lauren W'mgo, being ofLAWesome mind and body, do hereby bequeth the following: Bethany gets to marry my brother, DUH. Tessebel the jezebel (yes. that
is your nickname) gets to hang out with me some more, and to keep mean girlin' it on. suck on THAT! ayayayay I My Dingos!! !-Lucy and Roveiza. get to carry
on the Dingo reputation, along with Girls' soccer. Lucy gets a case of sorry, although I bet a lot of people have given you that already. You also get the ability
to tell a good dirty joke. Roveiza gets long boring driver's ed classes, and gets to streetbal1 against herself at open gyms, since she'll probably be the only one
there. The rest of Girls' soccer gets Bill and Noel; two fine men for you all to fight over, and my goal celebrations. Kangway gets a driver's license, although
I hope by now that you already have one. Michael Belmont gets to carry on the USC legacy, along with the help of Jake Seeley (that's right, I know who you
are). David gets to play xbox live with me and beat me. godspeed. OJ gets the distance from the wingo to the wall. To Micah I leave any girl he wants. Thanks
to everyone, my teachers, coaches, etc., you know who you are. It was a great five years, laters.
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Mark Austin Yates-White

deadbabiesrhot, t3h DTKTV

Think about it: if you were there standing lookin' at me what would
you do, if I hit your face with dog doo-doo?- Kool Keith
I have never thought for more than a moment that teats were meant for
anything but ass-wiping.- Marquis de Sade
I have tasted the maggots of the mind, but I was not offended. For I knew I
had to rise above it all, or drown in my owns***.- George Clinton
There's four sides to every story. If these walls could talk, they'd probably still ignore me.- MF Doom
I don't remember much- I was under the influence of funk.- George Clinton
It's another door!- Killer Klowns from Outer Space
Riding them streets with no music sucks.- Wesley Willis
Peace can only come as a consequence of universal enlightenment- Nikola Tesla
The chief difference between the man of the archaic and traditional societies and the man of the modern societies lies in the fact that the former
feels himself indissolubly connected with the Cosmos and the cosmic
rhythms, whereas the latter insists that he is connected only with History.
- Mircea Eliade, The Myth of the Eternal Return
Inferiority is the mother of profanity.- Harry Houdini
F*** em if they can't take a joke- Bob Dobbs
I grab the microphone and f*** it up!- Adrock

Me, being heartless and without soul, do hereby bequeath deez: to Alex Zhai, I leave a copy of Peter Pao; to AI I leave sueandmad.com and an "OH YBSt
they do!"; to Kaylie Dastrop I leave my perennial perverted, contemptuous leer; to the SS ->the pointiest traffic cone I can find; Jeremy Pillow gets a &
botomy; Sam Smyth gets a comb; Daniel Ito gets my can of Surge; to Cordelia L-0, a lifetime supply of spaghettios chocolate milk, and muffins; Bl
and Anne D get a dashing male escort to PE; all future generations of subbie males that cryptic magical message written in the tbird ftoor bathroom,
the feelings of sinful exhilaration and sick fascination with its origin.

Yang Zhao
The Guy, Kindre
HAHAHAHA, I just got Ben once on each ass cheek!- Kyle
First of all, I don't have gay porn. Second of all, you'll never find it.- Ben S.
Damn! Look at that girl! She got FIRST place in West Virginia math
contest! Can you do that?- Jack Liu
Hmm that's strange, my penis isn't working.- Barr
I never let my schooling interfere with my education.- Mark Twain
Life is a big headache on a noisy street.- Yiddish Proverb
Girls can be horny.- Jorie
Skill is successfully walking a tightrope over Niagara Falls. Intelligence
is not trying.- Unknown
You are what you eat. Don't be a vegetable.- Unknown
Calculus is just making your lies more accurate.- Ray
You guys are such jackasses.- Lauren
I think if you were ever high you would start acting normal.- Atul
Two wrongs are only the beginning.- Unknown
YIMB!- Casey
It was Kirill.- Everyone

I, Yang Zhao, of quirky mind and egotistical mentality, leave the following items/memories/doo-bickieslwbatever to the following people: to Daniel Ito I leave
a purple radish and a pair of chopsticks; to Annie Liang I leave a million turkish lira; to Luke Chiang I leave baJf a Magic card; to Zbe OaoiSOitbe magician/
whatever else he wants to call himself I leave a slower metabolism and my sbare of the OD court; to Jack Liu I give back seats for ever:y class and more broswer
strategy games to fi.ll his days; to DJ I leave a collection of memories/stories of Zhe' feats and adventures; to Alex Zhai I leave an army of minions for math
team; to Austin I leave the ability to love a color other than orange; to Mike Renner I leave some chocolate and video of Ulala. To aD my teachers I leave my
eternal gratitude and to Kovacs lots of love for putting up with all the stuff that we might or might not have been involved in rn tty not to do anything illegal
but I can't speak for the rest of my friends. To the first person to find the naked chick in my senior pic, I leave a granola bar. And to everyone who walks the
hallowed halls of Uni I leave a raging case of Senioritis.
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Andrew Morgan Zukoski

Zuke

LOCK AND LOLL LICENSE!- GW
A trickle of strangers were all that were left alive
Panic in Detroit, I asked for an autograph
He wanted to stay home, I wish someone would phone- DB
If the mountains fell in the sea,
let it be, it ain't me.
Alright, 'cos I got my own world to look through
And I ain't gonna copy you.- JH

And the world is busting at its seams
And you're just a prisoner of your dreams- BS
he purpose of life, no matter who is controlling is, is to love who ever is
around to be loved.- KV

My thanks to Mr. Bergandine. Ray and Professor Bohn for countless hours in their labs. To Mr. Rayburn. Ms. Linder and Mr. Sutton for fostering what little
creativity luck saw fit to let me use. Thanks to Doug for, ell. everything. And of course to my parents. Thanks. Kangway. have fun. It's your senior year.
You only get one of those. Everyone else some
01110010011011110110001101101011001()()()()()()11000010110111001100100001()()()()()()111001001101111011011000110110000101110

Dan Zuo

the danniba/man
I've come to recognize people by the size of their breasts.- Yang
It was Kirill.- Everybody
No offense, but that sounded like a baby falling down the stairs.- Mr. Murphy
It was an evening I shared with the sun
to find out where we belong
from the earliest days
we were dancing in the shadow- Live, "Lakini's Juice"
All roads we have to walk are winding
and all the lights that lead us there are blinding
there are many things that I would like to say to you,
but I don't know how... - Oasis, "Wonderwall"
Dude could you put me in your senior quotes?- Matt Freeman

I Daniel Zuo, being of adequate mental health. do hereby bequeath the following: to Noel Knox, I leave My Very Own Underclassman of the Year Award. to
Daniel Ito I leave a box of cbocolates, to Luke Chiang I leave my remaining PS2 paraphernalia. To the orchestra's cello section I leave elbow room and a tuning
fork. To Matt F. and Max G. I leave nothing... but it's the thought that counts, right? Ju tin Park. gets my CS aim bot, Domier can take my comb. To the people
I didn't mention but are still cool I leave lots and lots of good luck. To the seniors I might not see for a long time, I leave lots of pennies.
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R nniest: Mark and
Wannabe: Sung-M·
B.

Teacher's Pet: He!UY and Tiffany
Gabby

y
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MOLLY SMITH
130

ATUL KALE

MER-.EDITH NELSON

HUc;H MONAHAN

DAWN SPELKE

C.A.SEY ROTH
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Kovacs' office becomes the
gets taken down due to pornographic images. The War in Iraq tarts uring the VIJ\o~.l.U
NCAA Tournament. Uni announces it will leave the SVC for the new and ~eitintiili:il~
ketball finally wins a game. 5K rained out again, but we have to run e Twin City Twosome or make it
up in class. Punkk Rockk Kklub holds its first ever Milk Chug Challenge. Lauri has s gery on
knee.
Video projects in Chemistry. Mrs. Laughl'n announces her retirement and Dr. J. resigns. New director
•.I.&c:;.
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success of last year's
year's Seniors chose
consin Dells. The
Friday of Martin
King weekend, and
spent the entire weekend
hanging out,
going to the
water park,
and just having all-around
fun.
The seniors
spent the week
before the trip preparing, by planning
activities and shopping for supplies.
After arriving, the students spent
most of their time exploring the condos and
just hanging out with each other. It took a
while for the excitement to wear of, so the
group got little sleep that night.
The next morning, everyone woke
up early to eat breakfast before the day at
the water park. Most condos opted to eat
chocolate-chip pancakes and after filling up
on those, the chaperones gathered the seniors
to travel to the water park.
There were two water parks at the
hotel, both with several slides and other fun
water activities. The group spent a few hours
there, and were able to go back and spend the
rest of the day at the condos.
The last full day of the trip was spent
between the water park and laser tag, which
proved to be another fun group activity. There
were several showdowns, including condo
vs. condo and girls vs. boys. The chaperones
even joined in, including Mr. Butler who was
by far the most amusing.
The condos spent their last night
together having as much fun as possible,
and when morning came everyone was sad
to leave. The Senior Trip was a great way
to let the class bond, as well as give all the
seniors a nice break. The class will always
remember this trip, and the friendships they
made.

Following the
Senior Trip, this
to return to the Wisgroup left
the
Luther
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The girls ofCondo 3 pose on the
secondfloor oftheir suite as they

prepare to head home.

Casey shoots some pool with
Mr. Cornell after a hearty meal
at the pub.

(l-r,t-b): Way too many people are in the
hot tub, but at least they're bonding; Aggie
prepares a delicious meal for dinner; Robert
tries to demonstrate that apples and oranges
really are different; Anna and Sarah relax
from all of the excitement by having a chat
on a luggage cart; Condo 2 has an elegant
dinner complete with formal dresses ... if only
they weren't sitting on the floor; Kyle shows
off his karaoke skills to his many admirers;
Yang reveals his animal side while wearing
his moose hat with pride.

Some senior girls get all bJmdled
up to go explore the{rozen lake
behind the hotel.

Kinzie waits to ambush the opposing team during an exciting
game of laser tag.

A group of seniors hold onto
each other's floats as they 11Ulke
their way around the lazy river.
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A
Alper, Rebecca 18, 28, 36, 90
Alvarado,Jasnrine 11, 12, 71, 72,75
Anselin, Emma 16, 21, 22, 23, 35, 36, 84
Ansermet, Lydia 12, 83, 84
Aschenbrenner, Ms. Barb 65
Atherton, Greg 71, 72

B
Bagchi, Devika 13, 84, 86
Bant, Ms. Marilyn Upah 27, 65
Baron, Jonathan 16, 84
Barr, Eric 16, 24, 50, 97, 98, 130
Beberman, Henry 19, 34, 82, 84
Beck, Geoffrey 20,21,26, 78
Beesley, Mr. Joel 16, 23, 65
Belmont, Michael 11, 20, 23, 26, 36, 39, 46, 47, 57, 62,
84,94
Bergandine, Mr. David 9, 24, 65, 69
Berger, Austin 2, 12, 16, 21, 24, 29, 47, 57, 61, 90, 92
Berl, Ethan 21, 34, 35, 77, 78
Berman, Micah 13, 16, 26, 78
Berry, Brian 16, 19,21,22,25,97,98, 131
Beshers,Max 26,36,37,47,97,99, 128,131
Bial, Sarah 16, 22, 26, 97, 99, 130
Bild, Mr. Gene 65
Black, Adriana 78, 95
Borup, Daniel 17, 26, 36, 71, 72
Boyce,Robert 17, 19,21,34,35,84
Boyle, David 16, 46, 47,90
Bozada, T.J. 5, 9, 21, 26, 33, 36, 43, 78, 80
Braghini, Kyle 3, 10, 22, 24, 35, 95, 97, 100, 128, 131,
135
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HUGH '05, TIM

'95, JACK '00, BOB '03, JOE '91

''THANKS FOR THE MEMORIES''

1987·2005
THE MONAHANS
Breault, Amelia · 23, 24, 84
Breault, Chris 16, 18, 24, 26, 50, 51, 63, 97, 100, 130
Brown, Caroline 6, 36, 40, 41, 71,72
Bucher, Holden 21, 40, 71,72
Butler, Mr. Chris 6, 21, 65, 69
Buzard, Stephen 17, 35, 36, 37,90

c
Cabraal, Udara 12, 47, 54, 57, 60, 90,92
Cahill, Alex 17, 19, 29, 34, 35, 43, 84, 87
Cangellaris, Anna 5, 24, 26, 53, 76, 78, 80, 95
Carmody, Katie 55, 90
Carrubba, Mr. Jim 9, 26, 65, 69
Cascio, Ariel 10, 14, 19, 22, 26, 34, 35, 97, 101, 131,
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Cascio, Rachel 12, 35, 84
Chajed, Avanti 17, 35, 36, 71, 72
Chambers, Isaac 71, 72, 95
Chambers, Josie 23, 24, 33, 36, 37, 42, 45, 90, 92
Chen, Andrew Ian 16, 18, 29, 84
Chen,Julie 1,24,25,35,58,61,90,92
Chen,~uole 24,25,27,35,58,65,90,92
Cheng, Christine 8, 16, 19, 21, 22, 84
Chiang, Yun Luke 17, 23, 43, 84
Chu, Enrily 16, 18, 20, 21, 78
Chuang, Kangway 18, 51, 90, 93,94
·chung,Joshua 11,20,21,26,43,54,61, 78

Erickson,Ben 16,23,90
Esbenshade,ShMa 1, 78
Evans, Ms. Lisa 17, 66

F

ClMk,Brett 6,21,28,36,47,54,90,93
Collopy, Alejandra 48, 49, 58, 61, 90
Collopy, Aria 19, 21, 22, 25, 35, 36, 84
Coombs,EJds 7, 18, 19,20,21,23,26,32,34,35,36,
37,97,101
Cornell, Kinzie 3, 9, 14, 19, 23, 26, 30, 32, 36, 37, 53,
60,97, 102,130,134,135
Cornell, Mr. Michael134
Costa, Tony 4, 17, 34, 35, 36, 43, 47, 84 _
Cox,Tilfany 19,22,34,35,97, 103,131
Cranston, Mr. Dan 25
Croisant, Robert 36, 37, 43, 84, 95
Cropek, Cameron 2, 4, 16, 50, 51, 57, 61, 90, 93

D

Fehrenbacher, Annie 14, 16, 20, 23, 45, 90
Feldman, Lauri 20, 26, 97, 104, 130, 134, 135
Feng, Songtao 18, 27, 84
File, Anna 7, 30, 36, 37, 45, 97, 105, 131, 134, 135
Finch,Ms.Jenna 66
Floess, Emily 24, 25, 36, 49, 61, 65, 90, 92
Ford, Elizabeth 17, 19, 22, 34, 35, 36, 42,84
Freeland, Chelsea 5, 29, 42, 78, 81
Freeman, Matthew 16, 24, 32, 90, 93
Fu,Benjarnin 15, 19,20,25,35,84

G
Gao, Michelle 5, 20, 25, 36, 77, 78
Gao,Zhe 11, 13,54,57,90
Garvey, Madeleine 35, 78
GMvey, Mr. John 11, 24, 25,66
GMvey, Therese 18, 35, 36, 37, 90
Gates, Dekota 7
Geiger, Martin 16, 18, 19, 21, 36, 84
Ginsburg, Kayla 36, 71, 72
Ginsburg, Zoe 97, 105, 131
GiridMan, Vaishnavi 17, 35, 40, 71, 72, 75

Dampier, Paul 5, 9, 26, 34, 78, 80
DMrnody, Allison 18, 35, 42, 45, 97, 102, 131, 134
Dastrup, Kaylie 40, 41, 71, 72
Dejarnette, Mr. Bill 47
Dejarnette, Mr. Noel 47
DeJong, Antoine 21, 97, 103, 131
DeJong, Colette 3, 17, 58, 90
DeMoss, Ms. Sherry 65
Devero, Ms. Trish 55
Diehl, Robert 18, 71, 72, 75
Digges, Alyssa 31, 33, 36, 37, 53, 90
Dixon,Anne 5,53,83,84
Dornier, Nathan 17, 35, 50, 60, 88, 90
Doney, Mr. Brett 65
Dorner, Betsy 3, 9, 14, 16, 22, 27, 97, 104, 128, 131,
134
Drevlow, Mr. MMk 22, 65, 69
Druker, Jacob 34, 35, 71, 72
Dunatov, Ms. Katya 66

E
Eads, Ms. Cathy 66
Easley, Katy 8, 19, 22, 25, 84
Ecker,Lucas 5,22,24,35,89,90
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Goerne,Brad 14, 16, 19,26,36,97, 106,131
Goldberg,~ax 6, 16,20,26,34,35,36,37,90
Goldwasser, Ellie 5, 7, 8, 12, 15, 18, 29, 48, 49, 61, 97,
106, 131, 134
Gong, Nicole 16, 23, 24, 53, 84
Gooier, Nick 8, 18, 24, 38, 50, 97, 107, 131
Gottlieb-Graham, Nate 16, 23, 97, 107, 130
Granick, ~artin 35, 47, 84
Grill, Amanda 3, 45, 55, 60, 82, 84
Grill, ~r. David 40
Grill, Sheri 12, 36, 40, 71, 72
Gu, Elaine 35, 40, 41, 71, 72
Gu, George 90

H
Habibullah, ~onah 17, 34, 35, 36, 83, 84
Hamlin,~addy 16,21,22,84,86
Han, Jie 15, 17, 19, 20, 21, 78, 80
Han, Karen 17, 25, 34, 35, 71,72
Harris, ~s. Frances 18, 66
Hartman, Julian 3, 21, 26, 34, 43, 78
Hassani, Daisy 12, 16, 21, 22, 23, 27, 35, 84, 86, 87
Hatcher, ~s. Corinne 18, 66
Hauffe, Drew 10, 18, 24, 29, 34, 50, 51, 94, 97, 108,
128, 130
Hayes, Erin 29, 34, 35, 42, 78, 81
Hazlett, Laura 21, 40, 71, 72
He, Jason 19, 71, 72,75

Hedeman, Jackie 8, 10, 16, 18, 22, 30, 84, 86
Helregel, Nicole 24, 26, 49, 84, 87
Hodges, Leslie 35, 36, 71, 72, 75
Hostetter, Isaure 35, 71, 72
Hostetter, Loic 34, 35, 71, 72, 74
How, Eunice 17, 18, 21, 23, 24, 35, 53, 78, 80
Huggett, Jimmy 24, 35, 50, 85
Hutchens, Bethany 16, 21, 85, 87
Hutchens, Carter 21, 22, 34, 35, 40, 71, 72, 75
Hyun,Yoon-Jung 7, 19,25,34,35,97, 108,131,135

Imlay,Leah 23,25,48,49,89,90,92
Imlay, Sam 20,26,43, 78,80
Irfan, Roveiza 16, 20, 23, 24, 25, 90
Ito, Daniel 7, 16, 85, 94
Ito, ~s. Hiroko 5, 7, 19, 22, 24, 66
Ivanova,Alex 5, 17,:;20, 26, 49, 97, 109, 131,134
lyer, ~arika 2o, 26, 55, 78, 80, 81, 95

J
Jacobs, Daniel 6, 13, 16, 24, 27, 43, 47, 57, 90, 93
Jin, Angela 20, 26, 35, 36, 55, 78, 80
Jockusch, ~s. Elizabeth 4, 66
Johnson,Alex 38,58,59,60,90
Johnson, Claire 13, 35, 36, 42, 55, 77, 78, 81
Johnson, Devin 85, 86, 87,95
Johnson, ~ichelle 5, 18, 35, 36, 97, 109, 131

K
Kalbarczyk, Karolina 23, 36, 71, 72
Kalbarczyk, Tomasz 21, 26, 47, 85
Kale, Atul 1, 16, 18, 24, 26, 97, 110, 130
Kamm, Emily 13, 26, 29, 85, 87
Kaplan, Rachel 17, 18, 25, 35, 90
Kelter, Aaron 4, 19, 78, 81
Kemball, Jeremy 25, 71,72

L

Kessler, Alan 17, 29, 40, 71, 72
lehanna,Shivani 20,27,49,62, 78,81
Kim, Agatha 7, 8, 16, 18, 24, 27, 97, 111, 130, 135
Kim, Jennifer 16, 21, 22, 25, 97, 111, 131, 135
Kim, Nate 13, 27, 35, 40, 71,72
Kinney,Hannah 12,22,35,36,44; 45,58,97, 110,131,
134
Klein, Sam 26, 34, 35, 43, 83, 85
Knox, Noel 21, 35, 40, 41, 71, 72
Kogut, Gabby 112, 130
Kory,Rose 17, 18,25,30,35,36,37,91,93
Kostochka, Tanya 30, 85
Kovacs, Ms. Susan 4, 23, 24, 66
Kuck, Jonathan 85
Kudeki, Deren 71, 72
Kudeki, Mo 17, 35, 88,91

Ladd,Deborah 12, 17,27, 71,72
Lagoutchev, Kirill 3, 11, 24, 26, 50, 95, 97, 112, 130
Lake-Rayburn, Hannah 16, 26, 31, 36, 76,78
Lake-Rayburn, Sarah 9, 12,32,36, 71, 72,74
LaPointe, Katie 26, 53, 78
Lau,JohnMark 25,34,35,91
Laughlin, Ms. Rosemary 66
Leigh, Joe 4,20,35, 78,81
LeRoy,Ben 7, 10,23,26,35,36,37,56,57,97, 113,
131, 134
LeRoy, Sarah 7, 8, 12, 16, 18, 19,30,35,36,37,45,58,
59,60,97, 113,128,131,134,135
Leskosky, Hannah 40, 71, 72, 75
Levin, Maddy 12,36,40,41, 71, 73,75
Liang, Alan 35, 40, 71, 73
Liang, Angelina 16, 24, 35, 91, 93
Liang, Annie 3, 8, 16, 42, 85
Linder, s. Suzanne 4, 66
Lindsey, Ms. Ellen 66
Liss, Alison 5, 15, 23, 36, 49, 97, 114, 130, 134
Liss, Caitlin 7, 16, 23, 26, 29, 35, 49, 97, 114, 131
Liu, Jack 21, 85
Loos, Grant 26, 54, 78
Loots-Gollin, Cordelia 19, 23, 26, 53, 89, 91
Lopez,Ms.Lynda 9,66
Loui,Eric 17,20,35,94,97, 115
Lovdahl,Andrew 17, 40, 71,73
Luffman, Ms. Melissa 66
Luo, Allan 35, 40, 71, 73,75
Luo,Cheng 13,34, 71,73

M
Ma,Ranny 20,22,26,54,62, 78
Machesky, Annie 40, 71, 73
Madera, Ms. Coleen 42, 45
Maher, Julia 18, 25, 26, 85
Majerus, Ms. Elizabeth 16, 67
Marcum, Sierra 36, 71, 73, 75
Marshak, Emma 18, 20, 36, 91
Martin, Paige 8, 17, 22, 85, 86
Martinsek, David 54, 89, 91
McFarland, Frankie 5, 7, 19, 20, 26, 29, 43, 54, 62,78
McGinty, Jake 35, 43, 85
McNamara, Daniel 20, 21, 35, 78
Methven, Jeremiah 16, 22·, 24, 36, 50, 51, 97, 115, 128,
131, 135
Meyers, Maria 8, 16,24,58,97, 116,131,134
Micele, Ms. Lisa 9, 19, 67
Miller, Paul 18, 71, 73, 74, 75
Mitchell, Josh 18, 19, 21, 82, 85
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Mitchell, Mr. Matt 67
Mitsuhashi-Acs, Yuki 97, 116, 130
Mittenthal, Mr. Robin 67
Monahan, Hugh 6, 7, 14, 18, 19,20,27,30,36,37,47,
94,97, 117,130,134
Morris, Ms. Patricia 65, 67, 95
Murphy, Mr. Rick 17, 27, 41, 67
Murphy, Ms. Rebecca 58, 67
Mynatt, Mr. Doug 5, 65, 67
Mynatt, Ms. Susan 42,45,67

N
Nakamura, Natsuki 17, 25, 35, 71,73
Nakamura, Yuzuko 16, 17, 19, 25,91
Nelson, Amirah 35,91
Nelson, Arif 17, 26, 34, 71,73
Nelson, Meredith 18, 36, 53, 97, 117, 130, 135
Nguyen, Samantha 5, 29, 35, 49, 55,79
Nilges, Tomasz 10, 21, 22, 24, 26, 97, 118, 130, 135
Nixon, Christopher 4, 20, 22, 25, 34, 79, 81
Nookala, Nish 25, 26, 35, 40, 71, 73, 74,75

'Dear 'Betsy,
ContJratu{ations on
comyfetintJ fiitJfi
scfiOoD '1 am sure
that you wi{{ 6e
successju{ in a(GJou
choose to do. l}{tive
a fun journey!

L(JVe,

~m

0
Olson, Krista 17, 23, 24, 27, 34, 35, 36, 53, 55, 85

p
Palekar, Rohun 3, 34, 43, 85, 87, 95
Park,Puldrea 20,24,27,53,62, 77,79,94
Park, Justin 16, 20, 24, 25, 27, 36, 47,91
Pathuri, Yuv Chandra 3, 26, 43, 85, 86, 87
Patton, Ms. Kathleen 67
Pearson, Carl 18, 35, 40, 41, 71, 73
Peregrine, Beth 19, 20, 24, 35, 79, 80
Pfander, Sarah 10, 35, 42, 55, 77, 79, 81

Piester, Lauren 10, 27, 36, 71, 73
Pillow, Jeremy 26, 46, 47, 54, 62, 85, 86
Pillow, Kimberle 26, 79, 94
Pitt, Michael 91, 95
Plisch, Ms. Susan 20, 67, 95
Pokorski, Spencer 25, 36, 85
Pollock,Henry 6, 12, 13, 18,34,47,56,57,97, 118,
128, 131, 134 ';
Porreca, Mr. David 67
Pourmal, Sergei 16, 17, 20, 24, 26, 47,91
Prochaska, Russell 40, 71, 73, 74
Prochaska, Stephen 40,41, 71,73
Proctor, Hillary 7, 12, 16, 19, 21, 36, 37, 45, 97, 119,
128, 130, 134, 135
Purkayastha, Shruti 19, 36, 53, 91, 92

Q
Quirk, Maggie 97, 119, 128, 130

R
Radnitzer, Isaac 11, 20, 26, 43, 54, 62, 79, 80
Rantanen, Alisa 20, 35, 53, 79
Ratcliffe, Robert 3, 11, 13, 16, 18, 28, 57, 60, 97, 120,
131, 134, 135
Rayburn,ML Stephen 6,9, 18,23,26,67
Reese, Liz 26, 53, 85, 87
Renner,Al 16,38,47,56,57,60,62,91,93, 128
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Renner,Andy 2, 7, 13, 16, 18, 19,40,41,47,57,61,97,
120, 128, 131, 134, 135
Renner,~ike 7, 11, 19,20,26,47,57,60,63, 79,128
BUch,~ax 20,22,24,25,54,91
BUdenour, ~s. Barbara 19, 32,67
BUzwan,Punmnar 20,26,29,35,43,54,62, 79
Robinson, Abraham 21, 63, 94, 97, 121
Robinson, Robbie 13, 18, 24, 26, 39, 50, 54, 57, 91
Rockett,Ellen 18,23,24,25,91
Roginsky, Greg 10, 18, 19, 24, 25, 97, 121, 130
Roloff, Jennifer 19, 21, 35, 79, 80
Rosengren, Emily 16, 23, 83, 85, 86
Roth, Casey 9, 22, 53, 58, 97, 122, 131, 134
Roth, Noam 17, 18, 22, 24, 25, 36, 91,92
Ruan, Gordon 22, 70, 71, 73,75

Sligar, Sara 10, 16, 17, 18, 19, 26, 32, 89,91
Smith, James 40, 71,73
Smith, ~olly 7, 8, 16, 22, 27, 36, 58, 59, 97, 124, 130,
134
Smith, ~. Greg 68
Smith, ~. Samuel 24, 65, 68
Smyth, Sam 6, 16, 34, 47,91
Snir, Batia 16, 18, 19, 26, 32, 35, 89, 91
Snyder,Hannah 5,20,27,48,49,61,91,92,93
Sobh, AbderRahman 43, 85
Song, Linda 15, 17,20,21,24,25,35,36, 77,79
Soong, Lillian 25, 52, 53, 91, 92
Spelke,Dawn 7, 16, 18,45,58,59,60,97, 124,130,135
Stark, Jessica 5, 10, 77, 79
Starkweather, ~s. Stacey 55
Stevens, ~r. Jeremy 54
Stewart, Jessica 35, 40, 71, 73, 75

Rundus, Austin 7, 20, 26, 50, 54, 62, 79
Russell, ~. Craig 4, 67, 95
Ryan, Katie 53, 79, 80

s
Saied,Ayesha 18,22,35,53,60,97, 122,130,135
Salehi, Kumars 20, 43, 54, 63,79
Salmon, Sara 25, 71, 73
Salov, Victor 43, 91
Sands, Ben 16,24,97, 123,130,135
Sapp,Scott 1,29,34,47,54,85,86
Sayegh, Kareem 22, 35, 70, 71,73
Schaap,Benjamin 20,21,25,28,85,87
Schein, Zoe 33, 35, 79, 81, 95
Schiller, Lucy 9, 23, 24, 91, 92
Seeley, Jake 26, 34, 47, 79, 81
Sha,Emily 7,8,9, 11,32,53,97, 123,131,134
Shapley, Joy 40, 71, 73
Shriver, ~s. Runelle 68
Slins,Ben 18,56,57,91
Skoza, Rachel 17, 35, 40, 71,73
Sligar, Lor 12, 13, 36, 71, 73, 74
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Stone, Ethan 24,26, 76,79
Stone, Mr. David 7, 23, 29, 68
Sullivan, Jessi 40, 71, 73,75
Suslick, Ms. Adele 20, 68
Sutton,Mr.Bill 9,20,23,24,26,29,62,65,68,69
Suzuki, Ms. Kazuko 68
Swiech, Maciek 17, 23, 47,91

T
Taylor, Malcolm 40, 71, 73, 74, 75, 94
Thomas, Mr. Matt 68, 69
Tuttle, Ben 26, 28, 31, 32, 34, 91

v
Vaughn, Mr. Billy 23, 26, 68
Viadya, Bhaskar 43,79
Voitik, Laura 10, 71, 73

u
Unsworth, Eleanor 23, 28, 33, 49, 83, 85
Uzoaru, Chuk 28, 34,79

w

DEAR SOON~To~BE
UNI HIGH ALUMNI:
Printed below is the traditional
invocation given at all Uni High
Reunion banquets. It was written
by Dr. Ruth Rains, a member ofthe
Uni High Class of1944 as well as a
former Uni Faculty member.
Until you return for your first
reunion, please remember:
When we are together, we kn~w
t.hat the things that HAVE not
divided us
WILL not divide us,
that great blessing rests on us
and on our togetherness,
as it always has,
as it always will,
and we offer our deep gratitude
to whatever we each call that
that has allowed us to be here to
celebrategratitude
for this time together,
for this food,
for each other.
Amen.
All the best to each and every one
ofyou!
Marilyn Upah Bant • Cathy Eads
Uni High Alumni Office
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Walker, Ms. Sally 68
Wallig, Beckaa 17, 23, 33, 36, 37, 42, 45, 83, 85, 86
Wan, Charlie 17, 26, 34, 40, 71,73
Wang, Brian 19, 26, 70, 71, 73,75
Wang, Marquis 25, 43,85
Wang, Victoria 16, 21, 22, 35, 85, 87
Warner, Lizzy 17, 35, 40, 41, 71, 73,74
Weilmuenster, Mr. Paul 22, 64, 68
Weisbach, Richard 9, 17, 34, 71,73
Weiser, Jamie 24, 42, 79, 81
Welch, Ruth 7, 20, 44, 45, 55, 61, 62, 79, 80
Welz, Thilo 11, 26, 34, 43, 61, 79
Wickens, Mr. Chris 40
Wiegel, Josie 7, 11, 13, 16, 42, 45, 55, 60, 97, 125, 128,
130, 134
Williams, Chumar 5·; 6, 24, 54, 79, 81
Wiltzius, Amy 55, 79
Wiltzius, Tom 24, 91
Wingo, Lauren 8, 12, 16, 18, 22, 24, 97, 125, 130, 134,
135

Woodley, Karen 24, 36, 42, 55, 61, 79
Wright, Ms. Dee Dee 68

y
Yates-White, Mark 16, 97, 126, 130
Yi, Ms. Jenny 21, 24, 68
Yoo,Auan 35,55, 79
Yoo,Suran 5,35, 79

z

I

Zabielski, Ms. Ellie 58
Zabielski, Ms. Meg 40, 41
Zaghloul, Farid 20, 21, 26, 28, 43, 89, 91
Zaharescu, Bianca 13, 36, 55, 85
Zhai, Alex 20, 25, 43, 79
Zhang, Lucy 35,79
Zhao, Yang 10, 16,24,25,26,57,97, 126,130,134,135
Zielinski, Carl 54, 79
Zukoski, Andrew 18, 50, 51, 97, 127
Zuo, Daniel 2, 16, 24, 26, 31, 33, 35, 97, 127, 130
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It's been a
great five

•

•

·&t1·1·0------

With classes ended and
finals over, the time had come for
Uni's students and faculty to relax
and get ready for summer. Instead
of Mr. Murphy working hard over
the grill as in past years, Student
Council stepped up and hired
Mike's Catering for the 2005 picnic allowing all to enjoy the food
without the hassle. While some
things changed, others stayed traditional. Students had water fights,
others signed yearbooks and said
their final good-byes to the graduation seniors as they looked forward
to the coming summer fun.

(l-r, t-b) The subbie girls get ready for
some super-soaking fun; Beth and lie
enjoy their food before summer begins;
Sara is too busy daydreaming to sign
Bethany's yearbook; Isaac and Mike
guard Alex as he signs yearbooks; Dawn
is glad to be at her last Disorientation
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This year's spring music
The Pajama Game, by George Abbot, was set in the Sleep-Tite Pajama
factory. Hugh Monahan and Kinzie
Cornell took the star roles in the
musical with Monahan playing Sid
Sorokin, the new superintendant
at the pajama factory and Cornell
playing Catherine "Babe" Williams,
a worker at the factory that falls in
love with Sorokin. "Being able to
dance and sing with friends was a
lot of fun." remarked Hillary Proctor. "I thought this show was the
smoothest show I've been in. It was
fun to work with different directors."
said Shruti Purkayastha. The musical had a cast and crew (including
orchestra) of over 55 people. "It
was a fun, worthwhile experience
and everybody had a good time"
said Andy Renner. Cornell added:
"I can't imagine a more perfect experience for my last Uni show!"

(l-r, t-b) Kicking and dancing and screaming,
just another day at the pajama factory; Batia
Snir counsels Max Goldberg with her dancing
skills; Max Beshers seduces Anna File; Robert
and Nate complain about the boss; The girls of
Sleep-Tzte Pajama factory dance after a hard
days work; Kinzie and Hugh gaze lovingly into
each others eyes before the final kiss.
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Holding to the tradition of
the last few years, this years Big
Show: "Big Like Yo Momma" left
audiences rolling on the North Attic floor in laughter. Directed by
senior Nick Gooier and junior
Cordelia Loots-Gollin, skits ran
the gambit from ridiculous to
clever (and good-natured) commentary on the U ni community.
Big Show 2005 brought another
successful X-Week to an end.
"I felt it was a great way to end
the 2005 Theater season," stated
Loots-Gollin.

(l-r, t-b) Greg "the only subbie" and Tess are
just too smug and pretentious to truly understand modem theatre; Dan hosts the Papal
Elections, which accurately portrays the real
conclave; Dan, just looking cool as always;
The audience was pleasantly surprised to
find that Max Goldberg is a flippin' sweet
dancer; Is that Mark or Mr. Butler?
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- S-p·fi-tt·-·This year's Spring Concert
was again a great success. Led by
Mr. Murphy, both the chorus and
orchestra worked for months during the day in order to make their
performances run without a hitch.
The orchestra performed a variety
of songs from "Symphony in E
Minor (No.5)" by Antonfn Dvorak
to a piece by Emesto Lecuona. The
chorus also performed beautifully,
playing many difficult songs from
composers such as Mozart and
Handel. The concert was a perfect
display of the great musical talent
at Uni and was a nice way to end
another great year of music at our
school.

(l-r, t-b) Noel, Kyle, Rose and Jennifer
are all focused on their parts; the chorus
performs; Mr. Murphy greets the audience;
Hannah, Suran, and Lucy do their best to
follow Mr. Murphy's conducting; Kris, Brett,
Max, and Stephen sing out a few tunes.
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&h-TFi-pArriving in Paris at dusk, the
awe and wonder of being in France
started immediately. After unpacking
their bags at their hotel, the group
proceeded to explore the city. They
visited many well-known places such
as the Louvre, Moulin Rouge, and the
Eiffel Tower, finally ending the day
watching the sunset across the Seine
River.
The next days were filled
with even more activities as they left
Paris and visited the Youth Hostel in
Strasbourg, a city rich in history and
culture. The highlight of the trip was
still to come as the group traveled to
Colmar. On the way to the city, they
visited a concentration camp that was
used during WWII. This experience
was very emotional to many on the
trip, especially when they visited the
gas chambers.
In the end, the group was very
reluctant to leave France and all its
adventures as their trip came to a
close and they said their good-byes
to the country.

(l-r, t-b) The group smiles for the camera in
front of the Notre Dame; Lucy and Nuole wait
to get off the bus; Uni High students take a
break from touring Paris; Julie and Lucy try to
blend with the locals; Mandy, Alex and Lydia
rest on the bus; Mr. Garvey falls asleep while
reading his book.
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- Ja-p. ~-.
A group of Uni High students traveled to Japan over the
summer for their annual trip. After
arriving in Tokyo the group spent
their first day sightseeing. From
Tokyo, the students traveled to the
cities of Towa, Kobe and Konan.
One of the exciting stops of the trip
was visiting the Konan School to
see Ryosuke Yabukami, a past Uni
exchange student, and also to meet
two new students who would be
coming for the 2005-2006 school
year. After meeting with them the
group returned to Tokyo for another
day or two and prepared for their
journey home after an exciting trip.
While in Japan the students enjoyed ~iir:;;.,&,..;;;;,;:
the culture and speaking in J apanese, along with other things like h~~~
boat rides and some karaoke.

( 1-r, t-b) Five students get the ride of
their life in Towa on a banana boat; The
Japanese group takes a photo with 2 hosts
and Ryo in Konan; Bethany and Emily are
dressed to impress in their kimonos; Josie
takes a ride on a giant wooden pony; Sam
and Jono should be feared when wielding water guns; Everyone enjoys drinking tea.
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Herr W once again led a
group of current and past Uni High
students to beautiful Germany. The
trip lasted three weeks, including
one week of staying with host families in Berlin. The group visited the
cities of Rothenburg, Salzburg, Erfurt, and Munich. While sight-seeing
throughout Germany, the group visited many historical sites, including
Neuschwanstein, the Berlin Wall,
and Dachau, a concentration camp .
The trip included a lot of self-exploration which will have a lasting
effect on the students who went to
Germany.

(1-r, t-b) A majestic German castle; The
group hangs around a trash can; Betsy
and Allison under the battlements ofa fortress; Michelle chills on the train; Sarah
feels ostracized while in a uh ... Stock!!;
The group poses on a German mountain
overlooking a fortress in Salzburg.
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Due to the success of the
girl's soccer program the past few
years, Uni has seen more players
joining the team each season. The
2005 N squad saw large contributions from a freshmen class who
mixed well with a strong core of
upper classmen as the season progressed.
Though the team lacked
game experience as the season
began, they made up for it with
chemistry and enjoyable bus rides.
"Everyone got along really well, and
that was really important for a small
team," said freshman Zoe Schein.
The young lllineks failed to
win a game during the season, but
did learn a lot from their coaches
Bill and Noel Dejarnette. "Many of
us entered the season with no previous experience, but by the end of
the season we felt comfortable with
what our coaches asked of us," remembered Anna Cangellaris.

(l-r, t-b) Zoe plays the ball over the
opposing defenders; Chelsea doesn 1t
appreciate the waterboy duties; Krista
turns to take the ball up field; Sarah
demonstrates the latest dance moves.
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(l-r, t-b) Sarah LeRoy, Ayesha Saied, Lydia Ansermet, Beth Peregrine, Sarah Pfander, Kimberle
Pillow, Rachel Cascio, Tiffany Cox, Coach Bill Dejarnette, Alexlvanova, Krista Olson, Emily Chu,
Anna Cangellaris, and Zne Schein. (Not pictured: Monah Habibullah)

The 200 5 U ni High Girls'
soccer squad entered the season
looking to prove to soccer fans
everywhere that Uni was a team
to be dealt with.
In his last season at U ni,
head coach Bill DeJarnette's ladies earned a big win over 3rd
seeded Mattoon and a tie against
2nd seeded Charleston. Unfortunately, the season did not end as
the team had hoped, with a 5-0
loss to Central. Still, the team
finished with a record of 8-5-3, an
ECIC title, and several individual
accomplishments as well. Senior
Lauren Wingo led the area in
goals per game and was named to
the N ewsGazette All Area squad,
while Mandy Grill ranked high
among local goalies.
Despite not meeting their overall goal, the senior class finished
their career by cementing its place
in Uni history with its' fourth
straight season of a .500 record
or above. As senior Hannah Kinney puts it, "We were all friends
and played well together."

(l-r, t-b) Head Coach Noel Dejarnette, Lauren Wingo (captain), Rachel Cascio, Lucy Schiller, Emma
Marshak, Annie Fehrenbacher, Monah Habibullah, Emily Sha, Molly Smith, Sarah LeRoy, Bethany
Hutchens, Coach Bill Dejarnette, Dawn Spelke, Tiffany Cox, Suran Yoo, Zoe Schein, Mandy Grill,
Roveiza lrfan, Betsy Dorner (captain), Eleanor Unsworth, Amelia Breault, Shara Esbenshade,
Anna Cangellaris, Chelsea Freeland, Lydia Ansermet, Sarah Pfander.

(l-r, t-b ): Lauren gets ready to make
a move against her opponent; Molly
speeds past a Macon-Meridian player;
Suran takes a touch as she passes up
her defender; Dawn sets up a pass for
her teammate.
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Uni High Track 2005: The
Return to Power. This year's boy's
track team saw a resurgence of
strength in sprints, mid-distance,
and long distance events. The
performance of the 2005 Boys'
Track team was the Uni's best
since 2000.
The 4x800 meter relay
consisting of Sam Smyth, Cameron
Cropek, Austin Rundus and
Kangway Chuang lead the team
in total scoring points. Juniors
Sam Smyth and Udara Cabraal
led the way in the 400m and 200m
respectively, and Andrew Zukoski
continued his distance success
from the Cross Country season.
Facing a lowered State Cut
time from 8:24.5 to 8:22.0 in the
4x800 meter relay, the members
of the 4x800 stepped up to the
challenge. They placed third at
TheNewsGazette Honor Roll Meet
and second at Sectionals, enough
to advance to state. Unfortunately
the team was given a questionable
penalty for stepping over the line
and was disqualified at State.

(l-r, t-b) Kangway finishes ahead of the
pack; Robbie hurls the discus with all his
might; Sam edges out the competition;
Drew kicks the final lap.
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(l-r, t-b): Marquis Wang, Jimmy Huggett, Jeremy Pillow, Drew Hauffe, Cameron Cropek, Robbie
Robinson, JeremiahMethven, Cheng Luo, Ethan Stone, Andrew Zukoski (captain), Kangway Chuang
(captain), Austin Rundus, Sam Smyth, Sam Imlay, Noel Knox, Isaac Chambers.

The 2005 Girls' Track season
held both triumphs and disappointments. Entering the season
Coach Doug Mynatt's squad
had lofty goals. One group with
the highest expectations was
the 4x800 relay team of Ellie
Goldwasser, Josie Chambers,
Shivani Khanna and Aria Collopy. Despite their hard work
and expectations of making it to
State, the 4x800 team fell short.
Despite not having anyone
make the State cut this season, the
future looks bright for Mynatt's
squad. Only Goldwassar graduates from this year's team. To
assist in replacing the schools
best triple jumper, Uni will tum
to the class of 2009, where the
subbie girls had an outstanding
season. Half of the subbie girls
made it to State: Laura Hazlett,
Elaine Gu, and Lizzy Warner.
With experience and young talent, the girls track team expects
a strong performance next year.

(l-r, t-b): linda Song, Emily Floess, Erin Hayes, Alejandra Collopy, Ellie Goldwasser (captain),
Aria Collopy, Marika Iyer, Hannah Snyder (captain), Kayla Ginsburg, Isaure Hostetter, Maddy
Levin, Shivani Khanna, Josie Chambers, Devika Bagchi, Katy Easley, Leah Imlay, Angela lin,
Laura Hazlett, lizzy Warner.

(l-r, t-b): Emily out kicks her opponents; Ellie and Josie love track!;
Alejandra demonstrates perfect
sprinting form; Josie looks lonesome
on her run around the track.
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Coming off their first conference title in school history, the
Illineks looked to pick up where
they left off the past season.
Armed with a deep nucleus of
skilled players, new Head Coach
Paul Weilmuenster hoped to build
on the past years success.
Erratic fielding and hitting
plagued Uni in its first two games,
losing both, but Uni got back in
the winning ways quickly with an
18-3 victory over Buckley Christ
Lutheran. The Illineks continued
to dominate the ECIC, going 7-0 in
conference, their second consecutive undefeated conference season.
The team, which finished 11-6
overall, had five players named
to the ECIC All Conference team,
and another Honorable Mention.
Junior Alex Renner became Uni High's Career Home
Run leader, at one point in the
season hitting four homers in a

(l-r, t-b) Al slides in safe on after a wild
pitch; Mike and David are awestruck
by the game; Ben "Oil-Can" LeRoy
shuts out Judah with his wicked lefty
heat; Ben Sims fires the ball around the
horn after another strikeout.
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(1-r, t-b) Head Coach Paul Weilmuenster, Al Renner, Ben LeRoy, Ben Sims, David Boyle, Andy
Renner, Robert Ratcliffe, Assistant Coach Rocky Ryan, Mike Renner, Frankie McFarland, Tom
Wiltzius, Katie Cannady, Ammar Rizwan, Geoffrey Beck, Brett Clark.
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On June 2nd the Uni High
Class of 2005 gathered at Uni
Gym for the annual Senior Supper.
Upon entering the fabulously
decorated gym, the students sat
down to watch videos of skits they
had performed subbie year. Supper
promptly followed.
After everyone had their fill
of food and finished reminiscing
about their Uni careers, it was
time to venture into the lounge to
find places for handprints. Some
people went the traditional route
and placed their prints in the
lounge, while others opted for a
place in the first floor corridor.
New to this year, some
parents purchased tiles for their
children to put fingerprints on
that would last forever. After all
the sparkling cider was consumed
and most of the tears dried up, it
was time to say "goodbye" to Uni
High.

(l-r, t-b) Lauri and Alex try not to get
caught defacing handprints; Kirill, Ben,
and Ellie share some laughs at the table;
Ayesha puts the finishing touches on her
handprint; Kinzie has a little too much
fun putting her handprint up; Eric is
caught in the act.
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Prom this year was moved
from the traditional location of the
Champaign Country Club to Warden
Martin. As usual the crowning moment of high school seniors was filled
with emotion, both happy and sad, but
either way this years prom will not
soon be forgotten.
In traditional fashion, this
years titles of king and queen, as well
as prince and princess, were hotly
contested. In the end juniors Maciek
Swiech and Alyssa Digges received
the honor of becoming prince and
princess. Betsy Domer and Jeremiah
Methven were elected king and
queen.
The theme, "For Your Eyes
Only", was emphasized in a Bondesque black and white setup with
pictures of the infamous secret agent
adorning the walls. Refreshments
were provided in a room connecting
to the dance floor which also held the
photographer. With the change of
venue and the unique theme 2005's
prom will not be quickly forgotten.

Drew and his lovely date are
happy to be at Prom together.

Ayesha seems to be enjoying
herself, but Tess is giving a little
attitude.

(1-r, t-b) Lauri and her men, enough said;
King Jeremiah and Queen Betsy have their
first royal dance; Tom and Ellie, a happy
couple ; Angelina and Max don't want to
take pictures, they just want to dance; Antoine and Abe: international men of mystery;
The girls await the announcement of the king
and queen; The posse decides to skip a song
on the dance floor; Mo and Nathan enjoy the
evening.

Ellen and her escort momentarily leave the dance floor for
a photo opportunity.

Allison, Sarah and Emily share
a giggle off the dance floor.

Prom Prince Maciek and Princess Alyssa display their new
headgear.
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•
On Saturday June 4th, the
Class of 2005 finally experienced what
most of them had waited five years to
accomplish, walking down the stairs
of Krannert to graduate. All the long
nights of studying and sleeping in
the lounge became a distant memory
as the Seniors one last time gathered
in their gowns to celebrate. Selected
by their peers to speak at graduation
were Dan Zuo and Henry Pollock.
The 2005 Distinguished Alumni
Award Winner was Thomas Clark
Shedd, Class of 1936. Following tradition, Alumni Director Marilyn Bant
'Uni'-luminated the class and added
a wild and ever-memorable dance to
her routine. The day was filled with
mixed emotions as the Class of 2005 ...__....__
exited the Tyron Festival Theater as
Michael Jackson told them to "Beat
It." They were a great class and Uni
will surely miss them.

(l-r, t-b) Andy and Robert give the 'Uni'lumination two thumbs up; Hugh, Sarah,
Ben, and Allison sing along with the senior
choir; Gabby turns to the audience to show
her rose and cap; Marilyn shows the new
grads the official 'Uni'lumination dance;
Drew receives his diploma and gives Uni
some mad props.
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